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andrea PaGnes

firMLY considerinG art a 
human activity ’based on expe-
rience, on quality and on par-
ticular aptitudes, on talent and 
on individual ingeniousness, any 
critical estimations of artistic 
works must necessarily take 
account of their development 
through various periods, of their 
complexity with special ref-
erence to their own stylistic 
expression, to the time when 
they were created, to their place 
of origin.

However it is not sufficient to 
pass judgment on a work of art 
simply explaining its origin or 
the essence of its various stylistic 
forms; we need to try to under-
stand art as an aspect of human 
and social life and, particularly, 
to study the influence of art on 
man and on society, on the artis-
tic awareness and culture educa-
tion, on the contacts, on the civil 
and social conflicts that art rep-
resents, reproduces or is ahead 
of.

The birth, the development 
and the decadency of the social 
institutions of art are defined by 
the kinds of organization and by 
the social groups, which influ-
ence artistic creations. It is not 
an easy task at all, but such 
an approach can make possible 
methodologies for a wider inter-
pretation of a work of art with a 
precise reference to human per-
sonality.

art Gives rise to and estab-
lishes new forms of behavior 
especially if it is considered from 
the point of view of propaganda, 
of the distribution, of the pro-
cess of communication and of 

the means of expression. There-
fore it is unthinkable to study 
a work of art by trying to ascer-
tain “what is being said, who 
says it, to whom and what the 
effects are.”

In fact art is a form of Man’s 
activity which is intended as a 
confirmation or exaltation of his 
creative skill and of his capacity 
of expression, therefore he mod-
ifies himself and the natural 
environment according to a dra-
matic, ironical etc. connection 
which goes with the individual 
or social needs of a logical or 
moral nature.

Through the qualities of a 
work of art, criticism should find 
essential the definition and real-
ization of the nature and origi-
nality of an artist, with a con-
stant reference to the general 
concepts of imitation, simulation 
and the singular artifices of the 
technical and stylistic particu-
larities. Then the investigation 
and study of the aesthetical 
qualities of a work of art will 
allow us to understand exhaus-
tively the processes of transfor-
mation and transfiguration of 
reality or of a certain ideas 
developed by an artist.

tHe eLaBoration of philo-
sophical concepts and of Man’s 
thought follows the course of 
the whole history of art, from 
ancient times to the present day: 
therefore it is necessary to search 
for the links among the various 
classical branches of knowledge 
in order to interpret artistic 
movements and the works which 
characterize them critically and 
correctly considering them in 

their connection and in their 
development in time.

Undoubtly it is a required con-
dition to seek the reasons why 
a work of art becomes a subject 
of knowledge, a phenomenon, or 
an idea because any artistic cre-
ation can not be considered sep-
arately, but should be thought of 
as a moment and a result of his-
torical - artistic process in whose 
context we will be able to under-
stand its full meaning. In this 
way the history of art itself 
becomes a way of researching 
and of viewing the world.

Among these considerations of 
a general nature the more 
strictly aesthetical question can 
not be left in the background: 
how we can identify the nature 
of the beautiful and the nature 
of art? 

In fact since Plato and Aristotle 
the problem of nature-art rela-
tion has taken on specific and 
fundamental valences.

The concept of imitation and 
the purifying-or rather educa-
tional-role of art that was con-
stitutional to ancient Greek phi-
losophy changed into medieval 
and Renaissance speculation. 
The Middle Ages emphasized the 
nature of the subordination of 
beauty to truth and justified art 
as an allegory; the Renaissance 
gave more autonomy to natural 
beauty but it always considered 
art as imitation, and the prin-
ciple of verisimilitude as its it’s 
fundamental rule.

Vico and Kant laid the funda-
mentals of modem aesthetics. 

Vico claimed that the auton-
omy of art is a form of pre-

logical, intuitive knowledge, the 
creative faculty of which is imag-
ination; but the importance of 
Vico’s aesthetics is linked to two 
fundamental themes: the rela-
tionship of art with myth and 
the identification between art 
and language as rules.

They were the first to analyze 
critically these themes, nowa-
days extremely topical in the 
artistic phenomenology and in 
the specify of literary poetics, 
with special attention to the syn-
ergism that exists among art, 
myth and symbol. These themes 
include the concept of art as 
creation, as expression and as 
communication, which are to be 
developed by the idealistic and 
neo-idealistic aesthetics of Bene-
detto Croce.

Kant laid the premise for the 
affirmation of the subjective 
moment over the objective one 
of beauty and therefore for the 
identification of natural beauty 
and artistic beauty.

According to him, the basis of 
beauty is the aesthetical feeling 
which is the feeling of pleasure 
aroused by the inner harmony 
between nature and spirit, 
between the world of necessity 
and moral need. Then Schiller 
will entrust art with the task 
of educating without any con-
straint and the whole romantic 
aesthetics, and subsequently 
Schelling will make of art the 
supreme degree of knowledge. 
Idealistic-romantic aesthetics 
were succeeded by positivism, 
which conceived aesthetics as 
a study and production of 
forms-an aspect already singled 
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out by Hegel-aimed mainly to 
classify empirically the different 
arts in their specify, too.

in oUr modem times, not only 
a philosophical, but even a psy-
chological approach is absolutely 
inevitable to aim at the defi-
nition and classification of the 
artistic phenomenology and at 
the identification of their values. 
When considering a work of 
art we should identify the con-
nections, the interdisciplinary 
requests between it and the 
thought of that particular histor-
ical moment, but not only that, 
as it is possible to contribute to 
the enlightenment of either a pic-
torial or literary work by com-
paring authors of different peri-
ods and belonging to trends, 
as T.S. Eliot established in his 
essays of poetic criticism.

The re-visitation of these disci-
plines, the following attempt of 
reconciliation, can certainly give 
raise to origin new elaborations 
in order to stem the intellectual 
waste of the present, probably 
due just to the frantic pursuit of 
success.

The contribution of art criti-
cism should awake an incentive 
to art itself, should be a reason 
for a new vital sap especially in a 
historical time such as this one, 
when men witness powerless the 
’Faustian’ devastation of nature, 
and the decadency of post-indus-
trial society.

Art can not absolutely be pas-
sive towards these problems.

The methodologies of a critical 
study and research for a correct 
understanding should be deeply 
involved in the analysis about 
the connection among art, 
nature, reality and anthropology 
in order to further examine the 
considerations on philosophical 
aesthetics, in this way bringing 
out the difficult relationship of 
an artist’s style of life in the 
modem world. It could be a sig-
nificant contribution to art (and 
its history) in order to give it the 
strength to be “the soul of the 
world and the intelligence to be 
the meaning of reality”.

a science like iconology 
rightly aims, in a transverse way, 
to understand and consolidate 
the connections that exist among 
the various disciplines. In this 
way it contributes to keeping 
art in a position of privilege. 
As Erwin Panofsky pointed out, 
iconology is the study of the pur-
pose that belongs to images and 
to the selected subject in their 

artistic representation. There-
fore we can consider this disci-
pline the study of the historical, 
social, religious, philosophical, 
and cultural content, of which 
subjects and images are direct 
expression, even if sometimes 
unrelated to the one who has 
used those subjects. The role of 
iconology is, in a certain way, 
lined up with the iconographic 
method of Aby Warburg who 
studies the programmatic, liter-
ary and learned aspects of works 
of art in “contraposition” with 
formal analysis. It is related to 
the theory of ’symbolic forms’: it 
is an analysis which goes beyond 
the explicit meanings of works 
of art, beyond their ultimate 
and essential content, identify-
ing those fundamental principles 
which reveal the basic line of 
a nation, a period, social class, 
a religious or philosophical con-
cept, unconsciously qualified by 
a personality or abridged in one 
work. Iconology aims at inter-
pretation those symbolic values 
sometimes ignored by the artist 
himself and which may differ, 
even manifestly, from what he 
consciously wanted to express.

The subject of a symbol can 
reveal a meaning consciously 
bestowed by the artist, if this 
desired significance is at the 
same time also deliberately 
hidden; here the iconographical 
analysis is necessarily trans-
formed into a sort of decipher-
ing.

The significances have simply 
turned from “unconscious” into 
secret ones. The ideas projected 
by the artist into his work 
include the interpretation of the 
artistic phenomenon itself or, 
at least, they should not be 
transcended in the research of 
the intrinsic, inner significance. 
Anyway it is required to reveal 
the philosophical prejudices, 
which lie behind the visual form.

in order not to reduce the 
value of the interpretation of the 
single artistic event it is nec-
essary for the approach to be 
sensible and rational, facing the 
specific culture in which a par-
ticular artistic work is inserted. 
We need to wonder whether or 
not the symbolic meaning of 
a given motif is usual in a cer-
tain figurative tradition, whether 
an iconographical interpretation 
may be justified with certain 
texts or if it consistent with the 
ideas that can be alive in that 
period and can presumably be 

known by artists, and to what 
extent this symbolic interpreta-
tion agrees with the historical 
position and the personal ten-
dencies of each artist and to 
his particular creative disposi-
tion. To achieve this we must try 
to penetrate the essential sense 
of a work of art so as to be 
able to grasp the unit that com-
poses it. This is possible when 
we manage to grasp and to con-
sider the whole of the moments 
of its emanation: subject, icon, 
and formal element.

Icnology, as being essentially 
interdisciplinary and strictly 
related to general symbolism, 
has become in this way the best 
example of the solidarity and 
complementary of all the inter-
pretations in their mutual, inter-
pretative and analytic task of 
the various artistic languages, 
both rational and hype rational, 
which, in the course of time, 
have expressed the complicated 
relationship of Man with Nature 
and the number of images of 
Man himself that Nature 
reflects. Iconology aims at 
clearly expounding principles, 
methods, structures and at 
defining the terminology of cer-
tain artistic phenomenology’s 
contributing to develop its study.

as PrevioUsLY stated, the 
methodological approach to a 
symbol is not less important to 
artistic creations than the anal-
yses of its anthropological and 
technological functions. In fact 
from the point of view of epis-
temology the process of symbol-
izing intervenes on many levels 
of experience, from the compli-
cated mechanism of our percep-
tions to the highest degrees of 
elaboration and arrangement of 
our way of representing the 
world.

The evolution of linguistics, 
psychology, history of religions 
and history of art, the problems 
of signs, of symbols and myths 
have in fact been considered in 
their relationship with the meth-
ods and principles of their vari-
ous interpretations. In this way 
the study of the history of art 
can not be separated from any of 
the other humanistic disciplines, 
because it is indispensable for 
a broader and correct compre-
hension of the various fields of 
human knowledge and of reality 
itself. If a symbol represents 
one of the elements generally 
common to the various disci-
plines then the history of art can 

become not only the history of 
semiotics but of all those disci-
plines that in the past shared 
the field of signs and symbols 
- semantics, logic, rhetoric, 
investigation, aesthetics, philos-
ophy, ethnology, psychoanaly-
sis, poetics -. and of some of 
their subjects named, from time 
to time, imitation and beauty, 
education and pleasure, tropes 
and figures, condensation and 
movement.

Through the study of the his-
tory of art, of signs and sym-
bols, we put forward as a pos-
sibility the research of a plural 
and typological thought, which 
maintains the differences with-
out emphasizing it. A meth-
odological principle where the 
reading of an artistic text is 
intended as a description and an 
interpretation at the same time: 
a course into space of an artistic 
personality.

tHe reLations between art, 
literature and philosophy are 
a continuum: from Ficino and 
Leonardo to Rilke and Rodine, 
to Beckett and Bacon, up to 
the contemporary minimalists. 
Therefore art criticism must not 
be a merely structural construc-
tion (without art), but a vital, 
dynamic portrait of a work 
where the many types, not the 
many substances, are the sub-
jects because, otherwise, there 
would be established a factious 
hierarchy that can not abso-
lutely take place.

PreciseLY in the name of 
interdisciplinary we should 
deeply commit ourselves to 
overcome the ’perception’ of 
artistic language that distin-
guishes a creative experience, 
towards a broader dimension of 
the imaginative production, able 
to maintain the irreducible plu-
rality of the ways of sense, by 
virtue of a research which pre-
serves a work from the particu-
larity of fashions and of tem-
poral restrictions, proposing a 
reading for inner courses, easily 
understood by everyone.
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Franco verdi
Megahens

1984 

In his concrete painting Franco Verdi isolates 
the word on the presupposition that it 
embodies the primary element of the lexical, 
the narrative connection of the same words, 
not being so important for the attainment of a 
rational meaning, arousing feelings and 
images, that go out also but from the presence 
materico-graphics, to which it is tied up the 
freedom of the words.

In the exchange of roles, the ideographic poet 
Pound remembered that the poetry is “simply 
loaded language of meaning to the maximum 
possible degree,” while Montale said, “nobody 
would write verses if the problem of the poetry 
would be the one to be understood.”

But to avoid the worry of Montale it is 
enough to load the language of which the word 
is the support. From the moment, however, 
that “each word is a composite nature, 
resulting from the combination of more 
minimal elements of vowels that consonants, it 
follows that the poetry, confirm Verdi giving 
reason to Pound and to Montale on it, it is 
prone to isolate and to emphasize the word, for 
which it is the subject of architectural 
construction of it,” soliciting as in the freedom 
of the words, in this regard, that active 
character that is quite of the Poundian charge.

Consequently these more active solicitations 
that determine the relationship between action 
and acting, not so much a meaning of symbolic 
or rational value, as new feelings and as they 
are realized. Those are not determined at the 
origin, but elaborated in an architectural 
construction during the lived-living of whom 
lives time.

But the isolated word and denied to 
completed lexical formulation in the intent to 
become understood doesn’t exhibit the subject 
of the language, that is his autonomous and 
unrelated presence, from the moment that - 
says Verdi- “the letters of the alphabet do not 
lend themselves to a reading exclusively optics 
in which the varied chromatics recognize a 
new formal syntax, a new world of signs, of 
codes always unpredictable, however always to 
surprise” (L. Meneghelli, “The walls of Franco 
Verdi”, in The Arena, Verona, VI. 1981).

In fact the architect and theoretical of the 
architecture, Philip Johnson, has observed, 
“words have a tendency to become tools of 
knowledge... to increase the interest in the 
value of the description of the things rather 
than of the things themselves. Words are for 
the mind not for the eyes. Words... deny the 

mysterious immediateness of the visual 
communication” (in “Because we make our 
city so ugly” Milan I967). It is a question of a 
diagnosis, although apparently puzzling in its 
logic brought forward from an architect that 
wants to see with the eyes and not with the 
mind the things and not the descriptions of the 
same things.

But in the Verdi’s contriteness before the 
words can be read, they have to be seen.

Didn’t Leon Battista Alberti say after all that 
the dignity of the architect is founded upon the 
cultural and projectual commitment?

And didn’t Boccioni remind that the artist, 
who more does, more sees?

On the other hand in the limited particular 
of the conceptual or of the concrete, of the 
word that denies the mysterious immediateness 
of the visual concepts and the optical signals 
that they do not look in the instruments of 
knowledge of the things, so that many of “the 
freedom of the words” have not always known 
how to balance the conceptual and the visual.

In the linguistic and chromatic of Franco 
Verdi the two ways have always looked for a 
collaborative effectiveness even when the path 
has preferred some particular meanings, but 
without derogate from the extreme active 
function of the text, between word, sign and 
color.

Franco Verdi slices the verbal structure of his 
Walls, a period of his extremely exciting 
painting, and elevates it to ornament, 
admonition, dream, play.

Franco Verdi transforms the gold and the 
silver of his subjects’ plots in the sign of the 
word and of the light.

The conceptual journey of Franco Verdi 
begins when he leaves the explanatory and 
representative paths. Then, and only then, 
words and signs leave the way to the color and 
to the light.

The luministic chromatism is not born from 
the abstraction, from the removal of anything. 
The luministic chromatism is born from the 
concreteness of the abstract.

His modus operandi does not refuse the 
problems of the historical vanguards, that 
already at the beginning of the century had 
sensed that the poetic wisdom is not born first 
and in an aural manner in men of  the young 
nations gifted “with a corporeal imagination” 
(G. B. Vico).

Philosophy, like the bird of Minerva, arrives 
at the sunset, when men are no longer beasts, 

words by
LUiGi taLLarico 

Franco verdi transForMs the 
gold and the silver in
color and light

translated by 
teresa blanchard 

»

»
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Grafica d’arte palazzo strozzi Firenze italy; l’arte lascia il segno, 
battaglia terme italy; 1979 originali, biblioteca comunale centrale 
Firenze italy; testuale, rotonda di via besana, milano italy; the 
umbrella show, Glendale usa; 1980 liber, biblioteca comunale 
prato italy; kunstmuseum, hannover Germany; 1982 Expo arte 
bari italy; 1983 arte Fiera bologna italy; Expo arte bari italy; 
kunstmesse basel switzerland; sessanta ottanta, palazzo 
massari, Ferrara italy; Expoarte, brescia italy; logomotives, 
Galleria unimedia, Genova italy; Galleria d’arte moderna udine 
italy; Gallery blumenthal, stockholm sweden; Galleria la scala 
roma italy; 1984 il cibo e l’arte, Fiera di milano italy; logomotives, 
Galleria nucleo arte, bologna italy; logomotives, Galerie J. et i. 
donguy, paris France;  oggetti d’artista, Galleria dada, tavernelle 
val di pesa, Firenze italy; logomotives, palazzo strozzi, nuova 
strozzina, Firenze italy; partiture, istituto Francese di cultura 
Firenze italy, logomotives, Galleria il canale, venezia italy; 
logomotives, casa bianca, malo mercato del sale, milano italy; 

netzt kunst & in- attuali, kurhaus meran italy; 1985 studio morra 
napoli italy; arca marseille France; Galleria selearte 1, padova 
italy; Galerie bWa, lublin poland; azienda autonoma soggiorno 
turismo, salerno italy; 1986 società belle arti, verona italy; 
Galleria agora, s.Giovanni lupatoto italy; convento s.bernardino, 
verona italy; Galerie on, poznan poland; le lieu, Quebec canada; 
Galerie akademia szutk pieknych, Warsawa poland; Galerie 
Wschodnia, lodz poland; 1987 bacanal del Gnoco, Galleria porta 
s.zeno, verona italy; logomotives, museum rocha, Figuera da 
Faz portugal; logomotives Gruppenkunstwerk, documenta 
8, kassel Germany; Gruppenkunstwerk, ajaccio italy; Galleria 
regionale d’arte, Gradisca d’isonzo italy; rassegna di poesia visiva, 
archivio lo specchio di dioniso, bologna italy; Gruppenkunstwerk, 
museum of modern art new york usa; aEiou Europalia 87 
österreich; naturparkzentrum, botrange belgium; 1989 creativi 
per natura, comune di verona, cadidavid, roma, tombetta 
italy; 1990 Galleria comune s.Giovanni, lupatoto italy; pluralità 

del segno, centro lombardi milano italy; 1992 Grafica incontri, 
Galleria ii centro, nova milanese italy; Galleria Fortezza da basso, 
Firenze italy; studio de rossi, verona italy; 1993 assessorrat für 
kultur, Gemeinde leifers bz; 1994 st. Jakob leifets,  Fiera ante di 
pordenone italy; labirynt, Galeria Grodzka, lublin poland; prima 
asta arte contemporanea, palazzo Esposizioni roma italy; 1995 
the tree of poetry, casa da lio, venezia mestre italy; seconda 
asta arte contemporanea, palazzina liberty, milano italy; 1996 
the 3rd international Graphic art Exhibition, art addiction Gallery, 
stockholm sweden; 1997 pro croce rossa, spilimbergo, pro 
spilimbergo italy; le belle lettere, centro internazinale semiotica 
e linguistica università studi di urbino italy; 1998  30 pittori per 
Giulietta, club di Giulietta, verona italy. 1998 1999 the 1st and 2nd 
autumn annual in venice, international small forms art exhibition 
palazzo correr /art addiction venice italy. 1999 the 1st spring 
annual in venice, international art exhibition palazzo correr 
/art addiction venice italy. 
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untitled 4
1982  oil on paper
Mixed Media
35 x 27 cM,
14 x 10½  in 
p.5

»
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untitled 3
1982 oil on canvas
75 x 85 cM,
29½ x 33½ in
p. 20

individual exhibitions 1966 poesia percettiva, Galleria zero, 
verona italy; poesia percettiva, Galleria Esagono, bologna italy; 
poesia concreta, Galleria bigoni, Ferrara italy; 1967 schema di 
relazione, Galleria le voilà, verona italy; 1970 Galleria schreiber, 
brescia italy; 1972 sfida al comportamento, Galleria marini, 
verona italy; 1974 bottega Giovanni santi, urbino italy; Galleria 
andromeda, bologna italy; 1976 teoria, prassi, adro italy; 1977 
scripta manent, studio della Quaglia, verona italy; kursaal, 
abano terme italy; 1981 Walls, Galleria linea 70, verona italy; 
Walls & stripes, atelier dell’ artista, verona italy; 1982 Waves, 
Walls, stripes, centro verifica 8 più 1,  mestre venezia italy; 1983 
kontakte, Galerie bertram, burgdorf bern switzerland; 1984 
paesaggi della memoria, Galleria la meridiana, verona italy; altre 
storie, kulturzentrum meran italy; 1985 natura naturans, villa 
comunale di crevenna, Erba italy; assessorato cultura comune 
s.Giovanni, lupatoto italy; Galerie J. et J.donguy, paris France; 
Galleria comunale arte moderna verona italy; 1986 Galleria 

centro culturale s.Giovanni, lupatoto italy; Galleria bevilacqua 
la masa, venezia italy; 1987 rivisitazioni, parrocchia s.zeno 
colognola ai colli, verona italy; 1988 istituto statale d’arte urbino 
italy; 1990 Galleria linea 70, verona italy; 1992 il tempo della 
memoria, Galleria linea 70, verona italy; 1993 peace and destiny, 
59th pen World congress, dubrovnik croatia; il tempo della 
memoria, istituto italiano di cultura zagreb croatia; 1994 natura 
naturans, Galleria la Goccia italy; pro spilimbergo italy; 1995 
adamo, Galleria prato miracoli, pisa italy;1996 armonia della 
creazione, Galleria prato miracoli, pisa italy. 1999 2000 internet 
art museum www.artaddiction.se
reFerences coMMissions publications archivio 
storico arti contemporanee della biennale di venezia italy; 
kunsthistorisches institut, Florence italy; bolaffi /catalogo della 
grafica italiana; Enciclopedia universale sEda dell’ arte moderna, 
milan italy; almanacco letterario bompiani, milan italy; il catalogo 
della grafica, roma italy; ministero della pubblica instruzione, 

roma italy; istituto statale arte di urbino italy;; istituto statale 
arte arezzo italy; Förderung von kunst & kultur anstalt lugano 
switzerland. 1972 sound poetry from marinetti to Franco 
vErdi Edited by Franco verdi and hans otte and presented 
by hauptabteilung musik bremen rundfunk und Fernsehen  
Germany. 1973 Futurist mimodeclamation Franco verdi and 
ruggero Jacobbi. the first futurist happening in the communist 
world, croatian Writer association zagreb croatia.
artist’s books 1971 timbricaglia, 1971 natura piu’che morta; 
1972 cartognalia, 1972 applivation Form, 1972 la nottola di 
minerva, 1974 ventuno per ventuno concettose  conchiglie, 
1977 nescio vos, 1979 asilo, 1979 pallecanestro, 1979 zoo, 
1979 cassa, 1979 mastrino, 1980 aeternum vale, 1959 1980  
mikrokosmos, 1983 letto di procust.
perForMances & concerts 11.02.1965 Franco verdi, circolo 
Esagono, bologna italia; 18.02.1965 poesia degli ultimi americani, 
centro culturale ambasciata usa, trieste italia; 26.11.1965 »
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object 1
1984  instalation
wood, neon
Mixed Media
p. 10 

object 3
1980  instalation
wood, neon
Mixed Media
p. 50 

object 2
1984  instalation
wood, neon
Mixed Media
p. 30 

Giovani poeti italiani e tedeschi, deutsches kultur institut, trieste 
italia; 02.05.1966 Giovani poeti italiani e tedeschi, cuc, bolzano 
italia; 07.11.1967 Franco verdi: sound poetry, Galleria sincron, 
brescia italia; 20.01.1968 musica ex machina, museo di storia 
naturale, verona italia; 25.08.1968 si gioca alla vEda: verbal 
drama, anfo italia; 05.10.1968 vEda, palazzo broletto, novara 
italia; 27.08.1969 sound poetry di Franco verdi, terme pejo italia; 
08.07.1979 Franco Grignani /bruno munari/ Franco verdi, museo 
castelvecchio verona italia; 10.12.1977 sound italian poetry in 
concert, trento italia; 11.03.1978 poesia sonora del futurismo 
italiano, verona italia; 05.05.1978 teatro della parola, palazzo reale 
milano italia; 07.10.1978 poesia sonora, international travelling 
poetry concert 1, kursaal abano terme italia; 08.10.1978 poesia 
sonora, international travelling poetry concert 2, kursaal abano 
terme italia; 09.10.1978 poesia sonora, international travelling 
poetry concert 3, sala del comune montegrotto terme italia; 
10.10.1978 poesia sonora, international travelling poetry concert 
4, sala del comune treponti di teolo italia; 11.10.1978 poesia 

sonora, international travelling poetry concert 5, sala del 
comune montegrotto terme italia; 12.10.1978 poesia sonora, 
international travelling poetry concert 6, sala del comune 
battaglia terme italia; 17.03.1979 poesia sonora in concert, 
auditorium di s.Francesco at corso, verona italia; 25.06.1979 
sanremando, teatro del Falcone, Genova italia; 04.07.1979 
sarenco & Franco verdi in concert, caffé mocambo, taormina 
italia; 08.09.1979 oggi poesia domani, biblioteca civica Fiuggi 
italia; 06.11.1979 parola-immagine, studio santandrea, milano 
italia; 13.11.1979 concerto aips Ensemble, Gallerie de zwarte 
panter, antwerpen holland; 20.12.1979 concerto aips Ensemble, 
Galleria de amicis, Firenze italia; 20.06.1980 Fluxus & alps in 
concert, Galleria cavellini, brescia italia; 21.06.1980 Fluxus & alps 
in concert, Firenze italia; 22.06.1980  Flurus & alps in concert, 
teatro laboratorio, verona italia; 23.06.1980 Fluxus & alps in 
concert, Galleria unimedia, Genova italia; 17.09.1983 lnseguendo 
la parola, Galleria arte moderna, udine italia; 28.05.1983 bileler 
zum hören, Galerie bertram, burgdorf switzerland; 21.10 

.1983 concerto logomotives, oratorio s. Filippo neri, Genova 
italia; 10.11.1983 radiotaxi concert, studio mona, napoli italia; 
14.12.1983 concerto logomotives, Galleria la scala, roma italia; 
28.01.1984 concerto logomotives, Galleria nucleo arte, bologna 
italia; 08.02.1984 la revue parlée logomotives, centre pompidou, 
paris France; 05.04.1984 concerto logomotives, teatro dell’ 
istituto Francese Firenze italia; 08.09.1984 concerto logomotives, 
museo laboratorio casa bianca, maio italia; 20.10.1984 netz-
kunst konzert, kurhaus meran italy; 27.12.1984 Weihnachts 
performances, kulturzentrum meran italia; 15.08.1985 stadfest 
in meran italia; 09.09.1989 Festaperta, parco comunale s.Giorgio 
di nogaro italia; 24.03.1992 Gobius, i pesci dell’ adriatico, libreria 
rinascita, verona italia; 01.10.1992 Europa tenera, Europa 
violenta, museum mimara zagreb croatia; 14.01.1997 poesie 
degli ultimi americani, circolo ufficiali presidio castelvecchio, 
verona ltalia and usa.
address: piazza simoni 10. it-37122 verona italy tel /Fax +39 
45 591468 Email: verdi@tiscalinet.it

all amazement and ferocity.
Equal to the avant-gardes, Verdi has turned 

upside-down the Hegelian position, in which 
the philosophy that comes after art and poetry, 
placing instead itself first at the origin of the 
relationship of the thinking art. And so 
Boccioni and the futurism have anticipated.

It is a conception of Kosuth to place art after 
the philosophy, but without having to produce 
a purely conceptual art, even though they have 
built their work with the theory of the 
manifestos. Therefore we can now agree that 
the conceptual idea of Franco Verdi is the 
critical motivation that is the base of the choice 
of the meanings mediated from his own 
activity, and not the theoretical antecedent.

Argan has in fact remembered: “it is not the 
work of art that is built on a theory, but it is 
the theory that is built with the work.” (cfr. 
Studies and Nores, Rome 1955). From here the 
need of the critical intervention that has 
allowed Verdi to accept the reality not so much 
of the subject, that- Boccioni said- “we refuse 
to accept in advance” as its transformation in 
elaborate element of the space-environment.

In fact certainty of reality, similar to Verdi’s 
choices don’t attribute to the Orinatoio-
Fontana a final creative act (like the urinal of 
Richard Mutt, manufactured of sanitary 
articles, has acquired an art value for the 
choice operated by the artist (Duchamp), 
because it still deals with a repetition of 
appearances (Boccioni) and beyond that, as a 
work of art, does without the ideas in the 
actual elaboration to which is devoted the 
creative or transforming artist.

On the contrary Franco Verdi prompts 
poetry to draw from sign-word and color-odor 
those new pictorial values regarding the 
aesthetical reaction brought forward by the 
vanguards, therefore proposing a renewed 
poetic discourse, deprived of apparent or 
descriptive optics representations.

And that’s why the bonding of Verdi to our 
avant-garde is asked by the original demand of 
futurism to realize: “not representations of 
reality already sure but the creation of answers 
and of problems in continuous coincident 
transformation with the communicative or 
expressive necessity of the individuals” (cfr. 
P.Fossati in “Graphics and visual arts from the 
Futurism to today”) regarding an industrial 
society in continuous technological mutation. 
And here properly search of Franco Verdi finds 
new solutions of aesthetical order, out the 

“poetry jam” ( a mixture of styles) in the 
perspective of a reality in  dynamic mutation 
and therefore continuous.

After having passed from the “poetic 
bottled air” and from the isolated and the 
word reduced to pieces (cut-up), to the 
artificial walls and to the hidden erotic 
distraction, finally from the “natura 
naturans” to the recent “harmonies of 
creation,” Franco Verdi look, openly to the 
new expressive means in the awareness, 
shared with Boccioni, that “the picture will 
no longer be enough.”

Boccioni had written in fact in clear letters 
that for the “his childish means” the picture 
will become a anachronism in the vertiginous 
movement of human life! Other values will 
rise, other evaluations, other sensibilities of 
which we don’t conceive the audacity, the 
human eye will perceive the color like 
emotion in oneself.

The multiplied colors won’t need forms to 
be understood and the forms will live for 
themselves outside the objects that express 
them.

And that is why Franco Verdi looks at the 
color himself for the existing spatial 
relationships between the objects are bundle 
din a panic “empty horror”: and the 
emotional charge, like in a real transfer, is 
transferred from the subject to the forms, 
absorbing the “liquid shades” and the 
“incendiary reds.”

The unity of opposites is represented by the 
morbid yellows and by the deep and silent 
blues capable of transforming the bi-
dimensional surface in a boiling depth and in 
a sequence of increasing movement.

On the other hand the opposites, which 
interact in their expressive pattern, point out 
a possible variation, dictated by the mutation 
of the new reality. “It’s necessary to see in 
that empty (horror)” the signal of an absolute 
lack of communicability between the many 
communications and also of a big void in 
future time. These signals are the denuncia-
tion of a serious spiritual lack or, which is the 
same, of a false concreteness, that surrounds 
and invades us. But that emptiness points out 
also the liberated space, the time that awaits 
a new pronunciation, the place where the 
future will install itself with other laws.  
Other values will rise, other evaluations, 
other sensibilities of which we don’t conceive 
the audacity.

»
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born in Gharbia, 3 June 1945. Graduated 
from the Faculty of Fine arts, cairo, in 
1967. Earned professorship in 1975. 
Founder-dean of menia university’s 
Faculty of Fine arts (1982-1988). head of 
the national centre for Fine arts in Egypt, 
since 1988. head of the museums’ sector 
of the supreme council of antiquities 
since 1994. General-supervisor of the 
save nubia Fund from 1996 to 1999. 
participating in exhibitions in Egypt and 
abroad since 1956.

awards 1995 1st prize, ibiza biennial; 
1985 prize for representing the middle 
East and south-East asia in a competition 
held in usa; 1987 the Golden sailing prize, 
kuwait’s biennale; 1989 the prize of 
Friedrickschtad triennial, norway.

medals 1979 Egypt’ medal for arts and 
science, 1st class; 1979 Egypt’s prize of 
merit; 1983 nobel Gold medal (com-
memorative Festival); 1992 order of merit 
from spanish king Juan carlos; 1995 the 
French officier order for arts and 
sciences.

acquisitions in international museums 
and institutions in Egypt, spain, norway, 
usa, poland, Germany, yugoslavia, 
morocco, Qatar, uaE, Jordan, saudi 
arabia, and un.

address 54 dimashek st. mohendes-
sen, cairo  Egypt. tel/Fax +20 2 
3488279 tel  +20 122141833
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carlos calvo 447, 13 h, buenos aires 1102 argentina 
tEl +54 1 361 1848 Fa x +54 1 361 1848

julie olivari

i’ve worked as a theatrical 
set designer and scene painter 
in Buenos Aires for many years, 
for a very important argentine 
set designer Mario Vanarelli.

I love painting. I’ve started 
working with figurative forms. 
I’ve looked at Paul Cézanne and 
Paul Gauguin.

I love the free construction of 
Cézanne (Saint Victoire Moun-
tain) and I loved the free life 
of Gauguin in Martinique, in 
Tahiti, the color of the Polyne-
sian Sea, his quiet figures.

I don’t consider myself as a 
figurative artist because I found 
the meaning of art when I was 
looking at form involving space. 
They address other language 
rather the collages and the func-
tion of it show a chaotic world 
in the power of violence.

Many years ago I was tempted 
to do something other than 
paint. I also loved to write and 
I’ve published two books of 
short stories and poems.

I don’t care about the bad 
reviews because the artwork 
itself is the best way to show the 
own and real truth. 

The meaning of my work 
has been influences by contem-
porary artist such as Spanish 
painters and sculptures, who 

gave me new ideas about space.
I am reminded of Antoni 

Tapies, Joaquin Chillida, Carlos 
Saura and a young argentine 
painter named Fernando Cano-
vas who lives in Barcelona and 
mixes two manners of painting: 
figurative and abstraction on 
the same canvas.

Afterwards my mind or my 
spirit ran looking for another 
form of expression and I found 
it in abstraction. The elements 
in my paints don’t work inde-
pendently. I went back to my 
profession and I got pleasure 
from construction of theatre 
maquettes. From that moment, 
I incorporated the volume and 
mixed media in my works, 
called them “Scene Paints” 
between theatre and painting.

I consider a work finished 
when it’s harmonic because the 
physicality of it is very impor-
tant.

Some specific people were piv-
otal in my career. The meaning 
of my work has been influenced 
by contemporary artists such as 
Tapies, Chilliada, Saura. Some 
Americans have also influenced 
me Rochtko, De Kooning, Jack-
son Pollock. I only say that the 
artwork itself is the best way to 
show the real truth.

artist talk
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i was born in transylvania; my family 
was very multinational - as a heritage of the 
Austrian-Hungarian Empire -, my father 
being of a half Hungarian, half Jewish origin 
and my mother of Tatarian-Austrian roots. 
Myself, I’ve always been proud of my roots, 
although in Romania during the communist 
regime a multinational background like 
mine was a reason for marginalization. But 
through the difficult experiences I’ve had 
because of my familial background I have 
became stronger and more able to follow the 
way I have felt my own. 

My mother told me that the father of my 
grandfather had been a fresco painter; he’s 
the only artist I know there has been in the 
family before.

As a teenager I was interested in drawing 
and molding in addition to sports and 
mountain hiking. I still was quite an 
innocent young boy when trying the first 
time to get in to the art academy. A part of 
the entrance examination was making a 
croquis-sketch of a nude female model. As 
the woman came in and started to take her 
clothes off, I was so embarrassed I didn’t 
know where to begin drawing.

I didn’t pass the examination that time. To 
be accepted was difficult also because of the 
cultural policy that was pursued; the 
students were chosen in national categories, 
the greatest per cent of them being ethnic 
Romanians, when only a little amount of the 
places was reserved for those belonging to 
ethnic minorities. I tried entering again and 
again, year after year, every time getting a 
little closer to the entry.

Some professors of the art academy used 
to give lessons in drawing for youngsters 
wanting to get in the academy, but I didn’t 
have money enough for that. Me and a 
group of others in the same situation, used 
to go to a little room in the basement of an 
old house, posing one at a time for the 
others and drawing each other’s time after 
time. When I saw an announce of the art 
academy looking for a model I answered at 
once and got the place. Posing for the 
students fifty minutes at time, five times a 
day, in my mind I always did the same work 
as them: I used to choose one of them as my 
model, and to listening to the teaching I 

constructed my own sculpture from the 
beginning to the end in my head. I was also 
working in the foundry of the academy as 
assistant of the instructor, learning the 
techniques of casting in bronze. Finally, the 
eighth time of trying I managed to get in the 
academy. 

When I wanted to study at the art 
academy, it wasn’t only because of the 
certificate of graduation I would get there. I 
felt it was a great opportunity to get in the 
magical world of art; also it meant I would 
get models and materials free of cost for 
years. As an artist, my ideal was and is to 
reach the top, but as I see, this top isn’t a 
stabile level, but it merely could be seen as 
stairs leading always higher and higher 
Graduating from the art academy was only 
one stage on the way up, and my wish was to 
become once a pattern for others. 

The art academy of Cluj-Napoca was 
considered by the students over-ratio-
nalistic; we were, for example, asked almost 
perfect knowledge of the human anatomy. 
However, as I can say now, following from 
this we become able to concentrate only on 
the idea we have while working, the pieces 
of art made getting closer to the original. I 
didn’t regard these instructors in any way as 
my patterns; if one has to have some, they 
have to be something greater, something to 
try to reach. For example, I regarded the art 
of Ethrusques and the Greek. As I see, the 
idea of having these kind of patterns is not 
trying to do everything in the same way they 

did, but to learn to understand why they 
used to do everything like they did; of 
course their solutions also can be used if 
they are suitable for one’s own reasons. For 
me, my own view always was the most 
important, I and no one else was the center 
of my own universe. I wanted to remain my 
personality untouched, letting no one to 
change me. 

When I graduated from the art academy, I 
I landed in an outlying area North from 
Moldavia, where I got a job as ceramic 
designer.  Then, after having worked a short 
period of time in my hometown (Miercurea 
Ciuc), I finally managed to get a transfer to 
Bucharest. This was what I had been hoping 
for. I felt that only through competition one 
can evaluate oneself and make progress, and 
here I found these circumstances I felt I 
necessarily needed. In Bucharest I got to 
know Ion Frunzetti, one of the greatest art 
critics of that time. He made it possible to 
send one of my sculptures to the Dante 
Alighieri biennale in Ravenna Italy. This 
was the very first time someone really 
appreciated my work; Frunzetti also wrote a 
review on my work. 

In 1988 I had my last exhibition in 
Romania, in the Gallery Galatea. 

In the beginning of the ninety, leaving 
Romania, I’ve come through hard experi-
ences (in which I’ve found something in 
common with, for example, the life of 
Caravaggio who, through these similarities, 
has become somehow close to me). Although 
I feel that these difficult times have taken a 
period of time off my life, I feel contented I 
have got to know the world myself like this, 
not only by listening to other people’s 
experiences. In the free world, as I came to 
see it, everything was the opposite of what I 
had got used to seeing in Romania; however. 
The same feeling of strangeness that I always 
have had still remains. When I had my first 
exhibitions in Finland, I often was told that 
my style is not “suitable” for this corner of 
the world, and for this reason my art isn’t 
understood by people here. I was even made 
an offer by a doctor: he could try to 
hypnotize me so that I would learn to 
understand the Finnish soul and change my 
style to better correspond to it. Of course, I 

artist talk

born in 1951,in transylvania, artist sculptor; lives in turku 
Finland. education ”ion andreescu” Fine arts academy, 
cluj romania; MeMbership romanian union of artists; 
artist’s society of turku Finland; Jööti, turku Finland; Finnish 
sculptors union; selected exhibitions 1980 youth artists 
Exhibition, miercurea ciuc romania; 1980 summer Exhibition, 
covasna romania; 1980 itinerant Exhibition, odorheiu secuiesc 
romania; 1981 6th biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 
1983 inter-district Exhibition, tirgu mures romania; 1984 
painting and sculpture, miercurea ciuc romania; 1984 annual 
sculpture Exhibition, orizont Gallery bucharest romania; 
1984 painting and sculpture, bucharest romania; 1985 7th 
biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1986 comparaison, 
l’art actuelle, Grand palais, paris France; 1986 painting and 
sculpture biennial, dalles Gallery, bucharest romania; 1987 
drawings of sculptors, orizont Gallery, bucharest romania; 
1988 painting and sculpture, art museum, bucharest romania; 
1988 8th biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1990 annual 
sculpture Exhibition bucharest romania; 1990 9th biennial 

dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1991 romanian sculptors prize 
at biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1979 1990 museum 
of art collections bucharest romania; 1992 10th biennial 
dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1993 memoire  des corps 
unEsco paris France; 1994 11th biennial dante alighieri, 
ravenna italy; 1994 salon d’automne, Espace Franklin, Elbeuf 
France; 1996 12th biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 
1996 6th Finish artists, Fmk Gallery budapest hungary; 1997 
Eu-man, kämpä Gallery turku Finland; 1998 the artist’s 
society of turku town annual Exhibition Finland; 1998 the 
autumn annual in venice art addiction, palazzo correr italy; 
1999 naantali museum, Jöötti ry 10th years Jubilee, Finland; 
1999 the artist’s society of turku town annual Exhibition, 
Finland. selected personal exhibition 1979 museum 
of miercurea ciuc romania; 1982 art Gallery, miercurea ciuc; 
1982 art Gallery, tusnad bai, romania; 1983 petöfi sandor 
house, bucharest; 1984 small theatre bucharest; 1984 orizont 
Gallery bucharest; 1988 Galateea Gallery bucharest romania; 
1990 runosmäki library turku Finland; 1990 kituuri hotel 

turku Finland; 1991 hungarian culture center helsinki Finland; 
1991 tamperetalo, tampere Finland; 1991 Joella Gallery, turku; 
1991 raisio library, Finland; 1991 ullakko Gallery tuupovaara 
Finland; 1993 Galleria 1, turku; 1993 vanha raatihuone, 
cultural center turku; 1994 Galleria 1, turku; 1994 arture 
Gallery, la roche Guyone France; 1994 tuffier Gallery, les 
andelys France; 1994 rollin Gallery, rouen France; 1994 le 
Fleuron Gallery honfleur France; 1995  Joella  Gallery turku; 
1995 artman Gallery turku; 1995  vasareli  museum budapest 
hungary; 1997 vehmaa library, Finland;1997 Just Gallery turku; 
2000 Joella Gallery, turku Finland. works in collections 
Wäinö aaltonen museum Finland; turku town culture cnter 
Finland; Jouko arojoki collection Finland. awards 1988 Gold 
medal, the 8th biennial dante alighieri, ravenna italy; 1997 
turku university prise, turku Finland; 1998 certificate of merit, 
the autumn annual in venice italy. stipendiuMs 1996 turun 
kaupunkin  kulttuurilaukunta Finland; 1997 top säätiö Finland; 
1997 taiteen keskustoimikunta Finland; 1998 turun kaupunkin 
kulttuurilautakunta Finland. 
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didn’t accept. I think the artist doesn’t need to 
try to make understanding his / her art the 
easiest possible, but instead the viewer must 
raise him- or herself from his / her con-
ventional level. I’m grateful for how rich the 
source of my inspiration is, but besides 
working I also feel the need for more social life 
which I haven’t had so much of since I left 
Romania. The feeling of insecurity that I used 
to have before only has increased since I 
arrived here because of the darkness, the 
coldness and the lack of communication. 

I’m interested in exploring the human soul, 
especially the dark side of it. I feel that the 
deeper I dig in it, the more gold I find. I want 
to bring out into the light the secret, hidden 
parts of the mind; the parts that people often 
try to avoid looking at. I believe, however, that 
the universe is made of a kind of an absolute 
equilibrium: if there exists darkness, there 
must be light, too. 

Now, on the threshold of the new millennium 
I have made in my working a move from the 
bidimensional to the tridimensional, and I also 
feel having made qualificational progress as 
well. For me, all this means a revolution and a 
beginning of a new period in my working. 
Perhaps these changes also have happened 
partly because of an experience I’ve had to 
come through this autumn: the authorities of 
the city destroyed a sculptural garden I had 
constructed earlier. Little by little I’ve come 
over of this stupidness of people. Also the 
impression of myself as a part of the universal 
art has lately become stronger, and this is 
something that any adversities can’t wipe off. 

The thematic of Dante Alighieri’s Ulysses 
have always interested me. Ulysses wanted to 
get to know the world and in spite of all the 
misfortunes he had he preferred to continue 
from returning home to his Penelope, as he 
knew this was destined to him. He went and 
passed the Pillars of Hercules although he knew 
this would lead him to his death. Like Ulysses I 
want to follow my own destiny. Even if it were 
possible to change the way of my life easier and 
happier I wouldn’t do that, as I feel this destiny 
of mine is my ”goldmine”. Though it can be 
difficult, even frightening, I want to collect 
these experiences, explore life, and then return 
all I’ve found back to the world, passed 
through my own personality. ART ADDICTION

Mörbylund 19, 9tr. se-182 30 danderyd stockholM sweden
+ 46.8.857264 in fo @ ar taddic t ion.se w w w.ar taddic t ion.se
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BÉLa cZitroM   finLand

I get the inspiration for my works from 
real life, presenting my thoughts in a very 
symbolic form. For me the figure of the 
human body is much more important than 
any abstract forms.

A piece of art at it’s best can open the 
eyes of people who see it and help them to 
look and to treat also those subjects they 
feel difficult. I want to have courage 
enough to explore the dark side of the 
human mind, to express aspects that 
commonly are denied, even forbidden.

When I think back, I can say I didn’t 
choose to become an artist, it was always 
clear to me. On this path the only 
conscious decision I made was to acquire 
myself through education- the technical 
abilities of artistic expression. 

Sometimes when it happens that I feel 
myself weak and in need of something to 
give me strength, I listen to the music of 
Richard Wagner, which I find very 
powerful and strengthening. 

It’s important to remain absolutely 
independent while working, and for that 
reason I don’t do work to order. In so 
doing, the artist always would be obliged 
to act on instructions, and that might 
badly limit the freedom of the artistic 
expression.

Any kinds of reviews or criticism don’t 
insult me. A review is only one single 
person’s opinion, not the absolute truth. 
Many critics keep telling you only what 
you have done and how you should have 
done it, to be able to valuate a piece of art 
like this the critic himself should be 
perfect! In fact, the critic finally is 
dependent on the artist, not the contrary.

Every element and detail in my work is 
always set in the service of the entity, they 
are meant to work together. In my works, I 
use very much my own symbolic language, 
which is understandable to everyone, as 
symbols are also a universal language. 

Artwork also is asking quite much of 
physicality, think for example the casting 
of bronze, which is a very important part 

of this work. I also like this side of my 
working.

I have always my own way of expressing 
myself. When I looked at other artists or 
earlier masters, it was to take some 
technical advice etc., but I never took 
anyone of them as “an idol” for myself. As 
I feel, you shouldn’t do too much of that; 
as the inspiration mustn’t come from 
anywhere outside, but from the inside of 
the artist himself. As I see, all kinds of 
experiences of life, good or bad, are a part 
of an important capital for this. I have 
found some masters of art very close to 
myself especially Caravaggio; for in his 
life I’ve found certain points in common 
with my own life.

Both intuition and rational control must  
be linked together all the time to be able 
to express exactly the vision you have. 

 I accept everybody else around what 
ever they are doing as long as they don’t 
threaten me; if they do, I battle rele-
ntlessly against everybody!

I find it really important to give people 
elsewhere an opportunity to see my 
works, and also I want to see what 
happens in the fields of art in other places, 
not only in my own little corner of the 
world. 

 The critics have absolutely nothing to 
give to me. The media has a great power   
nowadays, and it keeps using it to raise up 
some artists and forgetting some others. 
This kind of success created by the media 
is illusionary. Only in the course of time 
will we see which parts of the con-
temporary art will survive and show being 
of lasting importance. 

bela czitroM talk

work oF artist 
is not resPected

works oF a sculptural artist were
Moved to rubbish duMp in turku, Finland

a sculptural garden constructed by sculptor 
béla czitrom has been destroyed (from the 
way of the marine center Forum marinum, 
being enlarged towards the borders of the 
river aurajoki in turku). the ten pieces of 
sculpture in metal from the garden of the 
former atelier and home of the artist were 
found, broken, on the top of a fully loaded 
platform for rubbish. in the garden there were 
still some parts of the biggest sculptures. the 
artist himself moved away from the way of 
the marine center over two years ago, but 
the sculptures, the tallest being over two 
meters in height, had to be left in the garden 
of his long-time residence. the artist, living 
in a rental apartment, is asking where he could 
have brought his sculptures. as big as they 
are, it would have been necessary to have a 
lorry and some special equipment to move 
them. When czitrom finally managed to find 
a place in the countryside where he could 
place his works, he found them in pieces. 

anneli tukia

deMon i
1999 bronze and 
granite
h 33 cM, 13 in 

deMon ii
1999 bronze and 

granite
h 40 cM, 15¾  in

untitled
1999 bronze and 

granite
h 43 cM, 17 in

deMon iv
1999 bronze and 

granite
h 44 cM, 17¼ in   

photographs by olli jurvainen 1999©



during the Muromachi period (1392-1573) could 
be a good model. I believe the philosophy and 
thoughts behind these gardens could give us a 
clue to help survive the 21st century.

One good example is “Rock Garden at Ryoanji 
or Ryoa Temple”. Elements of this garden include 
natural rocks arranged in as natural-looking a 
state as possible in the midst of white sand 
representing flowing water. This style of garden 
is called “karesansui” or dry landscape, and it 
features an abstract symbolism of nature. The 
concept of ”karesansui”is linked to a view of 
universe. The Chinese character   or “dry” 
represents something abstract and intangible, and          
or      “mountains and water” symbolizes the 
flow of spiritual energies. Furthermore, Ryoanji 
Rock Garden provides us with a good example 
for “shakkei” or view-borrowed landscape, in 
which the background elements such as mountains 
are incorporated into the garden’s composition. 
The scenery of East Mountains with thirty-six 
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KeiGo YaMaMoto   JaPan

vaterdrop: giFt FroM heaven nr.5
blossed Forest 1

1999 linkEd picturEs©
kEiGo yamamoto and Eiko ito

window oF cosMos nr.2
urban energies and rural energies no.28

1998 linkEd picturEs©
kEiGo yamamoto and Eiko ito

urban landscape with a banner 
urban energies and rural energies no.12
1992 octobEr 1996 JunE, linkEd picturEs©
kEiGo yamamot, Eiko ito, undou inamura

the syMbol oF analogue 
urban energies and rural energies no.21
1997 april, linkEd picturEs©
kEiGo yamamot and Eiko ito

urban energies and rural energies no.30
vaterdrop: giFt FroM heaven nr.3
1998 april, linkEd picturEs©
kEiGo yamamoto and Eiko ito

While culture has been headed for urbanization, 
the advances in computer technology have made 
the world smaller, and changed our concept of 
time and space. The Internet, in particular, has 
enabled us to communicate with any remote site 
without any time lag, and to introduce telecommut-
ing systems into companies as a new working style. 
This progress in electronic information systems 
can be a piece of evidence that the one-way 
approach of urbanization is not enough to survive 
the upcoming 21st century. In other words, a 
one-way flow of energies alone cannot expect to 
create something unique or attractive. Indeed, at 
this rate, cities in the world might be standardized 
and turn out to be  unattractive places.

What we need for the cities in the 21st century 
is intentionally to utilize more of nature. We will 
have to explore a new type of culture by mingling 
“Urban Energies” and “Rural Energies”, and 
harmonizing them.

Viewed in this light, Japanese gardens made 

 linkEd picturE 
urban energies and rural energies

born on February 4th 1936 Fukui prefecture, Japan; lives in tokyo 
and Fukui. media artist; 1958 Graduated from Fukui university; 
professor of the musashino art university, department of imaging 
arts and sciences. 
personal exhibition 1968 1972 Fire and smoke, Event series, 
Echizen kaigan, Japan; 1972 video installation, Gallery 16, kyoto 
Japan; 1979 media installation, vancouver art Gallety, vancouver 
canada; 1980 traveling one man show, saw Gallery, Ed video, art 
space, video inn, others, canada; 1981 media installation, ”the 
bank” amsterdam, holland; 1981 tape show, kijkuhuis, den haag, 
holland; 1992 Fukui Fine arts museum, Japan.
group exhibition 1968 ”the trends in contemporary art”, 
the national museum of modem art tokyo, Japan; 1975 the 13th 
sao paulo biennale, sao paulo brazil. 1977 documEnta 6, kassel 
Germany; 1977 ”bird’s Eye view of contemporary art”, the national 
museum of modem art kyoto, Japan; 1979 cinema Experimental 
Japonais, centre Georges pompidou, paris France; 1979 video 
from tokyo to Fukui and kyoto, the museum of modem art new 

york, usa; 1979 the 11th tokyo int’l prints biennale, the national 
museum of modem art tokyo, Japan; 1982 the 4th biennale of 
sydney, sydney australia; 1983 photography in contemporary 
art, national museum of modem art tokyo, Japan; 1983 ElEctra, 
musee d’art modeme de ia ville de paris France; 1984 the 41st 
venice biennale, tapes section, venice italy; 1984 video 84, 
contemporary art museum montreal, canada;  1986 new video 
Japan, the museum of modem art, new york usa; 1988 the 
3rd bonn int’l video biennal, Japanischen kultunnstiut, cologne 
Germany; 1989 video skulptur:retropekyiv und akyuell ”1963-1989” 
dumont kunsthall cologne Germany; 1989 network art, Encounter 
between Japanese paper and Electronic media, Fikui-kyoto-tokyo, 
lmadate oublic center Fukui Japan; 1990 Japan - France network art 
by isdn, Fukui canon 01 shop, tokyo canon 01 shop, nagoya canon 
01 shop, nancy, paris; 1991 the 2nd int’l nagoya biennal, artEc 
91, nagoya city art museum, nagoya Japan; 1992 documEnta 9, 
the int’l mobile Electronic café, casino container kassel Germany, 
nagoya city art museu and Fukui Fine arts museum, Japan and 

others; 1994 the 45th venice biennale, Eci, casino container, 
venice italy; 1995 ’95 kwangju biennale, city art museum, kwangju 
Japan; 1996 World Wide network art 96: tokyo station (laforet 
museum liikura), Fukui station, yugawara, Japan; oslo, norwai; 
amsterdam,holland; seoul, south korea; new york, usa other; 
1996 adicere animos, modern and contemporary art museum, 
sesena italy 1996 siggraph 96, Journeys by tele-community, digital 
bayou, new orleans usa; 1996 science and art, koEx, korea 
sience Foundation seoul, south korea; 1997 siggraph 97, Electric 
Gaden, los angeles convention center la usa; 1997 the 15th 
World Wide video Festival, stedelijk museum, amsterdam holland; 
1997 lndras net, Gurzenich koln station Germany; 1998 k-bit 
institute station Japan.
addrees Fukui: 24-10, oomura-cho, Fukui city, Fukui pref., 
919-0316, Japan; isdn tel: +81 0776-41 7000 Fax: +81 0776-41-7001; 
tokio: 202, 2-21-9, shirasagi, nakano-ku, tokio, Japan; isdn tel: +81 
03-5373-720 Fax: +81 03-5373-7200;  E.mail:keigo@ nn.iij4u.or.jp 
internet; http://www.syba.co.jp/k-bit/

peaks ranging east of Kyoto, is utilized as a 
borrowed view in this garden. We can learn from 
this garden how to utilize “natural energies” for 
activating “Urban Energies”.

The landscape changes with the weather each 
day, and needless to say, with the season. Just 
imagine the garden on a fine day, say, after a 
shower, or in the snow. The changes in the 
borrowed view produce more varieties in the 
landscape. As a result, it evokes the thoughts and 
feelings of the universe with its immense 
dimensions. We realize that “rural energies’’ 
inherent in the garden interact with “urban 
energies’’, and result in perfect harmony. I believe 
this ideology will be essential when we think of 
the culture we create in the 21st century. In view 
of these matters, I gave this work of mine the title 
of “Urban Energies and Rural Energies”. A single 
piece of work can hardly explain this concept, so 
I decided to present a series of works in line with 
this theme.



Eduardo pla, italo-argentine multifaceted artist has exhibited 
his artwork in several individual and group shows in Europe 

and in the united states. during his career he has won 
several art awards in milan and new york. he lives in 

argentina. since 1995 were he was granted individual 
shows in local renowned museums and galleries, 
such as, the national art Gallery palais de Glace, 
recoleta cultural center, borges cultural center 
and the national Fine arts museum. Eduardo pla is 
a digital artist; he works with paradigmatic images 
from religious iconography. these images are 
composed in a constructive way, using microtons 
giving them the appearance of a chromatic 
“pointillism”, this technique allows him to capture 
the light intervals of the faces and figures selected 
for this theme. through his artwork, the artist is 
searching to recover the spiritual bond, once lost 
between the human and the divine. the answer 

to so many questions about the human condition 
could be found through the metaphysics. and these 

are Eduardo pla,s beliefs.
according to Jorge Glusberg, “pla’s art is not virtual 

because it is there for us to see and observe, it is 
both present and consistent. but it is undeniable that 

his work conjures virtuosity and can be defined as an 
art of the virtual”.

los Misterios de poMpeya
1999 digital art 

20 x 90 cM, 8 x 35½ in 

PLa edUardo, j.M gutiérrez 3967 5”a”, buenos aires 1425 argentina, tel /Fax+1 541 801 8453  e-Mail: epla@act.net.ar internet: www.eduardopla.coM.ar  
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Leonardo was for me a master 
who let me understand the 
relationship between nature and 
technique.

Before doing digital art I was 
doing films theatre and art 
direction.

All my life I have search inside 
my self and the different kinds of 
arts and techniques trying to 
express my feelings and emotions 
and it is not easy to define what 
kind of art I was or I am doing.

I was working for a wile doing 
advertising and design when I 
was living in Milan. 

Sometimes music is the base of 
some of my works.

Some of my works looks are 
narrative, some not, anyway we 
always tell the history of our life.

In my works each element work 
independently. My work is 
concluded when there is a 
balance between all the elements, 
when they live together in 
harmony.

When I start painting I am 
influenced by everything close to 
me, to my mind, it culd be other 
artist, objects or music.

Sometimes people or critics 
make me feel an outsider just 
because I am using different 
techniques. Sometimes they 
accept me as a part of a new era 
of artists.

Media, crtics, and the press 
were pivotal in my career, but 
most of all the feelings of people 
looking at my works. 

proFessional experience 1975 production and direc-
tion of radio programs buenos aires argentina. 1976 Free 
lance collaboration de luca advertising agency buenos 
aires. 1975 1977 contemporary music concerts production 
buenos aires. 1977 1980 production and direction of film 
and video direction buenos aires. 1979 coordinator of Film 
and video department, teatro payró buenos aires. 1980 
public relations and press coordinator centro Europeo 
di teatro como italia. 1981 videoproductions video 
como italiy. 1985 1988 computer Graphic design, studio 
iampognani milan italiy. 1988 computer Graphic design, 
studio alchimia milan italiy. 1990 computer Graphic design, 
studio Equart milan italiy. 1991 computer Graphic and 
animation design, studio pla milan italiy. 1992 computer 
Graphic designteaching milan italiy. 
MeMberships -association for computer machinery 
siGraph los angeles usa. -aiap associazione italiana 

born in buenos aires in 1952. 
education 1970 high school diploma in Electronics for 
communication, EnEt n° 39. buenos aires argentina.1970 
1974 courses in architecture and urban design, Facultad de 
arquitectura de la universidad de buenos aires argentina; 
1974 course in audiovisual communication, instituto di 
tella buenos aires argentina; 1975 course in theater 
direction with Jaime kogan, teatro payró buenos aires 
argentina. 1977 course in screenplay, instituto nacional 
de cinematografia buenos aires argentina. 1978 course in 
Film direction, university of california los angeles ca usa. 
1984 degree in art direction, istituto Europeo di design 
milan italia. 1985 course in videographics, computer 
Graphics and animation, sony video institute los angeles 
ca usa. 1986 course in computer Graphics, sigraph los 
angeles ca usa. 1990 course in multimedia and virtual 
reality, philips institute milan italiy.

creativi comunicazione vsiva italiy. bEda, bureau of 
European designers associations associazione illustratori 
milan italiy. -asiFa torino italiy. -EmErtt French associa-
tion of architects and designers. -isEa intersociety for 
Electronic art. 
selected works and exhibitions “Gaitisolo” 16mm 
b&w 10m. “barrock” s8 mm color 50 m. “op art” 16mm 
color 9m. “op art 2” s8mm color 10m buenos aires 
argentina. “pop art” s8mm color 10m. “imágenes de 
buenos aires” s8mm color 15m  - First prize mcba -. 
“aver buenos aires hoy” 16mm color 15m. “cuadros de 
una exposición” s8mm color 15m. “alicia en el pais de las 
maravillas” 35mm color 15m. “los suerõos de alicia” s8mm 
color 15m. “sueño de una noche de verano”, videocolor 
60m. “alicia a través del espejo”music hall 90m. “Esfera de 
ana duch” s8mm color 15m teatro payró. “pianos” s8mm 
color 15m ballet teatro colón. 

edUardo PLa   arGentina

los Misterios de Falerei
1999 digital art

90 x 90 cM, 35½ x 35½ in

las Mil caras de jesucristo
1999 digital art
90 x 90 cM, 35½ x 35½ in 

los Misterios de etruria
1999 digital art
30 x 90 cM, 12 x 35½ in 

“El clavel” videocolor 3m. “El malvón” videocolor 3m  buenos 
aires argentina... 1982  “blue monday” videocolor 3m milan 
italia; -second prize salsomaggiore Festival-. 1983 “Electric 
dream” videotape Ferrara italiy. 1984  “1984” videocolor 
arts Festival Ferrara italiy. 1987 “Effetto arcimboldo” 
computer picture award of Excellence in computer art 
new york usa. 1987  “trilogia” computer picture sigraph 
los angeles usa. 1988 Expo art-Electronic Graffiti, 
computer art works bologna italiy. bienal ’88 de 
arquitectura de buenos aires, computer graphic videos 
buenos aires argentina. 1989  “soli” videocolor 2m 
collezione alchimia, spazio krizia milan italiy. 1990 
“Giardini Frattali” computer graphic works. computer 
and art Exhibition villa ciani lugano switzerland. aiap 
Exhibition ideebooks, Graphic design works milan italiy. 
associazione illustratori, Graphic design works palazzo 
reale milan italiy. 1991 international Exhibition of 
Graphic design and visual communications, Graphic 
design works, arts and crafts museum zagreb 
yugoslavia. 1992 international Exhibition of illustration 
and visual art, Graphic design works, xv bienal 
brno czechoslovakia, - premio imagine-. 1992 
canale 5 milano italia, - depero anniversary award-. 
1993 bologna children’s book Fair, Graphic design 
works. illustrators Exhibition, unicef award italiy. 
alessi tendentze Exhibition, 100% make up, 
industrial design works milano italiy. 1994 Jornadas 
internacionales de la critica “histaria de on 
rnalentendido” videoinstalacion, centro cultural 
recoleta buenos aires argentina.1995 art miami, 
computer art works miami usa.  artE ba ’95, 
computer art works, centro cultural recoleta. 
buenos aires argentina. “Eduardo pla: diez 
atios de arte virtual” palais de Glace buenos 
aires argentina. bienal ’95 de arquitectura 
de buenos aires, computer animation videos, 
centro cultural recoleta, buenos aires 
argentina. «cincuentenario de las naciones 
unidas», videoinstalation, centro cultural 
recoleta buenos aires argentina. «imágenes 
circulates», videoinstalation Fiv ’95, i 
Festival internacional de video y artes 
Electrónicas. centro cultural recoleta 
buenos aires argentina. «videomundo 
virtual» vdeoinstalation, centro cultural 
borges buenos aires argentina. 1996 
«arteba’96” digital art, centro cultural 
recoleta buenos aires argentina. 
„depero virtual“ digital art, Gala Espacio 
de arte. buenos aires argentina. 
„Jardines Fractales“ instalation, centro 
cultural borges buenos aires argen-
tina. «cascade de Estrellas» videoin-
stalation and «Effetto arcimboldo» 
instalat ion Fiv ’96, i i Festival 
internacionai de video y artes 
Electrdnicas, teatro municipal 
General san martin buenos aires 
argentina. 1997 «arte ErGtico 
Fractal» digital art, museo de arte 
americano de maldonado punts 
dal Este uruguay. «arteba’97” 
digital ar t, centro cultural 
recoleta buenos aires argentina. 
«Jugando con el arte» interactive 
children’s game unicef argen-
tina, centro cultural borges 
buenos aires argentina. «ilusibn 
urbana» videoinstalation 
museo nacional de bellas 
artes buenos aires argentina

artist talk
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how precocious ligia podorean has been! her bright, 
temperamental and colorful personality has inherited its vigor from 
romania’s toughest and most genuine peasant stock and then it 
merged beautifully into a successful symbiosis with the benefits 
of culture and education that modern times make available to 
everyone, on the basis of personal qualifications and nothing 
else.
she was born in a highland village of transylvania, not far 

from the city of sibiu. she took her a-levels when she was 
only 17 and was admitted to the Faculty of architecture 
“ion mincu” of buchrest at the first entrance examination. 
at the age of 23 she graduated as a fully educated 
architect and received her diploma. only one year after 
graduation, ligia podorean set off her first personal, 
really large-scale project: a new residential area in 
the city of iasi with seven thousand flats, including 
all the necessary social, cutural and commercial 
units.
ligia podorean is an architect by profession 

but she is a painter at heart. the surprise is 
stronger because there is no change in her 
means of expression. she mainly uses 
watercolors and landscape is her favorite 
theme. one should mention another theme 
though; the “deep inside” theme. this 
does not generally create a metmorpho-
sis in the artist, but with ligia podorean 
experiences like these work wonders. 
they open up another dimension 
apart from the visual one which is 
delightful, clear and graceful; she 
skillfully uses the same technique 

and makes it appro-
priate for the medita-

tive suggestion or 
philosophical reflec-

tion, beyond the emo-
tional melancholy.
What appears as the 

crucial characteristic of 
ligia’s interiors is the 

fascinating tension between 
the softness and tenderness 

of the painting material on the 
one hand and the gravity of the 

subject on the other; between 
the fleeting strokes of the brush 

and the feeling of cease-time in 
a room full of furniture and other 

objects, expecting a visitor. there 
is a sort of unreal gleam which gives 

these interiors a discrete shade of 
light and makes them symbols of 

permanence, while the objects become 
as many guardian angels for a succes-

sion of generations. this method is also 
used in films. let us recall Ettore scola’s 

film “the Family”. ligia podorean’s 
symbolism, deliberated and inferred, 

operates along with the creative process, 
which is slow, elaborated, mental, experienced 

and thereby, invaluable.

L i G i a  P o d o r e a n  e K s t r Ö M
w o r d s  b y  Per oLof eKstrÖM

...
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
with her husband 
the swedish writer
per-oloF ekströM

............
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venezia, 1998 watercolor 40 x 50 cM, 15¾x 19½ in 

lausane
1999 drawing 
22,8 x 18,5 cM, 9 x 7¼ in 

Words by Mircea deac

LiGia Podorean eKstrÖM   sWeden 
ligia podorean-Ekström born in transylvania, romania. 
Graduated from bucharest school of architecture 1958. 
eMployMent and projects 1958-76 architect and 
urbanism for several projects of town planning in romania. 
1962-63 drawing and art decoration at the Jasi art school in 
moldavia romania. 1964 perspective at the civil engineer 
high school in Jasi. 1977 married the swedish writer 
per-olof Ekström and emigrated to sweden. 1983-92 
teaches watercolor painting at art schools in sweden. 
1985: arranges painting courses for swedish architects in 
romania. 1987-89 teaches watercolor, drawing, art history 
at the academy of art of närpcs Finland. 1987 starts 
her private architecture office and art office in sweden. 
1989-93 Employed as architect and artist by stjernan 

architect ab stockholm sweden. 1988-98 arranges several 
courses in watercolor in sweden, Finland, denmark and 
switzerland. 1989-93 arranges several private courses in 
watercolor technical presentation of architectural projects 
for architects in sweden and denmark. 1991 Works at the 
architecture project “stockholms förnyelse”. 1994 Works 
at the project “sarajevo now”.
group exhibition and art Fairs 1979-80 stockholm 
and mantorp sweden, ribe and viborg denmark, 
bucharest and art museum constanta romania. 1983-
84 toronto canada, heidelberg Germany, stockholm, 
östersund sweden, vienna austria. 1985  padova italy. 
1981 art association of Foreign artists in stockholm 
sweden. 1981 svea gallery 20th anniversary, stockholm 

sweden. 1988 borlanges art Fair sweden. 1989 vienna 
austria. 1991 the art Fair of neuchatel switzerland. 1991 
saltskogsgård södertälje sweden. 1993-97 the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 
4th, and 5th international Exhibitions of miniature of art, art 
addition int’l Gallery,sweden. 1994-97 the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
international Female artist’s art Exhibition, art addiction 
stockholm sweden. 1997 “a better World for our children” 
international Female artist’s art Exhibition, art addiction 
stockholm sweden. 1998 the 1st and 2nd “masks in venice” 
small forms international art exhibition palazzo correr / 
art addiction venice italy. 1998-99 the 1st and 2nd autumn 
annual in venice, international small forms art exhibition 
palazzo correr / art addiction venice italy. 1999 the 1st 

spring annual in venice, international art exhibition

aMsterdaM, 1992  watercolor 29 x 42 cM, 11½  x 16½  in 

    tHe nortHLiGHts of 

Few regions of Europe seem to have such 
intensely rich and diverse scenery, such picturesque 
settlements as the northern countries. The seas 
and oceans which wash their shores jagged by 
fiords, their small islands, rocky tablelands and 
fresh water lakes, their mountains and woods 
which shield towns and villages, their gay cottages 
with luxuriant gardens, the ports and modern 
buildings, the old and the new town are only 
some of the “wonders” which begin to draw 
artists anxious to catch the less-known beauty 
spots, which have increasingly become sources of 
aesthetic delight. The painter Ligia Podorean has 
rendered the images of these novel beauty spots 
with sincerity and spontaneity.

In her pictures she unites the talent of an artist 
born under the Latin climate of Romania, loving 
the sunshine and light, a keen spirit of observation 
and the scientific precision, which her profession 
as an architect has marked her, with her love for 
the northern countries strengthened by family ties, 
interest in art and friend-ship with artists. It is the 
latter that has prompted her to set up the circle of 
painters known as the Swedish Group.

What Ligia Podorean-Ekström has achieved in 
her pictures will be to many a striking disclosure, 
even to the calm and self-controlled Northerner 
who will find new sea- and landscapes full of color 
exuberance and light. It seems that just as the 
Gulfstream has brought the warmed waters of the 
Tropics to the Scandinavian coast, so has Ligia 
brought the brilliant colors and light of the South 
to the northern countries. Her palette, rich in 
colors, rather latin through the warmth of her 
spontaneous and explosive, yet harmonious 
handling has fitted in with the northern light, 
the Danish and Swedish sea and landscapes, 
which have been visualized in her canvases in 
terms of light.

Her oil paintings and watercolors obviously unite 
the objectivity and precision of the architect who 
discovers, “builds” and changes the landscape, 
with the talent of the artist who has a keen eye 
for color. The outcome of this combination is an 
original, expressive and highly personal style. It 
is the watercolor technique she prefers, because 
of its fluidity and transparency better suited to 
rendering and suggesting the northern light and 

colors. In defining her work which is being more 
and more appreciated, we may stress her gift of 
catching the natural effects of light through clear 
colors and of rendering the specific local character 
significantly and truly.

She is attracted by real life and loves the exact 
fact. Although the details she ‘observes and notes 
down are sometimes minute, they do not exclude 
the spontaneous creation or casual and imagined 
particulars. In order to define the painter’s aesthetic 
outlook we have to start from the visual truth, 
the perception which is conveyed to the artist 
through her senses. 

Ligia Podorean was born in Romania, in a 
mountain village of Transylvania. She studied 
architecture in Bucharest. From the plastic 
viewpoint she is inclined to use pure colors, without 
being preoccupied with matter, volume, line or 
outline. Her only concern is with her own pleasure 
and aesthetic delight. Light and color have given 
her a spontaneous and creative impulse. Visual 
perception and emotion are prevailing in her work. 
They have raised her liberty of creation to an 
aesthetic and technical artistic ideal. »
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TOLLeDO
1989 WATeRcOLOR
29 x 21 cm, 11½ x 8¼ in

Ligia Podorean ekström   sweden 
palazzo correr /art addiction Venice italy. 1999 The 2nd 
autumn annual in Venice, int’l art exhibition palazzo correr 
/art addiction Venice italy.
inDiviDuAL exhibiTiOns 1964-76 Six individual water-
color exhibitions in Bucharest Romania. 1977 Malmö, 
Stockholm and Östersund, Sweden. 1977 Ribe art Museum 
Århus, Silkeborg and abenra Denmark. 1981 Sibiu and 
Brasov, Romania. Stockholm Sweden. Århus Denmark. 
1988-89 The Museum of Stundars Finland. 1991 The 
National art Museum of Brasov Romania. 1993 Geneva 
Switzerland. 1995 Guest exhibition at the foreign Ministry 
in Bucharest Romania. 1996 Greek culture center in 
Stockholm. 1997 Gallerie de la Fontenette, Geneva 
Switzerland.1998 Galleri panorama art, Stockholm. 

1998 Galleri astrån, Stockholm. 1999 Galleri Svarta 
Sofan, Stockholm. 1998-2000 internet art Museum: 
www.artaddiction.se 2000 Greek culture center Stockholm 
Sweden; 2000 art Museum Brasov Romania. 
cOLLecTiOns The National Museum of Ribe and Vibork, 
Denmark; The National museum of Brasov Romania; 
Department of culture in Sibiu and Bucharest, Romania; 
Department of culture in Bucharest Romania; private, 
national and corporate collections round the world: Roma-
nia, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Switzerland, Germany, 
austria, France, Spain, italy, canada and uSa.
GuesT LecTuReR in ROmAniAn AncienT cuLTuRe 
AnD ARchiTecTuRe architecture Museum, Stockholm 
Sweden. architecture School Stockholm, Goteborg, Åirhus, 

Sweden; university of Stockholm - Town planning,  Sweden. 
Summer university Vasa Finland. Kulturhuset and various 
cultural associations in Sweden.
inTeRnATiOnAL cOnGResses 1983 Vienna austria. 
1984 Toronto canada. 1985 Milano, padova, Modena, italy. 
1991 constanta Romania. 1992 Sibiu Romania. 1993 iasi, 
american-Romanian congres.
AWARDs 1970 The annual fine art award of the architects 
union of Romania. 1989 award for town planning architec-
ture project Strängnäs Sweden. 1994 award the Honorary 
Mention at the 1st int’l Female artist’s art exhibition, art 
addiction Sweden. 1998 award the certificate of Merit at 
the “Masks in Venice” italy. 1999 award the 1st Diploma of 
Merit at the Spring annual in Venice italy.

She discovers and sees in nature only what she 
is interested in and what she feels drawn to. At 
the same time she is inclined towards synthesis, 
rejecting a too insistent analysis (synthesis belongs 
to art whereas analysis belongs to science). She 
applies those artistic laws of necessary relations 
between objects and color and, like Diderot, 
thinks that the idea of beauty is the perception of 
these relations.

Her outlook is impressionistic and gives the 
aesthetic unity to her paintings which render “the 
impression” of the world such as it was felt directly 
by the artist. What is important in her work is her 
special vision, which the artist has formed about 
things and not about what she knows about them. 
Andre Gide said in that respect in Les Nourritures 
Terrestres, “Any act of knowledge which follows a 
sensation is useless.”

Nothing excites more directly the reaction of 
a sensation than light and its various shades. 
Although light had already been the concern of 
painters in other epochs, in contemporary art, 
particularly since the impressionists, it has become 
the fundamental element of painting, by being 
sometimes turned into subject matter.

In the northern scenery Ligia has discovered light 
and color according to her own manner. That light 
and atmosphere have moved and prompted her to 

paint. She therefore paints swiftly, as swiftly as 
possible, spontaneously and sincerely, in order 
to render the evanescent impression, the effect 
which transient light leaves on the landscape. In 
this lies the beauty of her art. She achieves an exact 
image of the luminous nature, genuinely, sincerely, 
spontaneously and truly. 

Her painting identifies itself with the act of 
natural creation. The artist is lucid, critical and 
has a scholarly, yet highly personal expression in 
her pictures. She is thoughtful without troubling 
the balance of the natural elements. Her pictures 
are at the same time moral. Nature has become the 
confident of the artist. The fragility of the snapshot, 
the life out-of doors, the swift on-the-spot sketches 
are still at the beginning.

The artist is closely linked to the scenery, to 
what we might call the spirit of the place, to her 
personal aesthetics and less to the technique of 
the impressionists. Nature is the study of bright 
structures, a reason for emotions, exchanges, 
sensations impressions and reactions, a manner of 
expressing her sincerity artistically. Everything is 
based on observations echoed in her consciousness, 
thus creating the validity of these observations in 
her pictures, but not their pure identical copy. The 
painter introduces dynamism, a feature of modern 
art, although her pictures still remain calm serene, 

decorous. The waves of the sea, the sky with its 
fleeting clouds, the sunrays playing amidst the 
foliage, the rain, mist, snow with its glitter and 
glimmer, the cottages of the countryside, the 
bridges of the towns, the different novel scenes 
of nature, the woods, flowers, etc., have been 
discovered by the artist and displayed to the public 
in her exhibitions.

To her new way of visualizing the world Ligia 
Podorean-Ekström has also brought a new 
technique, as is only to be expected. Firstly, she 
renders natural elements under the deforming 
action of light, and then gives up drawing, the 
outline and that precision of forms that suggest 
volume at the same time. Neither does she pay 
much attention to perspective. 

No longer observing the rules of geometry, she 
tries to suggest depth and height by special half 
tones, thus rendering space and volume. She is 
also concerned with tonality in her pictures, for 
the degree of intensity of a hue (the quality of a 
color) from dark to light becomes essential.

Her force of suggesting and evoking, her 
sensitivity, accuracy, sincerity and spontaneity; 
are the distinctive qualities of the artist. it is thanks 
to them that she succeeds in mowing us into a 
wonderful world of light, into a serene country set 
in the picturesque landscape of the North.

sTOckhOLm
1991 WATeRcOLOR

21 x 15 cm, 8¼ x 6 in

sTOckhOLm ii
1991 WATeRcOLOR
21 x 15 cm, 8¼ x 6 in 



miLAn cATheDRAL ,  1998 waTeRcoloR oN papeR 42 x 29 cM, 16½ x 11½ iN 
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THE TRADITION OF THE BEST  VENETIAN CUISINE AND A FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

V E N E Z I A
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Petru russu   sweden

in PeTRu Russu’s engravings for Boccaccio’s 
Decameron, the twisted frenzy of the bodies 
arouses an impression of true release. It is a 
release that breaks limits, avoiding the difference 
between styles, social situations and historical-
geographical sites. They are not “illustrations” 
confined to a particular moment of the European 
history: although within the images there are 
some allusions to the fashion of that age, a sort 
of set-designing care, everything wrapped around 
a dance of vitality that doesn’t want to accept 
stylistic appearances. In the end, the sensation we 
have is a dépaysement deriving from this attitude, 
not from a method. A dépaysement that is not 
a metaphorical book learning distance, but an 
aspiration for the totality that excludes pedantic 
philological discriminations.

WhiLe he was setting up his exhibition, an 
Italian pointed out some similarities with Chinese 
art. Someone else found analogies with the vivid 
chromatic of the popular Mexican engravings. 
Nevertheless, the exoticism of Petru Russu’s 
images comes from a sort of poetic latitude, 
from a distance that he assumes in front of the 
narration of the facts. It is -at the most-the same 
exoticism used by Boccaccio when he imagined 
Saladin traveling around the Christian world, 
around Lombardy, to test the hospitality and 
the magnanimity of the same people he wanted 
to fight.

TheRe is an entire cycle of medieval legends 
about Saladin. Recently, I have met an eminent 
art scholar, descendant of a distinguished 
Crusader knight that had the fortune to benefit 
from that magnanimity. He was captured by 
Saladin, who then set him free, on the condition 
that he paid the ransom once he had returned to 
his house. But when the knight returned home, 
he didn’t find any money to pay the ransom. So, 
he decided to go back to prison. Saladin was 
impressed by his gesture, and set him free once 
again only on the condition that he change his 
name to Saladin d’Anglure. This name still exists 
after 800 years.

i mAke This example, because the exoticism 
of Petru Russu tells of a magnificent East. An 
East of admiration and wonder, that has nothing 
to do with the tendency to indulge in detailed 
descriptions. It is this exoticism I am writing 
about. An exoticism that Russu seems to bend 
into science fiction, populated by characters that 
look like ancient Egyptians, or Chinese princes 
dressed with hundreds of jade stones, as the 
ones discovered by the archeologists. Boccaccio 
will not be angry for such interpretation. He 

himself-while he was writing about Dante-used 
to wonder if his illustrious master might have 
been angry up above. Boccaccio will not be 
angry, because he himselflook a lot of freedom 
regarding the epic matter he utilized. It was the 
freedom of a superior distance. Boccaccio was 
the first author capable of dominating the most 
different subjects-both from a social-historical 
and popular-dialectal point of view-with that 
distance that belongs to the artistic discipline. 
I think that this example is very important not 
only for those who create illustrations for books, 
but also for those artists who confront themselves 
with this gigantic masterpieces’ provocation.

bOccAcciO dominates the subject. He 
reconsiders the epic plot and at the same time, 
he framed it inside the rigorous structure of the 
Decameron, inside sentences where the liveliness 
of the quip and of the dialectal allusion obeys the 
discipline of a rhythm. A rhythm, distinguished 
by participles with a latin flavor and by everything 
that recalls the rules, the refined modalities of 
creating a phrase with nobility, as it is in the 
tradition of the ancient rhetoric.

This mixTuRe of promiscuous vividness that 
forms Boccaccio’s subject an-at the same time-of 
high artistic discipline, it seems to me a theme that 
deserves consideration from anyone who wants to 
approach this text. It is important to feel pushed 
to a certain attitude, as Russu did exhaustively 
dealing with the Decameron universe. 

Petru Russu comes from Transylvania. His 
art seems influenced by some expressionist 
master: Kokoschka in his best period (1914), 
with his unique chromaticity and his particular 
way of considering the space of the page; 
Kandinsky, with the twisty strength of this 
image. Consequently, we can easily say that 

the artistic attitude of Petru Russu is like a sort 
of a dialogue around the origins of the middle 
European Expressionism. Nevertheless, here 
the artist privileges the game among historical-
stylistic connotation which overcome that main 
quality: suddenly he wants to reach a formal 
mechanism verifiable in the entire cycle dedicated 
to Calendrino, with all those lamentable cases 
that Boccaccio assigns him. It is a mechanism 
comparable to some tendency of the modern art: 
the mechanic anatomy of Picabia’s drawings, 
Duchamp, the facetious combination of Tinguely 
and Luginbuhl, where the sense of humor doesn’t 
exclude an accent of restlessness.

In Russu’s work, these mechanisms are easily 
comparable to an inner organ. The funnels, the 
crutches and all the mechanisms of that artistic 
tradition become in some of his engravings 
similar to the movement of the watches of Callot’s 
engraving, a world in which this dimension has 
already gone through the vulnerability of human 
nature.

in OuR TechnOLOGicAL time, this dimension-
both mechanical and organic-perfectly obeys a 
contemporary attitude. It is not casual in fact, 
that Petru Russu has already been invited to 
participate at exhibitions regarding themes 
about the contemporary experimentalism: 
“Space-Mirror”, “Alternative”; but he has 
also demonstrated his interest for that subject 
in his solo-shows. Undoubtedly, he likes this 
kind of investigation. Here, in his work, about 
Boccaccio’s Decameron, he has transferred 
all his fundamental problems. In fact, when 
an illustrator approaches a masterpiece of the 
past, it is legitimate that he carries with himself 
all his cultural background, his problems, his 
sensibility.

Petru Russu is a courageous artist. During the 
years his work has been correlated by austere 
and sober solutions, as by more provocative, 
colorful liveliness. All these prolific variations 
are characterized by two main things: the 
stimulating resumption of a great cultural model, 
the importance of a certain persistency.

The fAcT that Boccaccio was one of the first 
readers of Homer’s original texts and an artist 
capable to conjugate the “holly studies” with 
an apparent frivolousness, can conduces-as 
illustrators-to assume as a gift this prolific 
persistency.* 

Born 1955 January 27 Reghin (Transylvania), Romania. Dual 
citizenship, Swedish and Romanian. 
eDucATiOn Graduated from the Fine arts academy of cluj-
Napoca 1978. italian Government Studentship 1986.
art creativity includes a limited edition of 100 etchings inspired 
by Boccaccios’ (1985), limited editions of etchings inspired by 
umberto eco’s ”The Name of the Rose” and ”The pendulum of 
Foucault” created in (1987~1989). He has works in museums, 
public, corporate and private collections.
AfiLiATiOns KRo /Swedish Fine artist’s organisation; aaiaa 
/art addiction international art association; uap /Romanian 
Fine artist’s organisation. 
RADiO AnD TeLevisiOn TVS 2 Sweden 1994, canal 4 Sweden 
1993, TVR Romania 1993, STV 1 Sweden 1989 (with umberto 
eco), RTV Romania 1989, Tele Tevere italy 1987, TVR Romania 
1980, p3 europe Sweden 1994, Radio Romania 1997, 1989, 
1987, 1980, 1978, 1976. Represented in Flash art int’l, art Diary 
int’l, art News 

ART ReLATeD emPLOymenTs Founder and director of art 
addiction international Gallery in Stockholm and world of art, 
international art magazine.
seLecTeD exhibiTiOns 1975-1997 1997 contemporary Graphic 
art from Finland and Sweden, university of Virginia /Fayerwather 
Gallery uSa; 1996 The 8th int’l print Triennial, creativa, alvar alto 
Museum Finland; 1994 int’l impact art Festival, Kyoto Japan; 
1994 The 3rd world print Triennial, chamalieur France; 1994 The 
14th Mini print int’l, cadaques Spain; 1993 Viking erotica, glass, 
individual exhibition, Gallery Glass i, Stockholm Sweden; 1993 
alternative, group exhibition, Gallery Glass i, Stockholm Sweden; 
1993 international Summer art colony, Gällivare Sweden; 1992 
The 10th Norwegian int’l print Triennial, Fredrikstad Norway; 
1992 The 8th Norwegian int’l Miniature exhibition, Miniature 8, 
Fredrikstad Norway; 1992 The 12th Mini print int’l, cadaques 
Spain; 1991 ”New paintings” individual exhibition, pulchri Gallery, 
The Hague Holland; 1991 The 11th Mini print int’l, cadaques Spain; 
1991 int’l Graphic art, Darien, connecticut, uSa; 1991 The 7th 

Norwegian int’l Miniature exhibition, Miniature 7, Fredrikstad 
Norway; 1991 Viking erotica, Glass Forms, individual exhibition, 
Risse Gallery Munches Germany; 1990 The 11th print int’l award, 
Biella italy; 1990 The 5th annual int’l exhibition of Miniature art 
Toronto canada; 1990 The 10th Mini print int’l cadaques Spain; 
1990 The 9th int’l print Triennial, Berlin, Germany; 1989 ”The 
pendulum of Foucault” individual exhibition, Gummeson Gallery 
Stockholm Sweden; 1989 “The name of the Rose”, and ”Decam-
erone 100 etching” individual exhibition Konstnärshuset, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1989 ”The Name of the Rose” individual 
exhibition, centro lavoro arte Milan italy; 1989 The 5th int’l art 
Biennale, couven Belgium; 1989 The 3rd annual int’l exhibition 
of Miniature art Toronto canada; 1989 The 8th Mini print int’l 
cadaques Spain; 1989 int’l Miniature print Biennial, John Szoke 
Gallery New York uSa; 1989 The 6th int’l Biennial of Graphic 
art, lods poland; 1989 The 9th Norwegian int’l print Triennial 
Fredrikstad Norway; 1989 The 9th int’l Biennial of Humor and 
Satire in the arts Gabrovo Bulgaria; 1989 The Name of the Rose, 
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fOR WhAT I know now, in Petru Russu’s painting 
the imaginary seems to develop with an accent of 
visionary expressionism rather dramatic, arousing, 
excited. This particular artistic attitude tests the 
reality through the upcoming of a symbolic-oneiric 
awareness and in a sharpening that could even 
change into a scream. It is a painting of profound, 
psychic investigation. A violent confession of 
anguish. Russu’s is crowded by presences, which 
bring dramatically back the reality to a truth of 
archetypes, that the artist put in contrast with the 
leveling of the daily horizon. 

in This engraving work, this visionary attitude is 
more accentuated by a narrative easing. It loosens 
the dramatic tension. It gains the pleasure of a 
pure dreaming-about. It becomes lighter, ironic, 
motioning. The plot moves towards dimensions of 
pure imagination, as it happens in the exercises of 
a machine that belongs to the world of fantasy.

The chARAcTeRs come alive in a metamorphic 
dimension. They cross each other into fantastic 
spaces. They are free from every logic, apart from 
the one based on the necessity of their narrative 
plot. The same narrative plot that Russu’s fantasy 
has developed in a game of possible analogies with 

the text.
russu’s figurative tales are not descriptive. They 

are only in connection with the text for a pure, 
fantastic solicitation that the artist renews time 
after time. The text is a sort of pretest to stimulate 
his own taste, his own genius for a narrative plot 
derived from his pure, fantastic, visionary world, 
in witch emerges symbolic presences, archetypal 
and mysterious.

his sheeTs are precious for their vivid, but 
softened chromatic that insinuates among the 
spaces made by a skillful etching mark aware of 
the expressive qualities of that medium. In front 
of Russu’s engravings, we have the sensation of 
being in the front of ancient miniatures, singularly 
“oriental”, suddenly animated by tensions 
enchantments, oneiric but actual starts and plots. 
Undoubtedly, there is a surrealist component in 
Russu’s figurative world, that gives to the author 
the freedom to reach a fantastic dimension as space 
of visionary revelation (here we can’t forget the 
great lesson of the Romanian Brauner, with his 
peculiar, archetypal surrealism).

ReGARDinG these same Russu’s sheets, Dan 
Haulica spoke about a ”double dimension of 

individual exhibition, arta Gallery, arad Romania; 1988 The 2nd 
int’l exhibition of Visual and experimental poetry, San Diego uSa; 
1988 The 5th int’l Biennial of Graphic art Heidelberg Germany; 
1988 The 2nd annual int’l exhibition of Miniature art Toronto 
canada; 1988 The 4th Norwegian int’l Miniature exhibition, 
Miniature 4, Fredrikstad Norway; 1988 int’l exlibris prize, 
D’annunzio, pescara italy; 1988 int’l Drawing exhibition ,Drawing 
88, pecs Hungary; 1988  Decamerone,100 etching”, individual 
exhibition, art Museum craiova Romania; 1988 int’l exhibition, 
author love, centro lavoro arte Milan italy; 1988 art Fair, Bologna 
italy; 1988  eugenio Mondale, Sao paulo Brazil; 1988 Romanian 
contemporary Graphic exhibition, Gallery Konstnärhuset 
Stockholm Sweden; 1988 The Name of the Rose, individual 
exhibition, italian institute Bucharest Romania; 1988 Romanian 
contemporary art Belgrad Yugoslavia; 1988 Romanian contem-
porary art, Tel-aviv israel; 1987 The 4th int’l Biennial of Graphic art, 
art prize Stuttgard Germany; 1987 Decamerone, 100 etchings, 
individual exhibition D’arts Gallery Milan, italy; 1987 The 17th 

int’l Biennial of Graphic art ljubljana Slovenia; 1987 int’l exlibris 
competition, S:t Niklaas Belgium; 1987 ”Decamerone,100 etch-
ings” individual exhibition, campuslibri Gallery, Torino italy; 1987 
”asino D’oro” individual exhibition, Galateea Gallery, Bucharest 
Romania; 1987 The 8th int’l Graphic Triennial, intergraphic, Berlun 
Germany; 1987 Decamerone, individual exhibition to Romanian 
academy Gallery, Roma italy; 1987 The 4th int’l Triennial of Graphic 
art, Vassa Finland; 1987 The 5th int’l Biennial of Graphic art, lods 
poland; 1987 The 8th int’l Biennial of Humor and Satire in the 
arts, Gabrovo Bulgaria; 1987 The 4th int’l art Biennial, couven 
Belgium; 1987 int’l art exhibition osaka Japan; 1987 The 2nd 
int’l art exhibition  arts of Today, Budapest Hungary; 1987 int’l 
Mail art exhibition Shadow project, Milan italy; 1987 The 1st 
int’l exhibition of contemporary authors, abruzzo and Molise 
italy; 1987 int’l Mail art exhibition, Kassak-Schwitters”, Zamky 
czechoslovakia; 1987 The 1st annual int’l exhibition of Miniature 
art Toronto canada; 1987 The 2nd int’l Biennial of Visual and 
alternative poetry, Mexico Tijuana, Veracruz, Mexico city, puebla, 

xalapa city, Mexaly, ensenada, Mexico; 1987 The 1st int’l print 
Biennial, campinas Sao paulo Brazil; 1986 The 12th int’l Biennial of 
print Kanagawa Japan; 1986 The 7th int’l Triennial of Graphic art, 
Frechen Germany; 1986 The 7th int’l Biennial of art, Mouscron 
Belgium; 1986 The 25th ”Juan Miro” int’l Drawing contest, 
Barcelona Spain; 1986 The 1st int’l Triennial of Drawing, Kalisz 
poland; 1986 The 1st int’l art exhibition ”arts of Today” Budapest 
Hungary; 1986 int’l print exhibition, Hautefeuille Gallery paris 
France; 1986 Decamerone, 100 etchings, individual exhibition, 
italian institute Bucharest Romania; 1986 int’l Mail art exhibition, 
Noumea New caledonia; 1986 ”Decamerone, 100 etchings” 
individual exhibition, Hellios Gallery Timisoara Romania; 1986 
int’l Graphic exhibition, espace Delpha paris France; 1986 
Decamerone, 100 etching, individual exhibition, art Museum 
craiova Romania; 1986 paintings & Drawingsindividual exhibition, 
alfa Gallery arad Romania; 1986 Space-Mirror, Group exhibition, 
architecture academy Bucharest Romania; 1985 The 24th Juan 
Miro int’l Drawing contest, Barcelona Spain; 1984 Romanian 

technological mechanics and organic unity”. 
Actually, the visionary world of Petru Russu 
seems to allude to both those dimension, as two 
competing archetypes in the folds of our reality. 
They seem to be indistinguishable inside his 
visionary plot, where the explicit components 
are just the floating presences of surreal symbolic 
figures. Those dimensions remain at the stage of 
spheres of allusion. They are references of the 
mechanical plot of our contemporary world and 
of the iconic plot that chases us daily. But they 
are even references of a remote organic root, of 
an anthropological truth on which are based 
the motivations of a visionary symbolism, like 
Russu’s one.*
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iL decamerone 
GiORnnATA seTTimA 
/nOveLLA OTTAvA
1987 eTchinG 
AquA fORTe
AquA TinT
20 x 29,5 cm 
/8 x 11½ in 
(imAGe size)
32 x 42 cm  
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(PAPeR size)
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contemporary art exhibition, The Hague Holland; 1984 Romanian 
contemporary art exhibition, Jerusalem israel; 1983 Romanian 
contemporary art exhibition, New York, washington, Detroit, 
columbus uSa; 1983 Romanian contemporary art exhibition, 
The Hague Holland; 1983 int’l art exhibition, la Rochelle France; 
1983 Romanian contemporary art, corner Gallery copenhagen 
Denmark; 1980 individual exhibition, orizont Gallery Bucharest 
Romania; 1975~1989 More then 100 group or individual exhibitions 
in Romania. ART ADDicTiOn 1993~2000 1993 The 1st int’l 
exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm 
Sweden; 1994 Graphic addictions, The 1st int’l Graphic art 
exhibition, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1994 The 1st 
int’l Female artist’s art annual, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm 
Sweden; 1994 The 2nd int’l exhibition of Miniature art, art 
addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1995 Graphic addictions, 
The 2nd int’l Graphic art exhibition, art addiction Gallery, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1995 The 2nd int’l Female artist’s art annual, 
art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1995 The 3rd int’l 
exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm 

Sweden; 1996 The 3rd int’l Female artist’s art annual, art 
addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1996 Graphic addictions, 
The 3rd int’l Graphic art exhibition, art addiction Gallery, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1996 ”addictions”, The 1st int’l Small Graphic 
art exhibition, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1996 
contemporary italian art, art addiction in Stockholm Sweden; 
1996 The 4th int’l exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction Gallery, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1997 Femina, Female artist’s art int’l Small 
Forms open exhibition, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 
1997 ”Graphic addictions”, The 4th int’l Graphic art exhibition, 
art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1997 world of art, 
art addiction int’l Drawing competition, art addiction Gallery, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1997 Most Talented artist, art addiction 1st 
international prize, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1997 
contemporary italian art, art addiction in Stockholm Sweden; 
1997 The 5th int’l exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction Gallery, 
Stockholm Sweden; 1997 The 4th int’l Female artist’s art annual, 
art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1998 a better world 
for our children, Female artist’s art int’l open exhibition, art 

addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1998 Masks in Venice 1, 
art addiction annual exhibition, art addiction /palazzo correr, 
Venice italy; 1998 The 1st autumn annual in Venice, art addiction 
/palazzo correr, Venice italy; 1998 The 5th int’l Female artist’s 
art annual, art addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden; 1999 The 
1st Spring annual in Venice, art addiction /palazzo correr, Venice 
italy; 1999 Masks in Venice 2, art addiction annual exhibition, art 
addiction /palazzo correr, Venice italy;  1999 The 2nd autumn 
annual in Venice, art addiction /palazzo correr, Venice italy; 
2000 The 2nd Spring annual in Venice, art addiction /palazzo 
correr, Venice italy; 2000 Masks in Venice 3, art addiction annual 
exhibition, art addiction /palazzo correr, Venice italy; 2000 aRT 
internet, internet art Museum /www.artaddiction.se; 1993 - 2000 
permanent Member of the art addiction international Honorary 
prize Jury; 1994  2000 internet art Museum /www.artaddiction.se; 
1998 2000 Member of aaiaa /art addiction international art 
association;
ADDRess Mörbylund 19, 9tr; Se-182 30 Danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden Tel/Fax +46 8 85.72.64 e-mail: info@artaddiction.se
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...the artist was there, too. That was too much 
of a good thing, and I asked whether I might 
interview him for my print collector friends in 
the States. The idea was lovingly accepted. 

i WAs DeLiGhTeD that by pure coincidence we 
may be able to look into the working habits of 
one printmaker. 

Russu said that as a 14 year old he had read 
the Decameron. The erotic tales ruminated in 
his mind while he was growing up, and some 
15 years later he decided to make 10 prints of 
the tales that had impressed him most. Once 
begun in late 1983, however, he did not finish 
until he had illustrated all the tales on 100 plates 
two years later. He printed the edition of 10 
impressions per plate himself.

Initially, he worked in finely drawn black 
lines and brown-toned aquatint, printing 3 to 
5 impressions of each plate in these subdued 
colors. As he went on working, he found 
himself changing and added stronger colors in 
aquatint. Today, he said, he prefers again more 
subdued colors and is even thinking of printing 
in black and white only. He worked with iron 

plates because iron, according to him, lent itself 
better to illustrating the Decameron than copper 
or zinc. Zinc plates, by the way, are often used 
by printmakers for etching intaglio prints, while 
plexiglass or similar material is preferred for 
engravings. Russu explained that the edges of 
his plates were irregular and crooked on purpose 
because he wanted to simulate the condition and 
looks of an original edition of the tales which 
he thought would be printed on vellum or early 
handmade paper and certainly not have an even, 
ruler-straight edge. The broad, deeply bitten 
lines in the plate that sit massively on the paper’s 
surface are the result of dipping the prepared 
plate repeatedly into sulphuric acid.

WhiLe WORkinG, Russu also changed his 
technique. In the early plates, fine nervously 
vibrating lines crisscross the plate or run 
parallel. Over time, these sensitive lines give 
way to single, strong cords, solidly incised 
into the plate and solidly stacked on the paper, 
surrounding the aquatinted areas like a wall.

DeciPheRinG The eROTicism  of  the 
iconography was a challenge. One may even 

be tempted to reread Boccaccio’s tales. Russu 
provides an image of 14th century Italian life by 
weaving certain artifacts into his graphic tale. 
Checkerboard tablecloths, wine glasses, rigged 
sailing vessels, horsemen and horsewomen, 
the headgear of the period appear throughout 
the prints, in variations. Men and women are 
barely humanoid, heads, torsi, limbs are floating 
in space, disconnected, yet making sense and 
fitting together. Banquet tables with checkered 
tablecloths are overturned, wine glasses have 
fallen down, unbroken, the wine flowing out. A 
real orgy. One head with a Cocteau-like profile 
is barely connected to a necktie of the 20th 
century. Limbs terminate in stumps or clumps or 
geometric finials. The anthropomorphic shapes 
in prehistoric caves come to mind.

Russu The PRinTmAkeR forces the viewer 
to return to his prints and try to interpret the 
meaning of their iconography. While they are 
immediately attractive visually, they ask for 
more attention in the long run.

The enTiRe suite of 100 Prints of Boccaccio’s decameron By Petru russu On vieW 
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Edith Suchodrew - a 
highly creative artist - is 
well known in many towns 
and countries.

Born in Eupatoria, Edith 
Suchodrew graduated in 
1971 from the middle 
school of arts by Latvian 
Academy of Arts in Riga, 
Latvia, and in 1981 she 
graduated from the Latvian 
Academy of Arts as a 
Graphic Artist, Diploma 
Free Fine Art.

In the course of time and 
through her artistic 
activities, she has always 
developed in many 
directions of art. As a 
graduated graphic artist, 
Edith Suchodrew has 
created highly-appreciated 
etchings, lithographic, 
drawings which, with their 
profound contents, reflect 
the intern position and 
intelligence of the artist.

Each large graphic sheet 
is an event. With deep 
interest 140 bookplates 
were created by the artist 
for many different famous 
persons. More than 50 
booksplates were shown in 
a solo exhibition in Aachen 
1992 - 1993, where she has 
lives since 1991.

As a graphic artist Edith 
Suchodrew has created  
designs and illustrations 
for more than 40 books,   
drawings for newspapers 
and magazines.

Watercolors, drawings, 
woodcut in big forms are 
also artistic activities from 
Edith Suchodrew, as well, 

as oil painting, silk and 
porcelain painting, 
computer graphic and 
animation.

With oil painting 
continues a colored period, 
which takes a new way 
with computer graphic, 
animation and watercolors 
after the “black - white” 
phase.

Bigformated oil pictures 
with several, often with 
dramatic themes, make the 
creative activities richer. 
Portraits and figurative 
painting take an important 
place in her art. 

Her watercolors are 
united in series and 
variable themes, for 
example: landscape novels, 
symphony of the woods, 
arcs of Byzantine, circles of 
life, fantastic realities etc.

Edith Suchodrew has, in 
her artistic life, developed 
a deep interest for different 
cultures of the world and 
has created a great cycle of 
big-format watercolors 
under the title: “On the 
traces for ancient 
cultures.” 

Works from Edith 
Suchodrew are in the 
ownership of Museums 
and private owners in 
many countries.

Edith Suchodrew has 
represented herself in 
different medians  since 
1982 .

For the past 25 years, 
since her first exhibition in 
1974, Edith Suchodrew has 
been artistically active.
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eDiTh suchODReW, unReAL LAnDscAPe iDyLL 
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eDiTh suchODReW, unReAL LAnDscAPe iDyLL
nº 20599, 1999 cOmPuTeR GRAPhic

Born 1953 in eupatoria latvia. 
1991 Residence in aachen Germany.
eDucATiOn 1971 Finished the middle school of arts by latvian 
academy of arts in Riga latvia; 1981 Graduated the latvian 
academy of arts in Riga  latvia  as Graphic artist.
inTeRnATiOnAL exhibiTiOns 1984 1999 Bratislava cSSR, 
Rostock DDR, Vilnius liTSSR, Sofia Bulgaria, Frederikshavn 
Denmark, Sint -Niklaas Belgium, oss Holland, paris France, 
london Great Britain, Belgrad, ljubliana Yugoslavia, lausanne 
Switzerland, Glasgow Scotland, Buenos aires argentina, 
Beijing, Tianjin china; 1989 The 5th int’l Graphic Biennale, 
Varna Bulgaria; 1993 1994 The ”prix ars electronica” int’l 
compendium of the computer art, austrian radio, linz austria; 
1995 1997 1999 Biennale of Small Graphic, Sint-Niklaas Belgium; 
int’l exlibris exhibition Sint-Niklaas Belgium; 1992 1999 Mini 
print int’l exlibris exhibition, Taller Galeria Fort cadaques, 
Girona Spain; 1992 1999 arts & Music Festival, wingfield Great 
Britain; 1993 1997 100th int’l d árquitectura de la vila de canet 

de Mar, Barcelona Spain; 1994 The art centreSeoul Korea; 1995 
Joensuun Taidemuseo, Joensuu Finland; 1995 1999 Galeria 
l´etang d ´art, Bages France; 1996 Museu de Sant Joan, lleida 
Spain; 1996 1997 pablo casals Music Festival, prades France; 
1998 1999 article 26 Gallery, Barcelona Spain; Travelling 
exhibition of Mini print int’l, cadaques Spain; 1996 centro de 
arte Moderno Museo Guillermo e. Hudson, First int’l Meeting of 
Mail art, exlibris and Graphic about Guillermo enrique Hudson, 
Buenos aires argentina; 1996 The 1st int’l exhibition of Small 
Graphic art, art addiction Sweden; 1997 The 4th int’l Graphic 
art exhibition, art addiction Sweden; 1997 The 4th int’l Female 
artist’s art annual ”we are different” art addiction Sweden; 
1997 The 5th int’l exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction, 
Sweden; 1997 ”Femina” The 1st int’l Female artist’s Miniature 
art annual, art addiction Sweden; 1997 Meeting art Fax 
“The Human Body”, centro de arte Moderno Buenos aires 
argentina; 1997 int’l printing Meeting auditorium de ucMQ, 
Quilmes Buenos aires argentina; 1998 The  Femina project ”a 

Better world for our children ”int’l exhibition, art addiction 
Sweden; 1998 The 1st ”Masks in Venice” art addiction, palazzo 
correr Venice italy; 1998 The 1st world Small printing and 
exlibris works exhibition, Beijing china, Tianjin china; 1998 
panama project of incident art by computer ”Virtual image” 
Galeria Dexa universidad de panama; 1998 The 1st autumn 
annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy; 
1999 The 1st Spring annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo 
correr Venice italy; 1999 The 2nd ”Masks in Venice” art 
addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy.  1999 The 2nd autumn 
annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy. 
seLecTeD PeRsOnAL exhibiTiOns 1974 congress for culture 
uSSR-France: art exhibition, cinema palladium,and the institute 
for Traumathology and orthopaedy, Riga latvia; 1982 exhibition 
of Graphic and water colour art, Factoy  Radiotechnique, 
Riga latvia; 1982 1989, 11 art exhibitions, the Sanatorium 
Jaunkemeri, Jurmala latvia; 1983 exhibition of Graphic art, the 
club for Republics cinema amateurs, Riga latvia; 1986 1987 art 
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exhibition, the parlament of lSSR, Riga latvia; 1988 exhibition 
of water colour art ”on the Traces for ancient cultures” club 
of young artists Janu Seta Riga latvia; 1988 1989 exhibition of 
water colour and Graphic art, Factory Biolar, olaine latvia; 
1990 ”water colours and etchings”art exhibition, Gallery Hubert 
Kohl, aachen Germany; 1991 1995 5th art exhibition, Jewish 
community, aachen Germany; 1991 ”Graphic and painting 
”art exhibition, artistic House Süsterfeld, aachen Germany; 
1991 exhibition of water colour ”Mexico” café petit paris, 
aachen Germany; 1992 Gallery  & Graphic w. Schneider, 
aachen Germany; 1992 1993 ”exlibris Graphic Miniatures” art 
exhibition, common library, aachen Germany; 1994 ”etchings 
and oil paintings” art exhibition, café liege, aachen- Richterich 
Germany; 1995 ”Terra cognita” etchings, oil paintings, Graphics 
Miniatures art exhibition, Bank of aachen, Filiation Victoria alley, 
Vegla House, aachen Germany; 1995 1999 14 art exhibition, 
pannonia Hotel, aachen Germany; 1999 ”Memory of the Future” 
Graphic Miniatures etchings and coloured computer Graphics, 

art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy; 1999 ”The unpassing 
past” oil painting art exhibition, Jewish community, aachen 
Germany; 2000 ”Reflected inspiration” Gallery arthaus, aachen, 
Richterich Germany.
AWARDs 1996 1st Diploma and certificate of Merit, Small 
Graphic art, art addiction Sweden; 1997 Silver Medal and 
Diploma, The 4th int’l Graphic art exhibition, art addiction 
Sweden; 1997 certificate of Merit and Diploma of excellence, 
The 4th Female artist’s art annual exhibition, art addiction 
Sweden; 1997 certificate of Merit and Diploma of excellence, 
The 5th exhibition of Miniature art, art addiction Sweden; 
1997 Diploma of participation, ”Femina”, int’l Female artist’s 
Miniature art, art addiction Sweden; 1997 certificate of Merit 
and Diploma of excellence, Femina project ”a better world 
for our children” art addiction Sweden; 1998 certificate of 
Merit,  The 1st art addiction annual in Venice ”Masks in Venice” 
palazzo correr Venice italy; 1998 certificate of collection, The 
1st world Small printing & exlibris works exhobition Beijing 

and Tianjin china; 1998 1st Diploma and Diploma of excellence, 
The 1st autumn annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr 
Venice italy; 1999 1st Diploma and Diploma of excellence, 
The 1st Spring annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr 
Venice italy; certificate of Merit, The 2nd autumn annual in 
Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy. 
membeRshiP in ART AssOciATiOns Since 1985 Member 
of artist union of the uSSR and latvia; Since 1991 Member of 
artists Society Studio House aachen; Since 1999 Member of 
art addiction int’l art association (aaiaa). 
RePResenTeD 1982 ”latvian Soviet Graphics” album; 1985 
/12 ”Daugava” art Magazine Russia; 1986/3 ”New Books”; 1988 
Television Riga latvia; 1992 Radio interview aachen Germany; 
1997 1998 art Diary international art Directory Milan italy; 1998 
1999 art Diary international art Directory Milan italy; 1997 1998 
1998 1999 internet art Museum: www.artaddiction.se 
ADDRess oppenhoffallee 63, D-52066 aachen Germany,  Tel+ 
49 241 54779   http://www.artaddiction.se/edith.htm
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Born in Stockholm Sweden. anne de Suède is a Franch 
/Swedish artist with an international art orientation. She 
lives and works on Stockholm. permanent Member of art 
addiction Honorary prize Jury committee.
inTeRnATiOnAL exhibiTiOns 1995 The 3rd annual 
international exhibition of Miniature art Stockholm, 
Sweden; 1996 contemporary French art ”Salon 1” art 
addiction Stockholm Sweden; 1997 contemporary French 
art ”Salon 2” art addiction Stockholm Sweden; 1996 
The 4th annual international exhibition of Miniature art 
Stockholm Sweden; 1996 The 3rd international Graphic art 
exhibition ”Graphic addiction” art addiction Stockholm 
Sweden; 1996 Four France artists to art addiction 
”Sounds of colors” art addiction, Stockholm Sweden; 
1996 The 3rd international exhibition of Female artist’s 
art annual Stockholm Sweden; 1997 The 1st art addiction 
international prize ”Most Talented artists” Stockholm 

Sweden; 1997 art addiction 1st international Drawing 
contest ”world of art” Stockholm Sweden; 1997-The 5th 
annual international exhibition of Miniature art, Stockholm, 
Sweden; 1997 ”Femina” The 1st international Female 
artist’s Miniature art annual, MD Gallery Stockholm 
Sweden; 1997 The 4th international exhibition of Female 
artist’s art, annual ”we are different” Stockholm Sweden; 
1998 The 1st ”Masks in Venice” small forms international 
art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction Venice italy; 
1998 The 1st autumn annual in Venice, international small 
forms art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction Venice 
italy; 1999 The 2nd autumn annual in Venice, international 
small forms art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction 
Venice italy; 1999 The 2nd ”Masks in Venice” small forms 
international art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction 
Venice italy; 1999 The 1st Spring annual in Venice, 
international art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction 

Venice italy; 1999 The 2nd autumn annual in Venice, 
international art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction 
Venice italy. 2000 The 2nd Spring annual in Venice, 
international art exhibition palazzo correr /art addiction 
Venice italy; 2000 The The 3rd ”Masks in Venice”,small 
forms international art exhibition palazzo correr /art 
addiction Venice italy.
seLecTeD inDiviDuAL exhibiTiOns Sweden and France; 
1999 Galerie art-Mod,Tourettes sur loup Vence, France ; 
Galerie cottard olsson, Stockholm Sweden.
membeRshiP art addiction international art association.
AWARDs1996 certificate of Merit, The 4th annual interna-
tional exhibition of Miniature art Stockholm Sweden. 
1997 Silver Medal, art addiction 1st international Drawing 
contest ”world of art” Stockholm Sweden.
RePResenTeD 1996-1999 aRT DiaRY; 1996-2000 internet 
art Museum www.artaddiction.se 

I have worked in an 
advertising agency; I have done 
theater; I have been a mother 
and I have been trying full 
time, to learn who to paint and 
what to paint. For a long time 
it was a research of colors, 
light, darkness, deep and trying 
to understand how things really 
were; one day I felt that it 
“was”, so now I am trying to 
let my subconscious free.

Sometimes I am figurative, 
sometimes abstract but most 
often I am a combination of 
both, I try to never limit 
myself. In this way I will not 
limit my impulses. 

Everybody has needs of 
talking in different languages, 
some prophet said that kids 
have 100 languages, but adults 
only one or two. For me it is 
the problem of today’s 
civilization that most everyone 
has forgotten the fortune of 
living in different worlds and 
talking in different languages 
and be able to accept the 
dreams we all have. Essential 
for my painting is to say 
something, that must be 
remembered such as birth, love, 
hate and death.

I started with theater now I 
am a freak of painting, but I 
cannot say that I will not also 
work with music. I belong in 
this world of dreams and ideas 
and I believe that it is only 
different ways of saying I love 
you or I will kill you. 

Music is always in my 
paintings. It is fantastic to close 
my eyes while I hear music and 
see forms, patterns, colors or 

pictures; how many memories 
are in a picture?

I believe that everybody has 
the right to his own opinions, 
and of course it is essential that 
I can preserve my own; I am a 
dreamer but I am not the only 
one.

I see every painting as an 
individual and I want paintings 
to always be able to talk self.

I was very impressed by Van 
Gogh; the more I look at his 
work, the more I am fascinated 
with the courage of telling the 
story about the little suffering 
man, the tired and broken 
model and his subconscious 
pictures; the more you look the 
more you find hidden in the 
trees and in the clouds; that is a 
big influence. He was a 
fascinating man.

I always try to do things that 
are essential for me. I have to 
follow my intuition and let my 
hand tell me the story. A work 
is never to be concluded 
because it will not talk 
anymore. I hope that a lot of 
artists today feel like me.

For the art itself it has no use 
of being seen at some 
biennales; the interesting of 
exposing is the meeting with 
other artists. 

It is stupid to react bitterly 
against contemporary art; the 
art of every time is talking 
about society itself and shows 
how it is. Telling how I feel 
about the world, analyzing and 
trying to understand today’s 
society is the greatest thanks I 
can give to art. 

ARTisT TalK

anne de suède   sweden 



1950 Born on the 23rd of March in Jawor 
poland. 1957-64 attended grammar school 

and graduated receiving an award for 
his academic excellence. 1958 His 

parents divorced. 1958-64 He was 
brought up by his grandmother, 

anna Holliman-Szydlowski. 
1964-69 attended the High 

School of Fine arts, Jaro-
slaw, poland, under lec-
turers e. Kifferling, S. 
Kucia, w. Sliwinski, S. 
Stelmasik and i.oryi. 
1969 Graduated from 
the high school of 
Fine arts, and was 
awarded a prize for 
his Fine art talents. 
He was supported 
to continue his artis-
tic studies at the 
academy of Fine 
a r t s .  1 9 6 9 - 7 6 
attended the acad-
emy of Fine arts Kra-
kow- poland under 

professors c. Rzepin-
ski, a. Siweeki, J. Kocha-

nowski, and S. wojtyna. 
awarded Master of Fine 

arts Degree (Dip. p.D.). 1971 
Married. 1972 His son Borys 

Bartlomiej was born. 1976-78 
practiced his profession and 

exhibited in poland. 1976 Traveled 
to west Germany where he practiced 

his profession and exhibited. Returned 
to poland. 1978 emigrated to New Zealand. 

His daughter Sara Katarzyna was born. 1978-85 

practiced his profession and 
exhibited in New Zealand and 
overseas. 1982 His son Borys 
Bartlomiej arrived in New Zea-
land from poland. Henryk Szyd-
lowski developed a new printing 
technique which he named polprint 
(polish print). His technique gained 
world wide recognition by artists and 
critics. 1983 Henryk Szydlowski and his family 
became New Zealand citizens. 1985 lectured at 
whitecliffe art School.1985 emigrated with his 
family to australia. 1985-90 practiced his profes-
sion and exhibited in australia and overseas. 1989 
He and his family became australian citizens. 
lectured at claremont School of Fine arts. 1990 
Became a member of the Japanese art publishing 
co. ltd. 1993 lectured at claremont Sehool of 
Fine arts. 1994 Full time artist. 1996 collection 
Stamp Release, Tribute paid by the who’s who 
in international art, lausanne, Switzerland. 1998 
officially appointed the title of professor Henryk 
Szydlowski by the accademia internazionale Greci 
Marino, accademia Del Verbano, Di lettere, arti, 
Scienze. Vercelli, italy. 1999 Featured in the 1999 
who is who in international art “Great Names 
and Newcomers in 20th century art’ artcards. 
1999 Became a member of the aaiaa -art addic-
tion international art association. Stockholm, 
Sweden.
Henryk Szydlowski’s works can be found in private, 
corporate and government collections in austria, 
australia, argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Brunei, 
canada, Finland, France, Germany, Netherlands, 
Hong Kong, israel, italy, Japan, Norway, New 
Zealand, poland, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, 
united Kingdom, u.S.a. and the Vatican. He%nryk 
Szydlowski to-operates world wide with numerous 
private and government galleries.

9 bOmbARD sTReeT, ARDROss 6153, PeRTh, WesT AusTRALiA TeL/fAx +61 9 364 8350  e-mAiL ”hsart studio” szydlow@iinet.net.au
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I would consider myself to be 
a figurative artist, however my 
figures are from my own 
imagination and are not 
established on real life.

The language in my art is the 
language of poetry and I believe 
in poetry and colour. People 
can encounter various feelings 
when they glance at my works 
and this is what I desire to 
accomplish.

I believe that people today 
purchase art for diversified 
reasons. These reasons may be 
in conjunction with investment, 
decoration and enjoyment that 
is retrieved by looking at the 
artwork itself. In most cases I 
think people purchase artwork 
because they like the work.

I always dreamt of focusing on 
an artistic career. If I were 
given the opportunity of being 
born a second time I would 
follow the same path.

When I paint, music is 
continuously being played in 
the background. Music is 
interrelated to my work as it 
motivates me to paint. It helps 
me portray a sense of feeling 
into my paintings.

The market value of my work 
does not affect the relationship 
I have with painting. 
Motivation to paint I believe 
comes from the heart and not 
from the monetary value of the 
painting itself.

I have never actually 
encountered a bad review, but I 
assume that if I was to 
experience a bad review I would 
feel insulted to some extent. I 
do not paint so it can be 

criticized I paint because it 
brings me pleasure.

I create all the decisions when 
it comes to painting, 
consequently I have authority 
over the composition, colour 
and drawings. I am in control 
of the harmony the paintings 
express making me the 
conductor of my artworks; this 
is what gives me the pleasure of 
being an artist.

All my paintings illustrate a 
story. My titles present a sense 
of direction to the public and 
furthermore encourage the 
public to utilise their 
imagination. The titles have 
been adopted in order to trigger 
a relationship between the 
painting and the public.

I decide a painting is 
completed on the basis that it 
has good composition, there is 
a relationship between colors, 
shapes and rhythm, and the 
paintings themselves are telling 
a story. The most important 
moment and most professional 
question is “when is it time to 
finish a painting”.

In my opinion it is very 
meaningful to make people 
happy. I want to shock people, 
not through ugliness but 
through beauty. I wish to offer 
people a gate to another world 
where they can escape all their 
troubles and enter into a world 
of happiness, excitement and 
have a feeling of well being.

I have not focused my 
paintings in the area of 
traditional art but more in the 
area of modern art. I am 
different to other artists and 

this is what occasionally gives 
me the feeling of being an 
outsider. Although I perceive 
myself as being an outsider at 
times, I do believe that my 
paintings are of an excellent 
quality.

Before the commencement of a 
painting I can envisage 
approximately eighty percent. 
The other twenty percent is 
determined in the final stages of 
the painting. This twenty 
percent is where I have the 
freedom to improvise and 
arrange colors, composition 
and shapes accordingly, and to 
make a final decision.

When I first started my career 
as an artist I focused in the field 
of commercial art. This was my 
error, as it did not provide 
pleasure and satisfaction. I like 
to have independence in the 
way of contemplating what to 
paint.

I never had anyone that 
influenced me in any specific 
way. I always knew what I 
wanted but was never 
encouraged by any other person 
to follow my dream. My 
parents wanted me to be a 
successful business man.

My works are not complicated 
but there are those people that 
overlook the true meaning of 
my paintings. It is significant 
that people concentrate not 
only on the paintings but the 
titles as well as this will allow 
them to explore the paintings 
story and consequently the 
paintings will seldomly be 
overlooked.

inDiviDuAL exhibiTiOns 1976 Graphics, euchamer Gallery 
poland; Graphics, Gwarek Gallery olkusz poland; oil, 
underhand Gallery chorzow poland; 1977 oils, euchamer 
Gallery poland; 1978 oils, Muzeum Ziemi olkuskiej Gallery 
olkusz poland; oils, Gwarek Gallery olkusz poland; oils, 
B.w.a. Gallery, Bytom poland; oils, association of Journalists 
Gallery poland; 1980 Graphics, John leech Galleries auckland 
N. Zealand; oils, John leech Galleries auckland New Zealand; 
1981 Graphics and oils, Settlement Gallery wellington N. 
Zealand; Graphics, Studio Gallery Hamilton N. Zealand; 
Graphics, John leech Galleries auckland N. Zealand; 1982 
oils, John leech Galleries auckland N. Zealand; Graphics, 
John leech Galleries auckland N. Zealand; Graphics and oils, 
Settlement Gallery wellington N. Zealand; 1982 1983 Graphics, 
Touring exhibition N. Zealand art Societies; 1983 oils, John 
leech Galleries auckland N. Zealand; 1984 oils, Thornton 
Gallery Hamilton N. Zealand; 1985 oils and manifest of “credo” 

style, RKS Gallery auckland N. Zealand; oils and Graphics, John 
leech Galleries auckland N. Zealand; Graphics, Seijoh Gallery 
Sendai Japan; 1986 oil and Graphics, prism art Galleries 
Fremantle australia; 1987 oils and Graphics, alexander 
Galleries perth australia; 1988 Graphics and oils, Holdsworth 
Gallery Sydney australia; oils, John leech Galleries auckland 
N. Zealand; Graphics, Seijoh Gallery, Sendai Japan; oils, 
charlotte H. Gallery auckland N. Zealand; 1989 oils and 
Graphics, Vincent Gallery adelaide australia; oils, John leech 
Gallery auckland N. Zealand; oils and Graphics, Holdsworth 
Gallery Sydney australia; oils, Graphics and watercolors, 
charlotte H. Gallery auckland N. Zealand; Graphics and oils, 
Goodridge Gallery perth australia; 1990 Graphics, Seijoh 
Gallery Sendai Japan; Graphics, crystal Gallery Morioka city 
Japan. oils, Goodridge Galleries, perth australia; oils, John 
leech Galleries, auckland N. Zealand; 1991 oils, Holdsworth 
Galleries Sydney australia; oils, charlotte H. Gallery, auckland 

N. Zealand; oils- chapman Gallery canberra australia; oils- 
Goodridge Galleries perth australia; 1992 oils, John leech 
Gallery auckland N. Zealand; oils, Flinders lane Gallery 
Melbourne australia; 1993 oils, John leech Gallery auckland 
N. Zealand; oils, Holdsworth Galleries Sydney australia; 
Graphics, Galeria pod Zlotym lewkiem Krakow poland; oils, 
Dobson Bashford Gallery christchurch N. Zealand; oils, 
chapman Gallery canberra australia; oils, Gomboc Gallery 
perth australia; 1994 oils, The Gallery of Fine art perth 
australia; oils, Holdsworth Gallery Sydney australia; 1995 oils, 
international art centre auckland N. Zealand; oils, Delshan 
Gallery Melbourne australia; oils, Dobson Bashford Gallery 
christchurch N. Zealand; 1996 oils, Holdsworth Gallery 
Sydney australia; 1997 oils, Gauguin Gallery Singapore; oils, 
Barry Stern Gallery Sydney australia; oils, Delshan Gallery 
Melbourne australia; oils, int,l art centre auckland N. Zealand; 
1998 oils, Barry Stern Gallery Sydney australia. 

henryk szydLowski   austraLia 
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H e N R i K  S Z Y D l o w S K i

MuSiciaN aND THe GiNGeR woMaN, 1995 oil oN caNVaS 102 x 76,5  cM, 40 x 30 iN. 
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H e N R i K  S Z Y D l o w S K i

MooNliGHT woMaN iN Bl acK wiTH THe Yellow RiBBoN, 1996 oil oN caNVaS 50 x 38,5 cM, 19½ x 15 ¼ iN. 
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PATRiziA jemmA cObucci

un cOuP De PinceAu suR ROuGé, 1997 eTcHiNG SuGaR 36 x 36 cM / 14¼ x 14¼ papeR SiZe, 10 x 10 cM / 4 x4 iN woRK SiZe
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Patrizia jemma coBucci   BrasiL 

1. I had many 
experiences in artwork 
like drawings, some 
canvas and when I 
started to do 
engravings (woodcut, 
serigraphs and 
etchings) I had a 
special enthusiasm 
doing etchings and 
that is my favorite way 
to do artwork.

2. I started and I’m 
still a figurative artist 
(figure, objects and 
some landscapes) with 
a tendency to abstract.

3. My works took a 
direction that resulted 
in this artwork toward 
a new language. My 
tool is the brush and 
my canvas is the 
metal. My work 
express painting, the 
freedom to do art and 
the own art.

4. I believe that 
artwork today should 
reflect the 
contemporary world, 
as well as the artist’s 
emotions through his 
own language.

5. I’ve always been 
attracted by art and I 
graduated in artistic 
education. I am art 
addicted. The elements 
in my artwork, work 
together.

6. My work 
sometimes has rhythm 
and in this aspect it’s 
related to music and 
dance. The market 

value of my work 
doesn’t affect my 
relationship with it.

7. The masters gave 
me impulse, influenced 
my work by the 
grandiosity of their 
immortal art. 

8. I decided that a 
work has been 
concluded when I’m 
happy with the result 
and I can say it is ok, 
doesn’t matter how 
long it takes.

9. The physicality of 
the artwork is 
important in the 
moment that the idea 
is concreted.

10. Generally I’ve 
been observing artists 
and some of them I 
admire most, like 
Pollock, Yves Klein 
and Fontana but I 
developed my work 
from the addition of 
my life and technical 
experiences.

11. Filtering my life 
and technical 
experiences I tried to 
make my own 
language.

12. I had a great 
influence from people 
that had familiarity 
with me, like my 
father who took me to 
museums in Italy and 
used to discuss with 
me about art, some 
teacher specially my 
History of Art teacher.

Des cOuPs De PinceAu suR 
bLeue OuTRemeR i
1998 eTchinG suGAR
40 x 40 cm / 15¾ x 15¾ in 
PAPeR size
20 x 20 cm / 8 x8 in 
WORk size

Born 1947 in Rome italy. 
live and work in Sõo paulo.
eDucATiOn academic title, Graduated in arts and 
instructor of arts, university of Ribeirão preto (uNaeRp) 
Säo paulo Sp Brazil and specialization in History of arts.
ART TRAininG 1974 1975 graphic art Rome italy, 1993 
1999 artist’s studio arriet chaim Säo paulo Sp Brazil. 
created four ex libris.
AWARDs 1999 Bronze Medal,”Brasil 500 anos de arte” 
Säo paulo Sp Brazil; 1998 certificate of Merit and Diploma 
of excellence, international exhibition ”a better world 
for our children” art addiction international Gallery 
Stockholm Sweden; 1999 ”Diploma of excellence” The 

1st Spring annual in Venezia, international small form 
exhibition, art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy; 
1997 ”Gold Medal” 1st international exhibition of Female 
artist’s Miniature art, art addiction international Gallery 
Stockholm Sweden.
membeRshiP 1999 2000 art addiction international art 
association aaiaa
RePResenTeD 1999 2000 art addiction internet art 
Museum www.artaddiction.se/aaiaa_cobucci.htm.
ADDRess patrizia Jemma cobucci Rua Guarará 150, 
apt142 zip 01425-000 Säo paulo Sp Brazil   Tel +55 11 
8871796, +55 11 8858992   Fax +55 11 8871796   e-mail: 
mcj .cookie@originet.com.br
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 Painting for me is the means to 
interpret all aspects of nature, to capture 
an instant, the emotion of a face, the 
movement of the human form, the 
peacefulness of scenery, the joy of a 
flower.  Feelings and emotions all of the 
grandeur and majesty of Creation.  My 
intention when painting is to transmit the 
joy of life; interpretations of beauty, 
emotions and feelings, through color, 
light and form.

I am a figurative artist now totally 
dedicated to painting oils, mainly on 
canvas or linen, although I have done 
some paintings on wood.  My paintings 
are very vibrant, and my use of color is 
considered by many to be new and 
exciting.  I believe that a proper 
preparation of the canvas or other 
materials, such as with the 
”imprimatura” used in the 16th century 
is most important, both for the 
preservation of the painting as well as for 
the transparency and brilliance of the 
colors.  I have also worked extensively 
with pastels on paper.

For me, the function of art today is, as 
it always has been, multifold, including 
political, social and functional uses, 
among others.  In my case, the function 
of my art is to bring joy and emotions to 
the spectators of my paintings.  In the 
past, in addition to painting, I also 
worked as a business consultant, which 
in its own way was also very creative.  All 
arts have always been very important to 
me.  Both modern and classical dance is 
especially dear to me and they are themes 
that I often paint.  Music is a necessity 
for me at all times, and always when I 
paint.  Literature is a must.

Although there are themes that are 
easier to sell than others, I always paint 
what I feel at the moment, not 
considering the effect of the market value 
on the paintings.  The same applies to 
reviews of my work by art critics and 

others; if positive, I am pleased and, if 
negative, I try to learn from them but will 
not change my style or subject matter to 
suit any particular review.   Although I 
do not consider myself a master of 
painting, I do have the self-confidence to 
paint what and how I want to, but also 
feel that I will never stop learning, and 
therefore attend many exhibitions of 
other painters, both living and dead.  

In every painting I do, I try to put a 
piece of my soul in it, so that the 
spectator can feel the emotions I try to 
convey; the narrative, the emotion of a 
movement or of a sentiment.  The 
elements in my work do not work 
independently, since they are all thought 
out to be a part of the whole, without 
which the painting would be incomplete 
or lacking in depth and emotion.  My 
work does not try to be physically exact 
to the subject matter that I paint; rather it 
is the feelings and reactions that are born 
in me that I try to transmit in my 
paintings.  This makes it very difficult to 

decide when a painting has been 
completed, since I feel that maybe one 
brushstroke in excess may ruin the 
painting.  I experience an intense 
nervousness when I am working, and 
even more so when the completion of the 
painting is near.  I study my paintings for 
many hours throughout the whole 
painting process and more so once I 
consider them to be complete.  After all 
the time spent in studying the painting, I 
guess that, basically, it is a gut feeling 
that lets me know when a painting is 
complete.

Ever since I was a child the 
impressionists and post-impressionists 
were my favorite expression of paintings.  
I feel that this manner of painting is still 
partially in my work, but don’t feel that I 
have entered the stream of traditional art.  
I consider my painting to be very ”now” 
and contemporary, although it is 
figurative and not, say, abstract, 
conceptual or other trends, in vogue 
nowadays.  The scribbling I do in my 
paintings, as also happens with the use of 
color and the vibrations I create, are very 
intuitive.

The only decision in my painting career 
that I think about occasionally is that I 
did not devote my entire life to it but for 
a period of time had to work as a 
consultant.  This decision would 
definitely have changed my whole life, 
but I am not one to brood over things 
that might have been.  One of my 
teachers, Painter Dolores Leon de la 
Barra, who was very influential in my 
career, continually told me that things 
come when they have to, and not before.  

I consider that it is very important to be 
present in mega events such as the Venice 
Biennal or the Sao Paulo Biennal, 
although there are other less important 
events which are also worthy of participa-
ting in, both as an artist and as part of 
the public, to see, study, and learn.  

i was born in Mexico, and have lived in Mexico city 
most of my life.  at present i live in the very small town 
of Malinalco, where i have my studio.  Since my early 
childhood i started painting with teachers such as 
Grachene and José Bardasano.  later on i was part of 
the studio of Dolores león de la Barra and worked 
materials techniques with luis Nishizawa.  The rest of 
my painting knowledge i have developed in a personal 
manner.

Numerous publications have made reference to my art 
work, among which are several editions of international 
auction Records, of paris, art Sales index, of london, 
Directory of the plastic arts, of Mexico, the 1999 arts 
calendar, published by the city of el paso arts Resources, 
and magazines such as Hola, of Madrid, Mundo ejecutivo, 

of Mexico, otoño Musical 1994, of Mexico, arte al Día 
internacional, of Buenos aires, and books presencia de 
arte Mexicano en europa and el arte a precio de Martillo 
1977-1995.

i have had 17 one-man exhibits in Mexico, the united 
States and Germany. among them are several sponsored 
by the Mexican top cultural government organizations 
(conaculta, National council for culture and the arts, Fondo 
Nacional para la cultura y las artes, National Fund for 
culture and the arts, iNBa, National institute of Fine arts, 
instituto de cultura de Tabasco, cultural institute of the 
State of Tabasco, instituto Mexiquense de cultura, cultural 
institute of the State of Mexico), and the centennial 
Museum of el paso, Texas, la llorona art Gallery of chicago, 
illinois, uSa and Schloss liebenstein in Stuttgart, Germany.  

For many years i have participated in more than 60 group 
exhibitions in the most important forums in Mexico city, 
including the Museo Rufino Tamayo, as well as in several 
other Mexican cities, in addition to countries such as the 
united States, Sweden, Spain, France and Switzerland.

in the words of Berta Taracena, noted Mexican art critic: 
” in his work, the force of color and the sensitivity of lines 
create a movement that does not leave the spectators on 
the outside, but includes them, inviting them to activate 
their visual and emotional perceptions.  it deals in an artistic 
language that equally attracts the linear writing than the 
speed at which color changes its clothes, its meaning, 
growing dim and firing up equally whether the subject is 
a cloud or a flower, rain or field, hope, rhythm, smile, 
remembrance or surprise.”

rauL mora   mexico

ARTisT TalK
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eLizAbeTh Anne maxwell hill   scotland

Born 1936 Broughty 
Ferry, only child of 
physicist Andrew Grey 
Hill and schoolteacher 
Edith May Maxwell, 
who were divorced 
when she was 4. Her 
father kidnapped her 
but she thereafter lived 
with her mother and 
grandmother, being 
taught by her mother at 
two schools.

At 11 went to High 
School in Dundee to 
which she’d gained a 
scholarship. She worked 
in the Art Department 
under Thomas Halliday 
with whom she is still 
friendly. 1957 left High 
School, going to 
Dundee College of Art 
where she studied 
drawing and painting 
under Alberto Morocco, 
Gordon Cameron and J. 
Mackintosh Patrick, 
obtaining a diploma in 
drawing and painting in 
1959 and a post 
diploma, commended. 
1960 on leaving 
Duncan of Jordanstone 
College of Art she won 
a scholarship to the 
Royal Academy School. 
She also shared an 
exhibition in Arbroath 
Art Gallery that year 
with her colleague from 
the art course Pat 
Gordon. She spent the 
summer at Hospital 
Field College of art as 
postgraduate.

1963 she finished at 
the R.A. having won 
two prizes, the Land-
seer for Composition 
and the other for 
landscape painting. The 
staff at the R.A. said 
she was the best young 
portrait painter in 
London. She gained a 
lectureship at Carlisle 
College of Art but this 
work was a mistake, she 
started the disability of 
multiple sclerosis and 
had to resign after less 
than a year.

In 1973 her health 
broke entirely while 
working for British 
Telecom and she had to 
resign and return to live 
in Scotland with her 
mother in a caravan.

There a photographer 
and painter neighbour 
encouraged her return 
to her painting and she 
started to work seri-
ously again though 
space was so limited. As 
her health deteriorated 
she obtained a council 
flat in St. Andrews in 
1978.

Kate Fewster assisted 
her for some time, 
exhibiting her work and 
arranged for a couple of 
exhibitions locally and 
delivered paintings to 
exhibitions in London.

1987 her initial 
London exhibition was 
at the Sayat Nova 
Gallery in Highgate.

Born 1936 Broughty Ferry, Scotland uK
ReCenT eXhibiTiOnS 2000 The art addiction 2nd Spring 
annual in Venice, palazzo correr Venezia italy;1999 The 2nd 
autumn annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr 
Venezia italy; 1999 The art addiction 1st Spring annual in 
Venice, palazzo correr Venezia italy; 1998 The 1st autumn 
annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo correr Venezia italy; 
1998 Solo exhibition Greenock, Great Britain; 1998 New 
art of england and canada on the internet; 1998 ”a better 
World for our children” Juried int’l exhibition, art addiction 
Stockholm Sweden; 1998 The 1st art addiction annual in 
Venice ”Masks in Venice” palazzo correr Venezia; 1998 The 
1st international Biennial of contemporary art, Trevi Flash 
art Museum, palazzo lucarini Trevi perugia, italy; 1997 The 
4th int’l Female artist’s art Biennial, art addiction Stockholm 

Sweden; 1995 The 2nd int’l Female artist’s art Biennial, art 
addiction Stockholm Sweden.
AWARDS 1999 Diploma of excellence, The art addiction 
Spring annual in Venice, palazzo correr Venezia italy; 1998 
certificate of Merit, ”a better World for our children” int’l 
exhibition Sweden; 1998 Silver Medal, The 1st art addiction 
annual in Venice ”Masks in Venice” 1997 certificate of 
Merit, The 4th int’l Female artist’s art Biennial Sweden; 
1995 Honorable Mention, The 2nd int’l Female artist’s art 
Biennial Sweden.
MeMbeRShiP 1999 2000 art addiction international art 
association aaiaa.
RePReSenTeD 1998 1999 art Diary international Milan 
italy; 1997 1999 2000 art addiction internet art Museum: 
www.artaddiction.se

The ROunDAbOuT
ST. AnDReWS LAMMAS fAiR’ 99
1999 ACRyLiC On PAPeR
23 X 30½ CM / 9 X 12 in 

On The DODgeM
ST. AnDReWS LAMMAS fAiR’ 99

1999 ACRyLiC On PAPeR
23 X 30½ CM / 9 X 12 in 
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T
he korean 
word for wind 
is param, 
which was 

used as the name of God 
in archaic Korean. 
Pararm, together with 
sin, which means the 
spirit, forms the word for 
“excitement”. Param is 
also an etymological root 
for many words related 
with love and romance. 
Love is the extremity of 
irrationality. However, it 
is the divine act, and it is 
ultimately transrational.

C
hang tries to 
depict an 
indigenous 
spirituality in 

the world of Wind. 
Therefore her paintings 
are motivated by 
shamanic movements. 
The colors she adopts for 
the movements are 
primitive and indigenous 
to Korean sentiments. 
Such primitivity does not 
accompany Discord. If 
there is Discord, it is 
only for the Harmony of 
the whole.

I 
like her painting 
because it is 
simple, and it 
defies the bifurca-

tion of Form and 
Non-Form. Her mask 
exists only for maskless 
primitivity.

chang sang-eui   south korea

eDuCATiOn 1963 B.F.a in painting of Fine arts, Seoul 
National university.
PReSenT professor, Taegu arts university.
gROuP eXhibiTiOnS asian Modem arts exhibition in 
Tokyo Japan; Seoul contemporary arts Festival Seoul, 
Korea; invited by Miltnster city of Germany to take 
part in the meeting West and east’ exhibition; ”light 
from the east” Berlin, Germany and Budapest, Hungary; 
contemporary ar ts Festival, National Museum of 
Modern arts Seoul, Korea; 100 artist invitational arts 
exhibition Seoul, Korea; 3 artist invitational exhibitions 
at K.B.S. TV, Seoul, Korea; Seoul exhibition of Korean 
contemporary painting, Seoul, Korea;”light from the 
east” ii, Russia; The ’91 Hamburg international art Fair 

Hamburg Germany; The 2nd international ink-wash 
painting SHeNZeN ’92 Shenzen china; international 
Water color arts exhibition in china; The 1st exhibition 
of the Korean & china arts association Seoul, Korea; 
Seoul 600 international arts Festival, National Museum 
Seoul, Korea; Münchener Kunstlesmesse München 
Modern, München olympiade, München, Germany; 
exhibition of contemporary Korean painting, art Gallery 
of Korean culture & arts Foundation china; international 
Women’s exhibition, Budapest, Hungary; arts affairs 
Frances; 1st SHeNZeN - iNK - Wash painting Biennale; 
11 inDiviDuAL eXhibiTiOnS.
AWARDS 1st prize, Modern arts invitational contest 
Sponsored by chosun Daily News, Seoul, Korea; 2nd 

prize, exhibition Sponsored by Ministry of culture & 
information Korea; 1st prize, National exhibition by 
pusan city Korea; Grand prize, Hankuk Fine arts Grand 
prize Sponsored by Hankuk Daily News
POSSeSSiOn Of WORkS Metropolitan Museum Seoul; 
Korean National Museum, Seoul, Korea; The ”Ho-am” 
Gallery Korea; Taegu culture & arts center Korea; 
pusan Nongshim arts center, Korea; university of Köln, 
Germany.
ADDReSS TAegu ARTS univeRSiTy San 117-6 Daboo-ri 
Kasan-myun, chiigok-kun Kyungsang Buk-do 718-910 
South Korea Tel 82. 545. 973. 5311 (ext. 130.134)
ADDReSS Yak- soo mansion c-702 Sangdo-4dong, Dongj 
ak-ku, Seoul 156-034 South Korea Tel 82.2.823.0821

unTiTLeD
1997 OiL On CAnvAS
180 X 130 CM /
70¾ X 51¼ in

nº 1
1998 OiL On CAnvAS
180 X 130 CM /
70¾ X 51¼ in

nº 4
1995 OiL On CAnvAS
97 X 91,5 CM /
38¼ X 36 in

WoRDS BY chang sang-eui, PhiLOSOPheR Of kOReAn Ph.D., hARvARD univeRSiTy

W i n D  A n D  S O u L
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To see the art, and the artist, at first glance, 
in person, it would be easy to misjudge Cynthia 
Lund Torroll as some mystical druid princess. 
(A description coined by a patron at one of 
her recent openings) Her willowy frame is 
offset by a shocking mass of raven-haired 
tresses. She’s often clad in black, and the dark 
visages of her creations in graphite and paper 
seem to bode of a nether world or a cold, wet 
November storm. And while these same 
feelings most surely exist somewhere within 
her spirit, her personage is marked by a quick, 
full smile, self-deprecating humor and a great 
effort to put her visitors at ease.

But ease has not come easy for this self-taught 
artist. Battles with various illnesses have not 
left her unmarked. “The consensus is that I 
have ‘complicated biology’,” she says with a 
little laugh, “So to feel the best I can, I’ve 
adopted a strict regime that includes yoga, 
meditation and careful doses of rest and 
solitude. I used to view my struggles as 
something detrimental to my life, but I’ve since 
come to realize that they’re just part of being 
human. On the other side of the spectrum, I 
am aware of a deep fount of joy which 
somehow finds a way to spring - despite any 
hardship.”

All this being said, there is no easy answer 
to her art. Her work is both emotionally and 
technically complex. Each piece takes up to 
six months to complete. When she feels that 
she has finished a drawing, she places it on 
the floor of her studio and walks around it 
for a week to decide if it needs additional work.

“I throw in all this daily stew and at the end 
of six months, I may recognize it in some way, 
I may not,” she says. “But it’s kind of a 
gathering of things. The best way I can describe 
it is it’s like a dream. I never know until the 
very end what might happen to it. The only 

way I stop is I exhaust myself. I just get tired 
of the piece and usually another thing has 
crawled into my head at that pointvying for 
my attention.”

Her work often features children or feminine 
faces with disproportionately large eves filled 
with innocence, or a challenge.

“The use of children in my drawings stands 
more for what they embody than for a child 
itself’, she says. ”They’re not to be taken 
literally. Relying on symbols and metaphors, 
I try to create visual material that allows the 
viewer to fill in the blanks. While some people 
find my work very peaceful, others find it to 
be disturbing.”

cynthia lund torroll   usa

WoRDS BY SCOTT R. WeinbeRgeR
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DRAWing 

99 X 56 CM /
39 X 22 in
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nighT CROSSing
DRAWing

38 X 35,5 CM /
15 X 14 in«

CACOPhOny
1998 DRAWing On 
PAPeR
76 X 51 CM /
30 X 20 in

A private collector of her work recently 
commented, “Viewers who look at these 
pictures will have a hard time believing that 
a picture is worth a thousand words, because 
it’s hard to think of more than a dozen when 
you are confronted with these static movies, 
these black and white still-framed stories. 
Questions arise. Who are these characters? 
What is this space they inhabit? What does 
the artist eat? Every look demands another. 
And another. These are puzzles perfectly 
assembled but having no solution.”

Torroll is a life-long resident of Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, a city of 1.4 million people 90 miles 
north of Chicago. She lives in a quiet suburb 
with her husband and her art.

She began drawing in earnest several years 
ago at age 35. In a very short time, she has 
attained national and international honors. 
Among her many awards: in 1993, she earned 
a Silver Medal and four certificates of merit 
at I l lustration West 32 , the Society of 
Illustrators of Los Angeles; in 1995, she was 
a top 100 winner in Art Prospect of La Jolla, 
California; in 1996, one of 100 women singled 
out in New York’s 100 Women/ 100 Works 
Exhibition; in 1997, she won a silver medal 
in the 4th International Graphic Art Exhibi-
tion, Art Addiction in Stockholm, Sweden, and 
in 1998, one of a handful of artists featured 
in the National Drawing Show in Chicago, 
Illinois. Her work has been exhibited in 
galleries on both coasts in the U.S., and each 
of her five limited-edition prints are part of 
the Chaumont, France poster collection and 
conserved in les Silos, Maison du livre et de 
l’afflche.

“There’s nothing more luxurious, she says, 
than a cloudy morning, a gray light, a new 
CD, 47 minutes of drawing  and just getting 
lost.”

AuTuMn’S ChiLD
DRAWing
60 X 45,5 CM /
23¾ X 18 in
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marte szirmay   new zealand

ChASe PLAzA 
WATeR SCuLPTuRe
AuCkLAnD 
1987 STAinLeSS STeeL
178 X 51 X 152,5 M /
7000 X 2000 X 6000 in 

My initial Fine Arts training was based on a traditional figurative 
approach to sculpture. While I am not figurative, occasionally I tend to 
be representational. Although I usually don’t represent the human form, I 
do represent articles that are of importance to so called humanity. 

On saying that the figure has always been vital in how I conceive of my 
work, and in how it is received. In other words it exists for the human 
form, to interact with it, either in a spatial sense, or in more literal 
interactive ways. Thus although my work is largely non-figurative, it can 
only be complete when the human form is present.

I am a sculptor who speaks about sculptural, 3 dimensional issues. 
These may be dealing with the object and its placement; spatial instal-
lation; materials; processes; and audience interaction.

There is a tendency today to confuse anything that is three dimensional 
with sculpture. Sculpture is a specific category of creative activity within 
the visual arts. I work within this category and its histories, and push and 
play with its demarcations. Sculpture is not a closed, static phenomena. 
Some might say that I am a traditionalist, in that I tend to work in what 
has, over time, been identified as the fundamental principles of sculpture 
- space, mass, volume, surface, et cetera. However within this framework 
there is the potential of endless movement, both intellectual and visual. 

Art, of which sculpture is a sub-category, is a name used to label one 
aspect of our cultural landscape. It is a term for which it is impossible to 
locate a universal definition, and therefor a specific function. It is all 
culturally linked. Art works as such have not changed their own nature or 
function throughout history. It is society’s changing needs, attitudes and 
economic philosophy that has changed art’s function. Through tech-

nological advances visual communication has increased on a global scale, 
over the past 50 years. Globalisation has given rise to the multifaceted 
character of contemporary art practice. The contemporary art work still 
communicates its message to an audience, but that audience may vary in 
size from the global to the intimate, and will have varying and contradic-
tory expectations of art. This is what characterises art’s function today - 
an indeterminate purpose that can be everything or nothing, universal or 
intimate, political or aesthetic, et cetera. On saying that an art work still 
requires interaction from its audience through the senses, intellect or a 
physical engagement with it. Art works are still perceived by some as 
something to ’transport’ the observer beyond the everyday, mundane 
concerns of daily life. Art works are still collectable and are still tied to the 
economic superiority of the few (collectors, who may be the state, 
corporates, or the wealthy). The economic superiority of ownership still 
divides the ‘patron’ and those who can only enjoy art works as ’ 
worshippers’/ onlookers in a gallery/museum, with all the narcissistic 
benefits that this provides.

I did think that I might become a medical doctor or scientist during my 
early schooling. These early interests have stayed with me throughout my 
life and have influenced my work in a variety of ways. For example, I 
have investigated the mathematical formulae of biological structures like 
shells, which then I used to develop a series of sculptures using the same 
sequencing of numbers.

Music has always played an important focusing function. I listen to 
music while I work. And, although I do not subscribe to synaethesia, I 
like to think of the contemplative qualities of art as comparable to the 

ARTiST TalK

biOgRAPhy 1946 Born Budapest Hungary; 1957 arrived 
in New Zealand; 1960 1964 auckland Girls’ Grammar 
School; 1968 Graduated DFa (Hons) auckland university, 
elam School of Fine arts; 1969 Dip.Teaching, auckland 
Secondary Teachers college.
AWARDS 1968 air New Zealand Sculpture award; 1971, 
72 Frances Hodgkins Fellow, university of otago Dunedin; 
1973, 78, 82 Qe ii arts council awards; 1982 Visiting 
artist, Johnson atelier, princeton, New Jersey uSa; 1983 
Visiting artist, Governors State universityillinois uSa; 
1994 Selected as a Woman of the Year, international 
Biographical center, uSa; 1997 Honorary Selection, 
international Miniature art exhibition art addiction 
Sweden; 1998 Honorary Selection, international ‘Masks 

in Venice’ exhibition, art addiction Venice italy.
MeMbeRShiPS Federation of international Medallists, 
France; international Sculpture centre Washington Dc, 
uSa; artist’s alliance auckland NZ; art educators of 
aotearoa, NZ; Friends of acaG
SOLO eXhibiTiOnS 1999 Drawings Gallery auckland 
New Zealand; 1997 Drawings Gallery auckland NZ;
1995 lopdell House auckland; Drawings Gallery auckland; 
1992 Gow langsford Gallery auckland; 1991 Gow 
langsford Gallery auckland; 1989 Gow langsford Gallery 
auckland; 1988 Fisher Gallery auckland; 1987 lopdell 
House auckland; 1986 Denis cohn Gallery auckland; 
Janne land Gallery Wellington; 1984 New Vision Gallery 
auckland; 1983 cSa Gallery christchurch; New Vision 

Gallery auckland; 1981 Janne land Gallery Wellington; 
The Hocken library Gallery Dunedin; New Vision Gallery 
auckland; 1980 New Vision Gallery auckland; 1979 
Bosshard Galleries Dunedin; Manawatu art Gallery 
palmerston North; Victoria university Wellington; New 
Vision Gallery auckland; 1977 cSa Gallery christchurch; 
1976 Barry left Galleries auckland; Bosshard Galleries 
Dunedin; Brooke-Gifford Gallery christchurch; Bishop 
Suter Gallery Nelson; 1974 Barry left Galleries auckland; 
1973 Govett-Brewster art Gallery New plymouth; 1972 
Barry left Galleries auckland; Dawson’s Gallery Dunedin; 
Waikato art Gallery Hamilton; 1971 Dawson’s Gallery 
Dunedin; cSa Gallery christchurch; 1970 Barry left 
Galleries auckland.

»
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category by choice. These categories are always 
imposed on the work or the artist by the 
convergent/linear culture of art criticism/
history where there is a need to establish 
reference points, in order to carry out the 
process of appraisal. Through out the 30 year 
engagement with art making I have used a 
formula to critically evaluate the strengths/
weaknesses of my work: In Sanskrit the word 
maya means: ma = to measure out, to form, to 
create, construct, exhibit or display. This word 
possesses three aspects: 
  The Veil Power: that hides or conceals the real, 
the inward, essential character of things.
  The Projecting Power: which sends forth illu-
sions, impressions and ideas, together with the 
associated desires and aversions.
  The Revealing Power: which is the function of 
art, scripture, ritual and meditation.

These events are very much in the vein of a 
group exhibition, curated to a predetermined 
outcome, to serve a particular ideology of 
globalisation/internationalism. Individual 
artists see their work as fitting differing 
contexts, if it is mega events, then it is good for 
their work, if the context is wrong then it is of 
little benefit to the work. I have attended many 
of these events where the curatorial concept has 
become a nonsense - twisted to accommodate 
an artist. However, it looks great on the CV 
and it does boost sales! In this way such events 
serve the market or commercial condition of art 
very well. At least in the sense of labelling a 
group of artists as “important”, and bringing 
these to one location. This makes it much easier 
for the big players, whether it be dealers, 
collectors, or curators. The Biennials are 
comparable to an Expo. They are also like 
major sporting events. Artists compete to be 
selected, and they compete for attention when 
there. Critics decide who wins and who loses; 
they provide a commentary not dissimilar to a 
sports reporter.

 ‘Contemporary art’ always had negative 
feedback, whatever century we look in. It is 
because contemporary art is not yet type cast, it 
challenges accepted values and cultural 
“comfort zones”, it sits on the edge. When there 
is adverse response it either means that the 
work is outside the norm of the “acceptable”, 
i.e. it shocks; or it makes the audience engage 
with it beyond the expected, i.e. think about 
it/relate it to their individual experience/
interact with it physically etc. to fully activate 
it. It is no longer just decoration or entertain-
ment, it demands a response.

contained like members of a family.
I have always worked in a sequential manner, 

often producing copious amounts of work and 
large exhibitions. It has always been a way of 
‘thinking through’, questioning and pushing the 
variable outcomes of my ideas. It is only 
through commissioned circumstances that a 
singular outcome is ever seen (but many 
maquettes proliferate the rubbish heap). I 
believe the idea as it is regenerated  eventually 
starts to move in a different direction from the 
rest of the sequence. It is at this point that one 
must stop. So, while that may be the point at 
which an individual object or series may reach 
completion, the idea is often continuous. 

In my work the interaction of the audience 
has always been a major concern. Touching, 
holding, reflecting were always important. In 
this way texture and weight become literal and 
experienced, as apposed to suggested and 
implied; and aspects such as temperature 
become as important as elements such as space. 
Most works are of ‘human’ scale, but I have 
also deliberately altered this point of view, from 
the intimate to the monumental. My intention 
is to invite the audience to ‘activate’ the work/s 
through their engagement with various 
dualities, like: light-dark; shiny-reflective-dull; 
transparent-opaque; rough-smooth; open-
closed; inclusive-exclusive; static - mobile.

I was particularly interested in Brancusi, as 
his philosophy was very close to mine in terms 
of what the function of art is. I began at a time 
when Minimalist artists were asking the same 
questions. I was researching and exploring 
similar concerns, the spiritual versus the 
material, in my work.

Sculpture tends to be a more individualistic 
statement than painting, and it is less easy to fit 
sculptors into mass gatherings of a type. I have 
never seen myself as an outsider of anything. 
Nor is it easy to say what traditional art is at 
this stage in history. Indeed, to label something 
“traditional” is problematic. It tends to lock 
something in, close it off from change. It 
prohibits the ability to respond to new 
conditions and shifting paradigms. However, I 
do feel that I have always worked within the 
conventions of the traditional language of 
sculpture; this is what makes me a sculptor. 
But, as I have said, I push and pull these 
conventions, they are starting points that I 
interpret and reinterpret. They are my 
playthings.

Neither, for I do not believe that it is essential 
for an artist to “belong” to a particular 

emotional evocativeness of music.
When a dealer gallery would ‘set’ the market 

value, two things have happened - firstly, the 
private collectors who were long time collectors 
of my work were priced out of the buying 
range; and secondly, corporate buyers started 
to collect my work for investment purposes.

As a consequence the works changed in their 
function from intimate private conversations to 
decorative investment pieces that had little 
opportunity to become intimate, thus stilling 
my voice and that of the audience.

The reviewing process is a problematic one. 
As an artist I am made accountable for what I 
do by the reviews I get. However the same 
accountability is never applied to the critic. 
Rarely is any response possible, or any 
corrections made to a review. The voice of the 
critic remains, too often, the master voice. 

Having become someone who is researched 
and studied by others has not changed my 
work. If anything, the consistency and focus in 
my work has strengthened, as I am aware that 
my directional changes and experiments have 
to be coherent not only to me but to others as 
well, who are engaged in scholarship.

Art making is my response to my world. It is 
a means of comprehending the world; searching 
out a language of signs and symbols that 
transcend regional, cultural and social 
limitations. It is a means of finding order in 
chaos and a means of communicating about the 
underlying order and structure of physical 
phenomena that dictates our place within the 
natural world. It is a means of searching for the 
pattern, the synergy. I have often projected my 
work in terms of ‘healing /meditation/
contemplation’. I do believe that there is a 
fundamental need in all human beings to 
connect with something that makes them focus 
and link into the inner self. In an age of media 
glut, the human condition is more than 
revealed/ emphasised, to the detriment of larger 
less transient universal issues and evaluations. I 
suppose I am trying to readdress the balance. I 
have little interest in self reflective, self 
indulgent social commentary about transient 
human conditions/ my condition. I am far 
more interested in finding the continuum.

I have often made sculptures that had more 
than one physical component to them. Each 
interlocking part functioned as an independent 
element of the whole, thus allowing the 
audience to change the composition to their 
liking. Also because I work in a sequence the 
individual sculptures in the sequence are self 
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Rêve D’un PAySAge
1999 ink On PAPeR 
30,5 X 24 CM /
12 X 9½ in

I consider myself to be a figurative 
artist as I am inspired by reality, but 
always leaving space to explore 
alternatives to reality, deep reflections  
or thoughts from my mind lived or 
dreamed. Through my paintings I can 
psychologically and physically express 
my perception of the world and my 
way of understanding it. A painting is 
often represented by its intelligence 
and its sensitivity.

If we consider that in life we are in a 
perpetual conflict, then art can take 
us to a higher level of consciousness. 
Art is a language without limits; it is 
born through the liberty of one 
expressing himself. Art is the expres-
sion of all cultures. Art may be 
admired or despised; it remains a 
perpetual memory in the mind.

Any form of art is a continuous 
apprenticeship. Nothing in life is more 

nourishing than accomplishing 
something, which gives complete 
satisfaction. My painting has brought 
me everything I need to survive. 
Painting is like learning; it is a way of 
experiencing liberty whilst living in 
reality.

The market value affects the artwork 
when commercialism imposes itself 
upon the artist, but I do think that it 
is normal that the price of artwork 
certainly should increase with the 
experience and evolution of the artist.

Every artwork reveals a story 
whether it is true or fictional. Each 
element within a painting tells its own 
story, but also plays a part in the 
creation and life of the painting. I feel 
that an artwork is completed when the 
depth of the raw material has reached 
its highest level of expression.

During my initial years I was firstly 
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ARTiST TalK

moved by music and philosophy and 
then later inspired by a few famous 
men renowned for their magnificent 
and spiritual minds. There is, of 
course, the genius of Mozart & the 
worldly vision of Schopenhauer, but I 
think for me it has been more impor-
tant to look beyond the obvious as 
things are not always as they seem to 
be. Certain people do not understand 
my work and even underestimate it. Is 
it really necessary for an artwork to 
be explained?

I feel it very important for an artist 
to participate in events as it allows 
him to share his artistic ideas, express 
himself and to meet a world of people 
with an equal passion for art. The 
media will always continue to give 
their opinion on contemporary art; 
negative or positive, I will always 
follow my path of believing in my art.

feMMe nue
1999 ink On PAPeR
46,5 X 32 CM,
18¼ X 12½ in 
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For what reason do we constantly need to 
represent some Other World emerging into 
our lives every time these last ones suffer 
any individually or socially meant disconti-
nuities? Leaving apart dogmatic needs for 
ontological legitimization, rests - psychologi-
cally ready - the receptacle to be filled with 
over frontiers, transgressing, and imagery. 
This wide range of mental representations 
over the other world belong, as an essential 
component, to every spiritual tradition of all 
times, places and civilizations, even if one 
could define our modern time taste and pro-
pensity for other worlds and dimensions as 
a fashionable quest. The amount of informa-
tion these descriptions of transgressing the 
limits between the two worlds lighten could 
be perceived as overwhelming; we do have, 
though, some means to quantify it: as 
I.P.Culianu says (1997, Introducere), the 
degree of elaboration of the vision of the 
Other World is directly proportional with the 
degree of elaboration of the corresponding 
religion.

This assumption complicates the picture: 
first, because it is really hard to state that 
it is only religion to deal with “legitimate” 
representations of the Other World; second, 
because religious feelings are as typically 
human as any awareness of transcendent 
reality, so that magically-instrumented 
representations confound their origins 
(within collective mentalities) with religious 
mythical roots; and 
third, because Culianu’s 
statement is just another 
way to express the idea 
that we can comprehend 
one of the forms of 
representing the Other 
World, but the inte-
grated vision which 
bases the representation 
remains remote.
For those who deny 
the relevance of this inquiry of ours within 
the context of our secularized society, we 
would emphasize onto the hunting for honor 
literature or cinematography that character-
izes our modern leisure-time; onto the ava-
lanche of stimuli our culture urges to besiege 
us with, in order to manipulate those con-
stant traits in our imaginary which cause in 

each of us - child and adult - the yearning for 
objectifying other worlds.

Other World or After World - this is 
only a matter of perception over these 
profoundly normal, psychologically proved, 
human needs. Understanding this means step-
ping inside our shared (more or less) patri-
mony and entrusting at least our propensity 
for “reversed” living-world-order stories with 
axiological legitimacy.

Not even one of the analysis over the impact 
of the images of the Other World can avoid 
a reality that every mythology asserts, that is 
that: there is an osmosis between This World 
and the Other Worlds, operated at precisely 
those moments and at those spots where a 
shift of the limitary border-plans becomes 
possible and opens the translation of materia. 
Principles and living agents in between. Such 
moments occur usually by the time of collec-
tive, or restraint collective - that is family - 
shared feasts, or in all magic-manipulating 
situations, and these facts are heavily dem-
onstrated by the careful study of Romanian 
customs and mythological imagery. The only 
thing to happen is to cause and sustain / 
describe somehow the necessary break into 
the order of normal present so that other 
mental dimensions may burst into actuality 
and meet somehow our rationality.

TRying TO say something about those frac-
ture points where the contact between the 
two worlds becomes possible, essential for 

any classificatory approach is the point of 
view, which operates this distinction. The 
handiest one analyses the emplacement of the 
frontier. The most common emplacement of 
the kind places the boundary on the side of 
our limit between ourselves and something 
else; this very limit is to be, and so will be, 
ritually instituted. It is a way to observe that 
the only boundary we can come to know 
is our side 0/the limit; whatever would be 
placed on the other side is to be explored by 
means of cognitive and conceptual categories 
of the world as known to us; so that the 
Other World is to be “defined” as congruent 
with any of the stated spaces of symbolic 
topography. Or as an Interval of beyond the 
limits of our world and aside those of the 
other one, as a space of non-creation, un-
formed, diffusion, peopled by entities which 
lack in onthic determinations, but do possess 
some sort of an interface with and for mun-
dane reality so that they seek for the man, in 
order to obtain those missing identity deter-
minations.

In this second acceptation, the interval 
would be that area of beyond the limits, 
of beyond the existing orders of both This 
World and the Afterworld and excluded by 
both of them, before being part of any of 
them. Its space is a kind of trap, where one 
can only wander without aim; its time is not 
humanly linear, but, on the contrary, circular 
and typically lost; as for the entities that 

populate this space, they 
seem to appear, for the 
traditional imaginary, as 
purely energetic as 
humans are material.
What matters for our 
means of studying tradi-
tional imagery - Roma-
nian or not - is that 
the great majority of the 
stories implying beings 
from the other world are 

dealing only with the “earthly” point of view, 
whereas the impact of a certain event for the 
extra-mundane entity seems not to interest 
neither the story-teller nor the message of its 
tale.

We do have a huge amount of information 
concerning traditional beliefs about the 
beings that populate the Other Worlds, would 
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those be the above mentioned Interval or the 
Afterworld; we share, more or less, the same 
immense amount of stories about meetings 
with these entities, while being here or there 
or in between. Earthly beings who only tem-
porary assume behaviors of beyond, ghosts of 
abnormal-dead, demons or genii, or whatever 
we got used to call fairies, our mythologies 
abound in unidirectional or double-sensed 
“visits”. They do a lot of deeds and who could 
tell if these are to matter only for the human 
part, or whether they might have some conse-
quences for the “others” also? What we do 
know is that they magically steal the manna - 
that is the milk from the cow or the harvest 
from the field, the love from the lovers or the 
man from his wife and children; in this case 
we deal with living ghosts (in Romanian: stri-
goi - strigoaice, bosorcai, bosarci, etc), with 
sorcerers (vrajitoare, farmecatoare), or with 
dead ghosts (strigoi, moroi ) which generally 
trouble their families in extent of their 
household. They command over the powers 
of nature: so we have the technicians of 
weather-changing, having the appearance of 
beggars for ordinary people, but in reality 
testers of these last ones’ harmony as parts 
of the universe (solomonari, solomani, zgrim-
intesi, zgribuntesi), the patron of the forest 
(Muma Padurii, Mama Padurii), the patron 
- sheperd - of wolves (valva lupilor, pastorul 
lupilor), the patrons of the wilderness of 
waters (valva apelor, stima apelor), of the 
beasts (valvu iepurilor, e.g.), of the mine 
(valva baii) and of the deserted, harvested, 
field (iepurele, duhul holdei). And last, but 
not least, we have the fairies.

The discussion surrounding fairies in gen-
eral could last for books and years. They were 
subsequently considered heiress of antique 
divinities of the destiny or nevertheless 

antique, transformed, divinities or spirits of 
the wilderness. In a book concerning the 
birth of the fairies in the Middle Ages, 
L.Harf-Lancner (1989) tries to demonstrate 
the filiations of the fairies - the specific fairies 
of the period, as found in the literature of 
all kinds of the time - from the Parcae and 
Tria Fata, as well as from the nymphs of the 
Greek-Roman patrimony; beside them, some 
ancient strata of the European Great Moth-
ers, superposed by Celtic isomorphous divini-
ties. As for us, we do believe that fairies rep-
resent some other dimension of our human 
common mental structure, impossible to trace 
in the history of humanity by means of 
origin, filiations and effects, as it does rep-
resent one of the most general constant in 
our lives. Such affirmation can be sustained 
exactly with that non-aulic traditional Roma-
nian material, that abounds in semi divinities 
with extremely wide attributions, faces, com-
petences, relationships with the mortals and 
resulting interaction with these last ones.

Analyzing the totality of entities that can 
be recalled with the name of fairies into 
Romanian mythology, we find an impressive 
number of life-situations that cannot pass 
without the supposition of some external, 
other than human, implication. From the very 
birth of the child, we find him visited by 
the Fates, the three (?) Weird / Fatal Sisters 
(in Romanian: Ursitoare, Ursoane, Ursatori, 
Ursite, Ursoaice, Ursoni, etc); they are said to 
come in the first nights after the birth of the 
child and, very careful to seize the attention 
that the parents and the midwife have shown 
toward them - in the form of adequate food 
and drink and service - began to weave the 
linen of his life with every significant detail. 
Their showing in is highly prized, but usually 
there is a terrible interdiction hanging above 

anyone who would spy for their council, 
except for the midwives, who are held to 
remain silent on what they found out. There 
even is a legend about the disappearing of 
these Ursitoare, while midwives and other lis-
teners would have unraveled in time all their 
secrets to the common people (S.Fl.Marian, 
1892, p.150/151).

However, their coming into our world is a 
socially admitted - and even invoked - neces-
sity: a child does born and his life needs a 
succession of causes and effects to support 
his earthly voyage, that only the so called 
“weaving deity” of the history of religions 
can provide. In extension, the principle pas-
sage periods in his life will be endangered, 
but obliged to some reaction, from the part 
of other entities from the rich mythological 
patrimony, not only Romanian; for example, 
the concept of Fate madrine, implicated at 
first to early medieval texts (v. L.Harf-Lanc-
ner, 1989, p.20-28), helps us generalize, with 
the help of universal mythology, the whole 
symptomatology of the godmother fairy, from 
the legend to the fairy-tale and then back 
to the personal-experience tales. Further on, 
we find passage rites on puberty described 
as magical encounters with odd personages; 
for the western imagery, these ones follow 
the dichotomy Fata Melusiniana Fata Morga-
niana (L.Harf-Lancner, op.cit.), abundantly 
exemplified by the Italian fairy-tales collected 
by Italo Calvino (1975). Also characteristic 
for the western fairy-tale is the effort to point 
out the origin and the homeland of fairies - 
with evident bookish cult literature influences 
- whereas Romanian stories point onto the 
subject not in order to describe the “fairy-
saga” but in order to describe and motivate 
human behavior. Let’s take an example: 
there are also some Italian fairy-tales which 
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emphasize onto internal society-rules of the 
fairy kingdom, beside the telling of the 
important gifts fairies made illo tempore 
to humans (Dizionario della fiaba, 1998, 
p.165-166). Romanian folklore makes 
humans meet with fairies a lot more inci-
dentally and insists onto some parallelism 
between our world and their other world; 
from this, the extremely fragile boundary of 
the culturally admitted custom into dealing 
with them; and this fragility begins with the 
impossibility of naming them on the generic 
name (they are called: iele, zane, zanioare, 
sfinte, soimane, danse, frumoase, iezme, 
fecioare, rusalii, milostive, miluite, maiestre, 
puternice, doamne, imparatesele vazduhului, 
ursoaice), with the interdiction of talking, 
imitating their song or letting on any way 
their presence to be guessed while those fair-
ies are accidentally surprised, on the terrible 
respect that is to be paid to their dancing, 
places, songs and forbidden days (O.Birlea, 
1976, p. 196-199; I.Muslea, O.Birlea, 1970, 
p207-218; A.Fochi, 1976, p.138-146).

Another entity, this time a purely forester 
daemon, is the Maid of the Forest (Fata Padu-
rii, Padureanca - M.Ionita, 1982, p.34-91; 
A.Fochi, 1976, p. 12-122); a lot more savage, 
she still sings but hasn’t the appearance of 
a normal woman, tempting young boys with 
her strange feminity; the children resulted are 
to be changed by theft with the children of 
inattentive mothers. Here she plays a double 
role into the life-cycle of a person: as a child 
and as a young man. For the young man, she 
may harm him in a similar way with the iele 
(cf. the nympholeptic enthusiasm of the Greek 
mythology).

Romanian traditional imagery contains 
another type of figures: they regulate domes-
tic activities of women through the year (or at 
least did so for that long that those activities 

were viable). However, as none of the other 
entities from the other worlds has a purely 
economic or juridical relevance, it would be 
absurd to consider their incidence as a threat 
and nothing else but a threat toward the 
woman or the girl who did not finish spinning 
and weaving. There must be another reason 
for sequencing ordinary time with ordinary 
- but still efficient - laws. The most dreadful 
is the personification of the Thursday on the 
Passions’ Week (Joimarita - I.Muslea, 1972, 
p.213-237; I.Ghinoiu, 1997, p.101); but there 
are also forbidden Fridays for the fairies - 
ielele- and forbidden Tuesday evenings, per-
sonified in another terrible demon called 
Martolea, Marti-sara; she is also an old 
and ugly, even deformed, woman, torturing 
women who do not know to protect them-
selves and their homes (I.Evseev, 1997, 
p.210-212, 257-258; A.Fochi, 1976, 
p.196-197, 182-186).

A lot of things remain uncovered in the field 
of mythological imaginary; we underlined just 
a few traits and tried to lighten some connec-
tions that Romanian mythological representa-
tions bring into understanding. A lot of work 
awaits the scholar who wants to unravel some 
true assumptions about our native propensity 
toward the transcendent, the other, more and 
more distant, worlds; moreover, his task gets 
complicated by the accelerating process of dis-
solution of traditional culture and way of life. 
In the context of the total transformation of 
realities within our modern society, we will very 
soon find ourselves in front of the same silent 
type of archive as any historical archive is; we 
will, of course, subsequently define a new Eth-
nology - the pair of the horror concretization of 
this new world’s longing for the Other.

Worlds - but what has to say our still-present 
day field, Romanian field in our case, would be 
very soon completely unused, and so forgotten.
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andrea zanatta was born in Treviso 
on the September 3, 1967. Since child-
hood he has shown a great interest in the 
world of art. He has visited exhibitions 
and museums, in an attempt to under-
stand what art is and, above all, what 
distinguishes a “normal” person from an 
artist. He wanted to be an artist but he 
did not feel like one. 

After his first disappointing attempts at 
painting, which did not satisfy his thirst 
to express himself, he was struck by a 
phrase written by the Spanish writer San-
tiago Ramon Y Cajal, who says: “The 
camera lens alone can satiate the thirst 
for beauty for those who, born artists, 
have not had the time to practice their 
art methodically, to the point where they 
become ‘maestros’ of the paintbrush and 
the palette.”

 This sentence almost seemed to 
justify Andrea’s inability to paint and 
gave him the necessary strength to try 
photography with new and unexpected 
energy. He thus found in photography the 
answer to his questions on the subject of 
“real” art. How can one be original and 
create a new piece of work and therefore 
be a “real artist” when everything seems 
to have already been said, invented or 
photographed? V. Sgarbi, an Italian art 
critic says: “a new work of art exists 
when we see in it a different way of 
perceiving reality. If we are used to per-
ceiving reality in accordance with certain 
models, when we discover a new artist we 
will know that that artist is the greater 

the more he succeeds in making us per-
ceive reality in a different way: in that 
variation, however small, resides his 
poetic vein, his style.” And if style signi-
fies the thoughts of an artist about the 
world, then Andrea Zanatta is an artist.

 These thoughts cannot be the 
same as another person’s because, other-
wise, they would already be portrayed in 
a previous photograph, and there would 
be no reason for taking that photograph 
again.

 A photograph, if it is a work 
of art, offers us a different view of the 
world. By means of a photograph we see 
the world as we have never seen it before. 

 For this reason, each artist is 
different from any other, because his style 

allows him to characterize in a unique 
way even parts of the world and events, 
which have been the subjects of other art-
ists’ photos. This happens because each 
artist infuses his work with his own life 
experience, and his own vision of the 
world.

 By looking at his photographs 
we understand his poetic vein, which is 
not expressed by focusing on a precise 
subject matter, because life is expressed in 
many different forms. As a result, Andrea 
loves taking photographs of the coun-
tryside, taking portraits, photographing 
architecture, still life events, in a press 
fashion, because he says “everything 
which is around us is part of and is also 
the essence of life”.

 I believe that in photography 
he has found the way to liberate his feel-
ings and to express himself uncondition-
ally. Andrea Zanatta’s photographs con-
tain the primeval instinct of the cave 
painters; that necessity which makes pho-
tography a physiological need, maybe 
because it satisfies the need to leave a 
trace of himself for posterity and there-
fore acquire a form of immortality, but, 
above all, because it is essential in order 
to “live” and not to “survive”.

 It is perhaps the exceeding vari-
ety of his subjects, which expresses his, 
will to overcome any obstacle and to 
knock down any barrier, of participating 
in any manifestation of life.

 Andrea Zanatta is living and 
working in Venice at the moment.
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My imagery has always been about the 
feminine with a celebration of pervading 
darkness related to my personal journey and the 
universal Mother Goddess.

These art works included a cycle of full size 
“Body Lithographs” followed by some large 
3-Dimensional constructions on canvas.  These 
constructions have a central Mandala surrounded 
by fragments of drawings and paintings gathered 
over the previous decade.  Smaller individual 
works on paper were also prevalent until this 
current cycle.

I have always considered myself a figurative 
artist, however in the last decade the underlying 
symbolism has become more prevalent, and the 
current installations suggest recurrent archetypal 
references from ancient cultures (such as the 
circle and the cross).

This 7 year cycle, to be completed in the year 
2000, has been predominantly three-dimensional, 
with sculptures of terracotta, ”Seedpods”, bronze 
“Mallee Roots” and wooden and cast iron 
“Trees” as a balance to my earlier “works on 
paper” and canvas.

These sculptures are mainly set in “Western 
sacred sites”, related to the earth and the natural 
life forces, to activate a positive and procreative 
energy for our Planet and ourselves.

As I spiritually relate to Eastern and Tribal 
cultures I often find it difficult to equate to the 
more materialistic and ego-driven aspects of our 
Western art market.  My art works are like my 
creative “children”  

Throughout my career I have found it 
rewarding to have reviewers who utilised a 
positive personal and universal interpretation.  As 
I believe they have a responsibility to generate an 
understanding and awareness of current 
symbolism in terms of the “thread” that links all 
humanity through various cultures to the 
beginning of our global creative expressions.

The artist often works through a process from 
the subconscious, with intuitive images that do 
not have corresponding words - until much later.  
With the last cycle for this millennium, I am 
deeply immersed in the life/death/rebirth 
mysteries that I have continually explored - Thus 
I am totally optimistic that a New Age is 
dawning for our Western culture that will see 
some artists as true visionaries.

In ancient cultures (e.g. Neolithic) the Life / 
Death / Rebirth mysteries have had a story or 
narrative that equates with their understanding.  
My feminine imagery often involves reclaiming 
those lost myths from ancient cultures, - for 
example Ishtar (or Innana) the Babylonian 

Queen of Heaven who visits her dark Sister in the 
Underworld - (or Isis, the divine Feminine 
Symbol from the Egyptian era and the Greek 
Earth Mother Goddess, Gaia.)  These are all 
embodied in my works of the “Return of 
Sophia” and the “Trees of Wisdom”.  Black, 
white and red are the colours corresponding to 
Life / Death and Rebirth with an emphasis on 
red for regeneration.

The cycles of my work have their own 
beginning and their own end as with the cycles of 
nature.  Each art work, or stage, has its own 
journey related to the life force, so that its 
completion is indicated to me as part of the flow 
of that energy.

My imagery has always flowed from within, 
and it was only after I saw a sculpture from 6th 
Century Albania relating to my “Bird-women” 
series that I began to realise “our universal 
memory” could express itself, as though through 
a fertile imagination if we are able to “let go” 
and become the “process”.  

Later I began to search for images throughout 
Eastern (particularly Indian and Indonesia) and 
Tribal (north-western Australia) cultures that 
related to my own visual expressions.

As it is a matter of survival for the artist to 
achieve the full flowering of one’s work, it is only 
now, after over 4 decades of art practice and 
commitment to my primal imagery that I more 
fully understand where my place is in our global 
culture, and in retrospect, I can see links with 
other International artists, e.g. my Black body 
lithographs of the 70’s, perhaps related to some 
imagery of Robert Morris.

I basically feel like a “Sophisticated Primitive” 
and often I have felt like a “loner” working in 
isolation at the time of creating.  However, on 
looking back on each decade and cycle of my 
work I realise there are direct links with past 
cultures of ancient symbols and also with 
individual artists in the 20th Century that are 
scattered throughout the world.  For example I 
have felt links much earlier in my life with the 
Fantasy Church of Antoni Gaudi and the dream - 
like images of Chagall.

The marks I make as an artist are a combina-
tion of both intuitive and more actively 
controlled expressions.  A combination of inner 
and outer aspects those are basically intuitive.  
For example even Paul Klee’s famous saying of 
taking a “line for a walk” is part of a cerebral 
function or a conscious thought, intrinsically 
linked to intuition and the natural life force.

My whole career has been one of cyclic growth 
with the “blossoming” resulting in whole 

installations relating to “Sophia” (Greek word 
for love of wisdom).  Working with church 
structures has not always been simple; as art and 
spirituality were separated in the post Renais-
sance Era from Medieval Times.

The travels that I have made throughout 
Europe and the UK in the late 60’s and early 70’s 
were significant to my work, particularly the 
catacombs of Rome and the Highlands of 
Scotland where I felt a mystic presence.

Later, during the early 1980’s I travelled to 
India and Indonesia and Arnhem Land in 
Northern Australia and discovered the balance to 
my Western experiences.  These ancient cultures 
revealed an essence and integration that seemed 
more profound than any individual con-
temporary artist’s work that I have viewed.

It is possible that the rise of the individual artist 
(prevalent in the latter half of the 20th Century 
and continued from the Renaissance) whose art 
work is based on a synthesis of concepts, has 
allowed an art market to encourage an ego 
driven hierarchy to develop, which is basically 
patriarchal.  Thus female artists (particularly 
those who express feminine imagery) are often 
overlooked, and only seen as a voice crying in the 
wilderness

My artwork possesses the natural polarities of 
strength and vulnerability, order and chaos, 
related to the Seasons and the bursting forth of 
life in springtime.

It is preferable to work in a certain isolation to 
allow our “dreaming” to emerge.  Success and 
recognition may be a sense of respect and 
attribution to the artist when they have fully 
developed.  However, to be conscious of one’s 
own standing in the art world too early may be a 
limiting factor.

I am optimistic that more female artists that 
work from the realms of a feminine archetypal 
imagery will be understood and recognised in our 
“global village” for the next millennium.

Meanwhile I am making a large publication on 
the “Trees of Wisdom”.  It is a fairy tale book for 
adults, full of lyrical truths.  It combines both the 
word and the image (the Logos and the Vision) 
and tells the story of the Wisdom of the Ages.

At the present time there is a certain sense of 
dislocation of art and culture from the rest of the 
community.  Thus an innate sense of fear is often 
expressed through the media towards unfamiliar 
artworks that may have a potent density.  
However I am optimistic that art and culture will 
be more integrated into a less goal driven, less 
materialistic Western society in the 21st Century 
and 3rd millennium.

noela hjorth  australia

1940 Born, Melbourne australia.
eDuCATiOn 1958-59 Full-time art studies at prahran 
institute of Technology (Victoria college). 1960-63 Studied 
at Royal Melbourne institute of Technology. 1968-71 Studied 
at chelsea School of art. 
CAReeR 1973-74 lectured part-time at caulfield institute of 
Technology Monash university australia. 1976 established 
the Victorian printmakers’ Group and Workshop. Vice-
president of the print council of australia. 1980-81 artist in 
Residence at Riverina college Wagga Wagga NSW.  
inDiviDuAL eXhibiTiOnS 1970-71 Gallery 273, Whitechapel 
london england. exhibition Gallery Hornsey london, england. 
Battersea arts center london england; Victor Mace Gallery 
Brisbane, australia; 1972 Warehouse Gallery Melbourne 
australia; 1973 Swan Hill Gallery, Vic. australia; 1978 Robin 
Gibson Gallery Sydney australia; 1978 1984 Solander Gallery 
canberra australia; 1979 Burnie art Gallery Tasmania 

australia; 1979 1982 Salamanca place Gallery Hobart 
australia; 1979 1988 Greenhill Galleries adelaide South 
australia; 1980 powell Street Gallery Melbourne australia; 
1980 Fremantle arts centre Western australia; 1980 Riverina 
college of advanced education Wagga Wagga NSW; 1980 
Hawthorn city art Gallery Vic. australia; 1981 Silpakorn 
university Thailand; 1981 Wagga Wagga city art Gallery 
australia; 1982 Stadia Graphics Gallery Sydney australia; 
NSW, Kalamunda Gallery of Man perth australia; 1982 1984 
Tynte Gallery adelaide australia; 1983 Hogarth Galleries 
Sydney australia; 1984 Niagara Galleries Melbourne australia; 
1988 Northern Territory Museum of arts and Sciences 
Darwin australia; 1988 Spencer and Gillen Museum, alice 
Springs australia; 1994 installations, St peter’s cathedral, 
adelaide australia; 1994 Greenaway art Gallery adelaide 
australia; 1994 Melbourne contemporary art Gallery 
australia; 1994 Sophia cumber land park adelaide australia; 

1994 installation, St John’s church, adelaide australia
SeLeCTeD gROuP eXhibiTiOnS 1994 Montserrat Gallery 
New York uSa; 1995 contemporary Sculpture exhibition 
Royal South australian Society of arts adelaide australia; 
1998 contemporary art center of South australia.
COLLeCTiOnS australian National Gallery canberra; 
National Gallery of Victoria australia; art Gallery of New 
South Wales australia; art Gallery of Western australia; 
art Gallery of South australia; Queensland State Gallery 
australia; Tasmanian Museum and art Gallery australia; 
Northern Territory Museum of arts Darwin australia. 
COMMiSSiOnS Hilton international Hotel adelaide; 1993 
Sculpture for the peace circle, Riverbend park australia. 
1996 Video, Journey of a Fire Goddess; 1998 Video, Sophia 
and the Seven Serpents.
COnTACT ADDReSS po Box 6, clarendon 5157 australia. 
tel +61 8 83.83.60.81 fax +61 8 83.83.60.67
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according 
to Jose Sacal 

his art can be the 
outcome of a dream, 

or of a transmitted feel-
ing by someone close to him 

that inspires him. it may emerge 
by a daily event. His process begins 

by playing with clay or metal, and it 
is then when that idea begins to take 

form between his hands, developing it until it 
reaches live poetry his sculptures.
Born in cuemavaca, Morelos, Mexico in 1944, 
Jose Sacal studies in The instituto Regional de 
Bellas artes, in Morelos, antiguo Molino de 
Santo Domingo (i.N.B.a.) and with the masters 
arthur Khrohnengold and enrique aitamirano. 
His work has been exhibited individually and 
collectively in various museums and galleries 
within Mexico city around the country as well 
as in Barcelona, Spain.
This is the result of more than 30 years of 
dedication and discipline. a piece of work that 
speaks about a destiny and that gives it the 

necessary thrust to move, to integrate 
within and maintain or break with the 

harmonic rhythm of life.

MAiTé ALARCón viDAL

ORguLLO
1998 bROnze
48 X 45 X 40 CM /
19 X 17½  X 15½ in
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geODAS
1999 bROnze
22 X 17 X 15 CM /
8½ X 6½ X 6 in

jose sacal   mexico

Born September 25, 1944 cuemavaca, Morelos Mexico.
STuDiO Sierra paracaima #50, lomas de chapultepec, 
11000 Mexico D.F. Tel +(525) 520 53 93 Fax +(525) 540 
17 22 e-mail: sacal@prodigy.net.mx internet  http://
www.josesacal.com
studies 1965-69 The National institute of Fine arts 
cuernavaca Morelos Mexico. 1969-72 The institute of arts 
“la esmeralda” Mexico. 1973-78 arthur Kronhnengold’s 
Workshop Mexico. 1979-82 Theantiguo Molino de Santo 
Domingo (iNBa) Mexico city Mexico. 1983-97 enrique 
altamirano’s Workshop Mexico.
inDiviDuAL eXhibiTiOnS 1996 Dube Gallery Barcelona 
Spain. 1997 Jardin des arts Gallery, paris, France. 1997 
Menache Gallery, Mexico D.F. Mexico. 1998 “José luis 
cuevas painter, José Sacal Sculptor”, The pendulum Gallery 
Mexico D.F. Mexico. 1998 Jewish community center, 
Mexico D.F. Mexico. 1999 Wansung Fung Gallery Beijing 
china. 2000 contemporary Museum Morelia Mich. Mexico. 

2000 Siqueiros Museum cuemavaca Mor. Mexico. 2000 
latinoamerican Museum Seoul Korea
COLLeCTive eXhibiTiOnS 1997 “Barcelona Fair” Barcelona 
Spain. 1997 “Bienal contemporánea” Florence italy. 1997 
casa Turquesa Hotel cancun Mexico. 1998 cámara de 
Diputados de Mexico Mexico D.F. Mexico. 1998 ippodromo 
Della capannelle Rome italy. 1998 The 1st autumn annual 
in Venice palazzo correr /art addiction Venice italy. 1998 
Mexico Bulgaria encounter Sofia Bulgaria. 1998 palazzo 
Degli afari Firenze italy. 1998 palazzo Beccio, Firenze, italy. 
1999 la Mision de Senecu Gallery el paso Texas u.S.a. 1999 
amparo Museum exposición intinerante Mundial.1999 latin 
american Museum, long Beach, ca uSa. 1999 la Mairie 
xVi paris France. 1999 Fortezza D’abasso Florence italy. 
1999 The 2nd autumn annual in Venice palazzo correr /art 
addiction Venice italy.
PubLiC SCuLPTuReS National Theater, Miscolc Hungary; 
lincoln park chapultepec Mexico D.F.; central park Morelia 

Michoacán Mexico; San esteban park Monterrey Mexico.
PROieCTS Bassiman Walkway london england; contem-
porary Museum Shanghai china.
PRizeS 1997 Gold Medal Bienal international Florence 
italy. 1998 Trophy “Grand prix Mondial” Musse Beaux arts 
D’unet France. 1998 The president’s prize Florence italy. 
1998 The Jury Special prize, italia per l’arte. 1998 Diploma 
of excellence, The autumn annual in Venice. 1999 Gold 
Medal, l’elite contemporaine paris France. 1999 Director 
choice award WinterFest international omaha uSa. 1999 
Special Recognition, Miniature international Nebraska uSa. 
1999 Gold Medal, The autumn annual in Venice.
PeRMAnenT COLLeCTiOnS Mexican embassy in Rome 
italy; Zichy Thizzen Museum; Beaux arts Museum D’unet 
France.
ADDReSS Sierra paracaima #50S, l., chapultepec, Mexico DF 
11000 Mexico, Tel+525 52 05 393 Fax+525 54 01 722 e-mail 
studio@josesacal.com,  www.josesacal.com

LuChA
1998 bROnze

95 X 45 X 40 CM /
 37½ X 17½  X 15½ in

The divine thought has turned abundant multicolored groups of smiling figures; 
it begets the repetition of those delicious maneuvers, made up by two or three 

bodies that do not know how to break. One of them is kept captive and will 
never exit its magic ties.

PAuL vALéRy

According to Jose Sacal his art can be the outcome of a dream, or of a transmit-
ted feeling by someone close to him that inspires him. It may emerge by a 

daily event. His process begins by playing with clay or metal, and it is then when 
that idea begins to take form between his hands, developing it until it reaches 
live poetry, his sculptures.
Born in Cuernavaca, Morelos, Mexico in 1944, Jose Sacal studies in The lnstituto 
Regional de Bellas Artes in Morelos, Antiguo Molino de Santo Domingo (INBA) 
and with the masters Arthur Khrohnengold and Enrique Altamirano. His work 
has been exhibited individually and collectively in various museums and galleries 
within Mexico City around the country as well as in Barcelona Spain. This is the 
result of more than 30 years of dedication and discipline. A piece of work that 
speaks about a destiny and that gives it the necessary thrust to move, to integrate 
within and maintain or break with the harmonic rhythm of life.

MAiTé ALARCón viDAL

LA fAMiLiA
1998 bROnze
70 X 60 X 40 CM /
27½ X 23½ X 15¾ in

Our talent of introverted 
personality, quiet and a 

dreamer Jose Sacal uses art to 
express his emotions and transmit 
his love.

Also his work is full of harmony, 
movement, and perfection, with 
precision of those beings to use 
happily their inner selves.

His art is a delicacy of many 
moods and language. It’s living 
poetry. Body expressions of feel-
ing order and discipline, a mani-
fest of each of his sculptures.  He 
establishes with the spectator a 
silent communication, with a lan-
guage far larger than words and 
facts but a language that reaches 
the soul.

eDuARDO LuiS feheR
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SeLeCTeD ARTiSTiC CAReeR 1990 assistant curator and catalogue 
texts. international art project oberhalb der Baumgrenze,  art & 
Nature, Munich Germany; 1991 assistant curator and catalogue 
texts,  international art project Gluck auf, policy & Society, cologne 
Germany; 1992 Group exhibition, Thomas Jerig Gallery, Duisburg 
Germany; 1992 curator, catalogue texts, “corale”, Bevilacqua 
la Masa Foundation, Venice italy; 1992 catalogue text “artistic 
laboratory” Fossato di Vico italy; 1992 curator, Stanze Mistiche, 
cultural club, ai Miracoli, Venice italy; 1992 catalogue texts and 
curator, il Biennale del libro illustrato per l’infanzia; 1993 “Ferita 
da taglio” performance for saxophone, acting voice and work in 
progress, ottomat, Vicenza italy; 1993 curator, catalogue text, 
“entraxis,  History, environment and Society”, Venice italy; 1993 
curator, “Rifondazione”, Venice italy; 1994 participant, catalogue 
text “paternoster” cologne Germany; 1994 curator, “entraxis 
2”, Malvasia Vecchia club, Venice italy; 1994  “artriti”, abano 
Terme italy; 1995 art Fair Bologna italy; 1995 1st int’l Graphic art 

exhibition, art addiction int’l Gallery Stockholm Sweden.1995 
co-curator,  catalogue texts, “la Stanza degli Sguardi”, Venice 
italy; 1996 art Fear Bologna italy; 1996 curator, catalogue and 
participating artist, “The Garden of Gods - impulses for a new glass 
art culture”, ateneum San Basso /B & S art Gallery, Venice italy; 
1996 images and writings, il Muro, Venice italy; 1996  ”aspects de 
part contemporain en italie de 1950 a nos jours”, la chataigneraie 
de Flemalle Belgium. 1996 1997 Workshop, artist in residence, 
Stiftung Starke, Berlin Germany; 1996 internet project MeDiaRT 
100-selected italian artist; 1997 invited for the project “Voda a 
Zivot”, installation for the Moravian Water World, czech Republic; 
1997 xlVii Biennale of Venice: 1) coordinator of ”Sarajevo”, 
project for the Bevilacqua la Masa Foundation, Querini Stampalia 
Foundation; 2) organizer of ”europarte”, five young proposals 
for the Bevilacqua la Masa Foundation; 3) club Media, Virtual & 
internet art project, ”imagine that”, video-dia installation at Teatro 
Fondamenta Nuove, Venice italy; 1997 ”Quasi per gioco”, palazzo 

Mocenigo, Venice italy; 1997 art cologne, Scognamiglio&Teano 
Gallery, Napoli italy; 1999 Group sculpture exhibition, Studio 13, 
Renncs France; 1999 World Wide Millennium painting competition, 
italy; 1999 xlViii Biennale of Venice: 1) coordinator for aRT 30 
BaSel; 2) coordinator “World Wild Flag” Belgium pavilion; 1999 
associated artist for the stage in sculpture organized by Giò 
pomodoro and group exhibition ”inside-out” atlantic center of 
the arts, Florida uSa.
PeRSOnAL eXhibiTiOn 1995 il cantiere Gallery, Venice italy; 
1995 Bugno & Samueli art Gallery, Venice italy; 1996 Stefan Vogdt 
Galerie, Munich Germany; 1996 NTV Jubilee, Berlin Germany; 1997 
Stiftung Starke, Dresdner Bank Berlin Germany; 1998 eagle Gallery, 
london uK; 1999 Videoinstallation ”colours”, casanova Music 
café, Venice italy 1999 avida Dollars Gallery, Milan italy; 1999 
Galerie Flux, liege Belgium.
ADDReSS San polo 559, iT-30125 Venice italy, tel /fax +39 41 
5222272 Mobile 0039-85724374

Artist, poet, curator and critic, Andrea Pagnes is 
part of the young creative generation in Venice. 

He perceives his practice as a constant and evolving 
exploration of expressive languages where no single 
discipline takes precedence but connects to explore 
and make concrete a vision of reality. The recent 
paintings made for the Eagle Gallery in London 
follow a series of slide and video works begun during 
a residency at the Stiftung Starke in Berlin in 1997 
which explored correlations in natural phenomena 
and materials. While acknowledging the influences of 
European artistic tradition (discernibly Tapies, 
Fontana, Burn, Giacometti, Beyus, Schwitters) 
Pagnes is equally involved with scientific phi-
losophies: chaos theory, the mathematical precepts of 
the Fibonacci series, the discoveries of Rupert 
Sheldrake into plant auxins, for example. The recent 
work presents microcosms and macrocosms of the 
natural world - the process of their making a parallel 
to their subject.

Pagnes’s paintings have an ambiguous three-
dimensional quality - an insistence that they be 

regarded as objects existing in space. Their exploration 
of the poetic geometries of nature result in surfaces, 
which are redolent of vaster desolated -almost archeo-
logical - landscapes. The paintings are fragments, which 
speak of the whole. His way of making them (without 
brush or tool) letting paint and natural pigments fracture 
under intense heat or washed to the silkiness of marble 
attempts a process whereby any mark of the ’particular’ - 
any subjective sense of the artist is eradicated. Yet the 
attempt to uncover the reality within material, where the 
artists acts as conduit or mediator (as part of the 
process) is an expression of a deeply held philosophic 
belief that the work becomes part of a material reality 
that can speak of the universal. Nature as material 
contains its own nemesis. The paintings exist as evi-
dences of intellectual and conceptual beliefs, which are 
at once destroyed and yet made concrete by paint. In this 
they become objects of contemplation.

SAnD MAn
1998 MiXeD MeDiA

On CAnvAS
70 X 50 CM /

27½ X 19¾ in

fROzen
1998 MiXeD MeDiA
On CAnvAS
100 X 100 CM /
39¼ X 39¼ in

DARk WOOD
1999 MiXeD MeDiA
On CAnvAS
70X 100 CM /
27½ X 39¼ in

WoRDS BY eMMA hiLL DiRecToR oF THe eaGle GalleRY loNDoN uK 

andrea pagnes  italy
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DARk WOOD
1999 MiXeD MeDiA
On CAnvAS
70X 100 CM /
27½ X 39¼ in

Born 24 November 1962 Venice-lido. Married, father of one 
daughter.
eDuCATiOn 1980 Scientific High School Diploma, liceum pietro 
orseolo ii, Venice lido italy; 1981 english language certificate 
British institute cambridge, Venice italy; 1986 archivistic and 
librarianship courses, State archive of Venice italy; 1987 art critic 
Diploma, international art university Venice and Florence italy; 
1989 Modern literature Degree, university of Venice italy;
PubLiCATiOnS 1987 ”uno studio sugli affreschi di San Giovanni 
Decollato”, art essay published by edizioni Helvetia, Venice italy; 
1990 ”Verso Samain” prose work published by edizioni Helvetia, 
Venice italy; 1991 ”l’arte della litografia nell’opera di Marc chagall”, 
art essay, Milan italy; 1992 ”azione poetica” prose work cD, Ragusa 
italy (after winning a contest set by ”la Repubblica” newspaper); 
1997 Two essays published in “Filosofia 2”, ed. politi, Milan italy; 
1998 ”il labirinto” prose work to be published in the near future; 
poems and prose works published by some national anthology 

books; 1989 an essay on poetry published, by the yearbook of the 
Venetian athenaeum, italy.
jOuRnALiSTiC CAReeR 1987 1991 collaborator of Gazzetta di 
Venezia and Gazzetta Veneta magazines; founder of the cultural 
column ”officina Veneziana” italy; 1990 collaborator of Flash 
art and Flash art international magazines Milan italy; 1993 
Founder of Nexus magazine italy; 1993 1995 collaborator of Flux 
News magazine Belgium; 1993 entered in the italian Journalist 
corporation; articles appeared in other national and foreign 
magazines.
TRAnSLATiOnS 1990 lieders of Schumann, Schubert, Strauss for 
the event ”la Musica dell’imperatore”, Venice italy; 1991 Jurassic 
park by Michael crichton, Garzanti e Vallardi, Milan italy; 1995 
Ripley Bogle by Robert Mcliam Wilson (collaboration), Garzanti, 
Milan italy; 1995 picasso curetted by Vittorio Sgarbi, from italian 
to english, Milan italy; 1995 chagall curetted by andré Françoise 
Villon, from italian to english, Milan italy; 1996 alexander Brodky 

by Guy lesser, Milan italy.
TheATRe & viDeO 1991 assistant of professor andré Françoise 
Villon for the play “evelyn” by James Joyce; 1994 “John Keats”, 
screenplay and acting, directed by asia argenbo; 1992 “picture 
it!”, video clip for ”corale” art exhibition; 1993 Stanze Mistiche, 
videoclip for Si anze Mistiche art exhibition; 1994 “He-art”, video 
clip for ”artisti” art exhibition; 1996 “imagine that”, video for club 
Media, Venice Biennale 1997 italy; 1999 “colors”, video clip.
AWARDS 1991 Robert Schuman award: reprehensive of italy (ec 
Strasburg). pertaining to this award, a written essay about the 
question of immigration is published by the ec parliament in 
1991. 1990 National award ”Selezione poesia” for the book azione 
poetica italy; 1991 ii literary award ”città di Venezia”, Venetian 
athenaeum, italy; 1995 Honorable Mention received by the 
international Graphic exhibition of Stockholm Sweden. 1999 The 
national award, World Wide Millennium painting competition, 
italy.

Expressively nomadic, since 
the beginning of my artistic 
career I perceived my practice as 
a constant and evolving 
exploration of expressive 
languages where no single 
discipline takes precedence but 
connect to explore and make 
concrete a vision of reality. 
Consequentially, I have always 
endeavored to exhibit my work 
(painting, sculptures, videos, 
installations, written texts) in 
an open and direct confronta-
tion with situations connected 
to reality. My expressive 
urgency comes from the 
necessity of confirming a poiesis 
intimately ingrained in the 
essence of creating art, in the 
inner look towards things, and 

ARTiST TalK:   bRief DeSCRiPTiOn Of My ART WORk aND THe DiRecTioN i See iT 
HeaDiNG

andrea pagnes  italy

in the acute attention to the 
presence (more than a condi-
tion) of man in his world. 
Equally, during my cura-
torialship experiences, I have 
always tried to bestow priority 
to the organization of a col-
lective work regarding to the 
particular artistic expression of 
any given artist, as to enable a 
positive convergence of syner-
gies for a civil and poetic 
communication.

What I am presenting are 
direct testimonies of my current 
researches. They consist of a 
careful investigation into the 
poetry of material and its 
spiritual geometry from where 
the simplicity of beauty derives. 
In all, my aim is to understand 

and reveal that the importance 
of art may even be due to the 
ability to perceive and portray 
that which is beyond the edge of 
sensorial information: the 
ineffable.

Reviews of my work appeared 
in Great Britain: Time Out and 
The Thames; Germany: Der 
Spiegel, Westzeit, Koelner 
Stadt-Anzeiger, Abendzeitung, 
Reinische Post, Sueddeutsche 
Zeitung, Express and Frank-
furte Allgemeine;  Holland: 
NRC Handelsblad; France: Art 
& Culture;  Belgium: Le Soir, 
Libre Belgique and Hux News; 
Italy: Flash Art, Arte In, Arte, 
Juliet, Cultura Duemila, Ii 
Resto del Carlino, Ii Gazzettino, 
La Nuova Venezia and Nexus.
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unTiTLeD, 1999 WATeRCOLOR 35 X 45 CM. / 13¾ X 17¾ in.

Kim SooK Cha
SOOk-ChA kiM 6540 bRADDOCk RD., ALeXAnDRiA, viRginiA 22312 uSA

Tel +1 703 354 5715
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Odalys Auction House is the first 
auction house in Venezuela.

It was created in 1994 and over the past five 
years it has conducted over thirty auctions 
covering different collecting areas, such as: 
Venezuelan Art, Latin American Art, Antiques, 
Collectibles, and Venezuelan and Latin American 
Photography.

The frequency and success of our auctions have 
made us a reference ”must” for all those persons 
desiring to buy or sell works of Venezuelan or 
Latin American Art.

ODALyS Sánchez de SaraVo

odalYS aUction hoUSe
CENTRO COMERCIAL CONCRESA
PB, LOCAL 115-B
PRADOS DEL ESTE
CARACAS 1080
VENEZuELA

Telephone: +(582) 979-5942
Fax: +(582) 976-1773
E-Mail: odalys@internet.ve
Web Site: www.odalys.com
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C o w s  Pa r a d i n g  i n  C h i C a g o
By ADRIAN SILVAN IONESCu

During a visit to Chicago in late-August 1999 I had the opportunity to see 
a strange parade: a bovines’ parade. The long and spectacular Michigan 
Avenue was dotted with the most charming and colorful cows one ever 
saw in a lifetime. Gentle, immovable fiberglass animals were lining the 
fashionable sidewalks. The project for such an exhibition in the open 
was launched by the Public Art Program of the Chicago Department 
of Cultural Affairs.
The idea for such an exhibit was offered by Beat Seeberger-Quin’s 
1998 presentation of some 800 cows in Zurich, Switzerland. 
An impetus to the Chicago project was given by Peter Hanig, a 
prominent local businessman, who was captivated by the Swiss 
cows while spending his holidays in Zurich. Due to his endeavors 
the private sector was attracted into the project for sponsoring 
part of it. So, the success was assured.
Artists and artisans were invited to submit proposals of 
decorated cows. The fiberglass cows had three standardized 
positions: grazing, resting and walking. The artists chose 
any model in accordance with their idea of decoration. A 
standing cow revealed grace, elegance or strength, while a 
seated one revealed quietude, affability or indifference. 
Due to the shape and color, the cows became humanized. 
Their identity was given the artists. The exhibits became 
alter egos of their author
Most of the cows bore an obvious, straightforward 
message, sometimes serious, mostly humorous. Com-
mercials and trademarks, religious and political hints 
were prohibited. Yet, some proprietors exhibited 
cows in front of their shops, thus making a good 
advertising for their trade. For instance, a Kodak 
shop announced that any film that contained a 
photo with the cow in front of the window was 
free of charge. What a better commercial could 
have been conceived? In the United Airlines’ 
window was the London Cow clad as a 
Buckingham Palace guard, with a red coatee 
a huge bearskin cap. In the same place the 
Hawaiian cow was adorned with flowers 
as a native belle of the wonderful Pacific 
island.
Stan Sczepanski’s Uncle Sam is a national 
icon: white goatee, top hat and star 
spangled tails gave this cow its Ameri-
can personality. Placed in the vicinity 
of Ivan Mestrovici’s monumental 
Indians, Sczepanski’s cow turned 
into a symbol, though an ironic 
one.
Suspended on the west side of the 
Opera House, high above the 
ground, was Robert Perdziola’s 
cow entitled Toreador’s Song. 
This elaborately painted cow 
reminds us of the elegant 
costume of the toreador, 
full of tassels and gold 
embroideries. Like Esca-
millo in Georges Bizet’s 
opera Carmen, this cow 
was also wrapped in a 
red cape.

A strawberry blonde, bejeweled, 
smartly clad cow was mocking 
Marilyn Monroe and one of her 
songs. This humorous exhibit, 
signed by Victor Skrebneski, was 
entitled Diamonds Are A Cow’s 
Best Friend.
Well-known works of art gave 
means of inspiration for various art-
ists. Borrowing motifs from Leon-
ardo’s paintings, Sandy Kowerko’s 
bovine was called Da Vinci Cow. 
Picasso’s Guernica inspired artist Karl 
Kochvar in his work captioned Guern-
sica. The cubist master’s name was used 
by Todd Treleven, Jeff McMahon and 
Scott Wallace for their exhibit entitled 
piCOWsso. A cubist-orphist cow was 
painted by Chris Hill and was labeled 
Spot and Line Composition. Rob Davis’ 
Psychedelic used the bright colors and the 
elaborate composition of the short-lived 
style of the 60s associated to the hippie 
movement.
A gilded and crowned cow with two other 
tiny cows on its back was on top of the 
Chicago Water Tower. This was also Victor 
Skrebneski’s work, and it was entitled The 
Chicago Cow Tower. Maria Tubay’s Dairy-
Go-Round was a pretty saddled cow resem-
bling the wooden horses of a merry-go-
round. 
Such American characters (read clichés) as the 
tourist, the fast-food waitress, the postman and 
the cowboy were often humorously rendered 
under the traits of cows. Here are some examples: 
Ken Aiken’s Wait Cow is a proud, fat waitress; 
Tim Brower’s Bovine Messenger Service is a 
funny blue cow provided with bicycle wheels as 
a postman’s vehicle; Tom McCaffrey’s Accidental 
Tourist was representative for its travelling habits
The cow’s moo was often used in onomatopoeic 
titles that contribute to the hilarious message 
of the artwork: Mooveena Newhaus, Moovies, 
Mooooonwalk, Limoosine, On the Mooooove, Moo 
Blue Cow, Mooving Eli, Moo-chos Colores, Moo-n 
Light, Virtual Cow in Reflective Moosaic, Moolenium, 
etc.
The noun cow was also included in ironic titles, 
such as: Incowgnito, Chi-cow-go, Spotting Famous 
Chicowgoans, ‘Chicowgo, My Kind of Town’, Cowch 
Potato, Cowbeille De Fruits, Cow-leen Moore’s Fairy 
Cow-stle, Winter Wondercow, Cowccinella Novemno-
tata, Cowffalo, etc. 
Not all the cows were painted. Some were sculpted. But 
other media were also used, such as mosaic, collage, 
decoupage, patchwork, or puzzle. One of the 
cows was entirely covered with mirrors; 
another of them was embelished 
with hundreds of crys-
tals; another was 
adorned 
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Ph.D., Art critic; Senior researcher at the Institute of 
History ”N.Iorga”Bucharest Romania; Lecturer at the Fine 
Arts Academy in Bucharest Romania.
edUcation 1975 Graduate of the Art History Department 
of the Fine Arts Academy in Bucharest Romania; 1997 
Received his Ph.D.
Worked for fifteen years as Curator and Senior Curator at 
the National Museum of Art 1975-1977 Museum of History 
of the City of Bucharest Romania; 1977-1984 Museum 
of History and Art o the City of Bucharest Romania; 
1984-1989 Becoming the Deputy Director of this institution 
1990-1993. After a brief time spent as Cultural Councilor at 
the Bucharest City Hall 1994. Now he is Senior Researcher 
at the ”Niclae Iorga” Institute of History in Bucharest 
Romania. He is also teaching art history and history of 
photography at the Fine Arts Academy in Bucharest
pUbliShed the following books: 1990 Art and Document, 

The Documentary Art in 19th Century Romania, Editura 
Meridiane Bucharest Romania; this work was awarded the 
”George Oprescu” Prize of the Romanian Academy for the 
best book on art criticism published that year; 1997 The 
19th Century Balls, Fundatia culturala D’ale Bucurestilor, 
Bucharest Romania; 1998 The Sad History of the Prairie, 
Editura Globus Bucharest Romania; 1999 America Seen by 
a Queen, Queen Marie’s Diary of Her 1926 Trip to the united 
States of America, The Romanian Cultural Foundation 
Publishing House Bucharest Romania; 1999 The Romanian 
Artistic Education, 1830-1892, Editura Meridiane Bucharest 
Romania; 1999 Bucharest in 19th Century by ulysse 
de Marsillac, book edited by Mr. A.S. Ionescu, Editura 
Meridiane Bucharest Romania.
cUrrentlY he contributes with exhibition reviews to 
various periodicals as well as to radio and TV releases. 
Contributing Editor of World of Art int’l art magazine.
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with buttons, shells and beads; yet another was wrapped in leather 
stripes; and lastly one was covered with multicolored candies. In order to 

keep the gourmet out of touch, this special exhibit was surrounded by a cord, like the 
most valuable masterpiece in a museum. Moulding plastic material in shapes resembling pieces of 

dung, one night a witty Chicagoan put them under some of the cows. The following morning his fellow citizens 
were astonished and amused seeing the overnight miracle. Consequently, the author of this joke was acclaimed 

as an inspired contributor to the exhibition. Prior to being notorious for its prohibition era gangs, Chicago was 
celebrated for its 19th century slaughterhouses. 

Here was the end of the trail for many cattle herds brought from the South and the west by the mighty cowboys. The Cows on 
Parade exhibition was a tribute to the gentle bovine, which made the city prosperous. It was a half serious-half humorous tribute. It was 

a tribute bridging the gap between art and kitsch as only the Americans can do.

»
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junko matsumoto   jaPan

What do you want us to know 
when we look at your work?

Mainly, I am expecting you to feel 
something in your body through 
your vision. Also, I hope that these 
affections are not going to stop at 
your skin or biological materials. I 
wish for them to at a deeper place 
than that. At the moment, I want 
to communicate with you about the 
sense of balance, gravity, rhythms, 
and scales of you in an gallery 
space. Then I want you to notice 
that now we have such a opportu-
nity and equipment outside of the 
gallery, and to think what is your 
feeling in that world.

Some painting appeal more 
to the emotions, some appeal 
more to the intellect. Where are 
your paintings on that scale?

Many early works are about peo-
ples emotions, and recent works are 
appealing to intellectual aspect of 
humans. There are some reasons. 
Firstly, with early painting, I only 
think about the character’s feelings 
in Mishima’s novel. This character 
is a typical woman of emotion, and 
my paintings got that feeling. After 
this project, I started to work for 
my subject. I have not decided my 
shift and point on the scale between 
emotion and intellect. Between 
these, It is very hard to say which is 
a truth of us and which is ideal of 
human beings.

My subject of work is expressions of people’s 
unconscious mind and physical impressions.
I feel a great interest in the idea that we have 
a sense of ’mechanism’ or ’machinism’ in 
our intellectual function and behavior. It is 
said that people’s social life and media create 
these functions. I have chosen this concept of 
unconscious mind as a subject of this year. I 
would like to know what I feel in my daily life 
and what kind of intellectual aspects affect 
my unconscious mind through my painting 
activities.
Actually, I have been creating my idea of 
unconscious mind by making works. The 
actual painting method I employed was very 
simplified images and colors of picture. For the 
expression of my mechanical physical feeling, I 
wished these can be successful elements which 
are like automatic techniques of surrealists 
and DADA artists. For example, Max Ernst’s 
frottage made you feel a tactile of wood surface 
very realistically. Instead of this, in my painting, 
I wish my universalized shape of tables and 
numbers to affect the sense of gravities and 
rhythms in the mind space.  Also I employed 
the shape of a 3-D box in term of horizon 
and set of space. By looking at the works of 
color field painters, I could know the feeling of 
illusion that comes through our vision.
As an example of visual artists who I looked at 
during this period are Tadashi Kawamata and 
Syusaku Arakawa. These artists works have 
a point of view that they enjoy taking a part 
their and the viewers bodies in the space. I 
feel interest in their primal sense of image, 
material, and functions, which are for these 
elements. I also looked at Japanese traditional 
painters in 17th century; Sotatsu and Korin 
Ogata. These artist’s sense of expansion of 
space is interesting to me.
The feeling that we live with a variety of 

information languages and visual technologies 
are causes of unreality of my subjectivity. Our 
feelings are traveling between our illusion space 
and living space. And our busy daily life and 
rationalization affect our emotions.
The feeling that dominates this mind will be 
a sense of unreality of the reality, which I 
face, the ding of the image, which I image, and 
incompatibility between a object and image 
in the space.
How can I express the feeling and tactile of 
less-reality of physical objects and reality of 
metaphysical images? What is the incompat-
ibility in the visions? If I could visualize that; 
is such a work able to be a beautiful work? 
Although there are still many assignments 
about mediums, which are suitable for this 
sense, I tried to employ different type of 
mediums and form of works at the end of this 
semester.
Sometime my works have strange titles. These 
are for the positive communication of my 
image. By putting a very complicated title on 
simple picture, I wish to stimulate people’s 
imaginations, too.
Photograph In the 2-D visual art, the quality of 
photographs creates a most rationalistic view 
and very chemical surface of pictures. I wish 
my photographs to supplement something the 
abstract painting can not express without it.
To make more positive communication with 
the audience, I would like to get a chance 
to talk to them in variety of languages. Also 
diversified mediums might cause a reality of our 
daily life. There are some contemporary artists 
who positively employ this sort of expression: 
Jennifer Bartlett, Robert Longo and Alain 
Sechas. They show me a possibility of narrative 
image in their fragment of installations. How 
their elements of installations decided its styles 
as symbol of their images is interesting.

artiSt TALk 
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Born 1955 August 4, Cluj-Napoca, Transylvania Romania. 
edUcation Graduated from the Fine Arts Academy of 
Cluj-Napoca Romania. Her artworks is characterized by 
intensity and passion including paintings, drawings and 
etchings. 
afiliationS 1990 1883 kRO /Swedish Fine Artist’s 
Organisation; Permanent member of AAIAA /Art Addiction 
International Art Association; Permanent member of 
uAP /Romanian Fine Artist’s Organisation; Permanent 
Member of the Art addiction International Honorary Prize 
Jury; emploYment Founder and owner of MD Gallery 
for Contemporary Art. 
exhibitionS 1981 - 1993 1993 /2000 Internet Art Museum 
/www.artaddiction.se;  ”Alternativ” group exhibition, 
Gallery Glass I, Stockholm Sweden; 1993 Int’l Summer 
Art Colony, Gällivare Sweden; 1989 The 9th Norwegian 

Int’l Print Triennial, Fredrikstad Norway; 1989 Individual 
Exhibition, Orizont Gallery Bucharest Romania; 1988-The 
2nd Int’l Exhibition of Visual and Experimental Poetry 
San Diego uSA; 1988 The 2nd Annual Int’l Exhibition of 
Miniature Art Toronto Canada; 1988 The 4th Norwegian 
Int’l Miniature Exhibition, Miniature 4, Fredrikstad Norway; 
1988 The National Graphic Art Exhibition, Dalles Gallery 
Bucharest Romania; 1987 The 17th Int’l Biennial of Graphic 
Art Ljubljana Slovenia; 1987 Int’l Exlibris Competition, 
Sint-Niklaas Belgium; 1987 The 8th Int’l Graphic Triennial 
”Intergraphic” Berlun Germany; 1987 The 5th Int’l Biennial 
of Graphic Art Lods Poland; 1987 The 4th Int’l Art Biennial 
Couven Belgium; 1987 Int’l Art Exhibition Osaka Japan; 
1987 The 2nd Int’l Art Exhibition ”Arts of Today” Budapest 
Hungary; 1987 The 1st Annual Int’l Exhibition of Miniature 
Art Toronto Canada; 1987 The 2nd Int’l Biennial of Visual 

and Alternative Poetry Mexico City,  Puebla, Xalapa City, 
Mexaly, Ensenada, Tijuana, Veracruz, Mexico; 1987 The 
Int’l Print Biennial, Campinas, Sao Paulo Brazil; 1987 The 
National Graphic Art Exhibition, Dalles Gallery Bucharest 
Romania; 1986 The 12th Int’l Biennial of Print kanagawa 
Japan; 1986 The Int’l Watercolor Contest ”Sinaide Ghi” 
Rome Italy; 1986 The 1st Int’l Art Exhibition ”Arts of Today” 
Budapest Hungary; 1984 Contemporary Art Exhibition, 
The Hague Holland; 1984 Contemporary Art Exhibition, 
Jerusalem Israel; 1983 Contemporary Art Exhibition, 
New york, Washington, Detroit, Columbus, uSA; 1983 
Contemporary Art Exhibition, The Hague Holland; 1983 
Int’l Art Exhibition, La Rochelle France; 1982 Individual 
Exhibition, Hanul cu Tei Gallery Bucharest Romania;1982 
Contemporary Art Exhibition The Hague Holland; 1981 The 
2nd Int’l Drawing Triennale, Wroclav Poland. 

Marta Dimitrescu intro-
duced herself as a 

most talented painter who 
attempted to approach reality 
imposing on it strict geometri-
cal rules of shape and color.

Her present prove a basic 
tendency towards what I 
should call “the appeal to 
nature”, since nature is for 
Marta Dimitrescu vitally 
essential.

Therefore, the artist who 
has primarily enforced her 
strict rules upon reality sub-
sequently re-creates it, grasp-
ing its vital force of matter 
and color. The creative work 
is carried on within nature’s 
frame, complying with the 
traditional device of “painting 
on the spot.” It engenders an 
image of nature as it is per-
ceived and re-shaped by the 

abStract painting iii
1999 mixed media
on canVaS
46 x 38 cm /
18¼ x 15 in

abStract painting i
1999 mixed media
on canVaS
50,5 x 40,5 cm /
19¾ x 15¾ in

artist’s responsiveness. Thus, 
on the one hand there are 
several things that have been 
removed suchas strict subjects 
and their specific features, the 
local color, the materializa-
tion of surfaces, the relation-

ship set between light and 
motif. On the other hand, 
there are a few things highly 
cherished the accuracy to 
create a familiar environment 
that undeniably belongs to 
nature, the maintenance of 
proportions between forms 
and colors.

The painting drawings 
achieve unpredictable optical 
effects resulted from the 
whirling and flowing in quick 
sequence of colors, from the 
effective superposition of sur-
faces and planes that build up 
a coherent visual system.

The imagery of Marta Dim-
itrescu is a balanced and 
eloquent synthesis between 
motif, artistic insight, and 
chromatic matter. The bend 
towards nature signifies a real 
gain for the painter at this 
stage of creation.

abStract painting ii
1999 mixed media 
on canVaS
48 x 38 cm /
19 x 15 in

art addiCtion   sweden

marta dimitresCu

WORDS By horea horSia, ART CRITIC 
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art addiction 1993 - 2000 1993 The 1st Int’l Exhibition 
of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 
1994 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 1st Int’l Graphic Art 
Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1994 
The 1st Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction 
Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1994 The 2nd Int’l Exhibition 
of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 
1995 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 2nd Int’l Graphic Art 
Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1995 
The 2nd Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction 
Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1995 The 3rd Int’l Exhibition of 
Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 
1996 The 3rd Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction 
Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1996 ”Graphic Addictions”, 
The 3rd Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gal-
leryStockholm Sweden; 1996 ”Addictions”, The 1st Int’l 

Small Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery 
Stockholm Sweden; 1996 The 4th Int’l Exhibition of 
Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 
1997 ”Femina”, Female Artist’s Art Int’l Small Forms Open 
Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1997 
”Graphic Addictions”, The 4th Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, 
Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1997 ”World of 
Art”, Art Addiction Int’l Drawing Competition, Art Addiction 
Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1997 ”Most Talented Artist”, 
Art Addiction 1st International Prize, Art Addiction Gallery 
Stockholm Sweden; 1997 Contemporary Italian Art, 
Art Addiction in Stockholm Sweden; 1997 The 5th Int’l 
Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm 
Sweden; 1997 The 4th Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art 
Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1998 ”A better World 
for our Children” Female Artist’s Art Int’l Open Exhibition, 

Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm Sweden; 1998 ”Masks 
in Venice 1”, Art Addiction Annual Exhibition, Palazzo 
Correr Venice Italy; 1998 The 1st Autumn Annual in Venice, 
Palazzo Correr Venice Italy; 1998 The 5th Int’l Female 
Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery Stockholm 
Sweden; 1999 The 1st Spring Annual in Venice, Palazzo 
Correr Venice Italy; 1999 ”Masks in Venice 2”, Art Addiction 
Annual Exhibition, Palazzo Correr Venice Italy;  1999 The 
2nd Autumn Annual in Venice, Palazzo Correr Venice Italy; 
2000 The 2nd Spring Annual in Venice, Palazzo Correr 
Venice Italy; 2000 ”Masks in Venice 3”, Art Addiction Annual 
Exhibition, Palazzo Correr Venice Italy; 2000 ”ART internet”, 
Internet Art Museum /www.artaddiction.se
addreSS Marta Dimitrescu Mörbylund 19, 9tr; SE-182 30 
Danderyd, Stockholm Sweden tel /fax+46 8 857264 e-mail: 
info@artaddiction.se

art addiCtion   sweden

marta dimitresCu

ART ADDICTION
mörbYlUnd 19, 9tr. Se-182 30 danderYd Stockholm SWeden
+ 46.8.857264 in fo @ ar taddic t ion.se w w w.ar taddic t ion.se
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barbara strathdee   new zealand

For ten years I worked on a series, 
which I eventually titled ’The 
Conventional Canvas’. In fact it 
was about the end of the con-
ventional canvas. Paint brush-
marks within the rectangular frame 
explored the beginnings of art 
language. Next the axis was marked 
in various ways on the canvas 
surface, and finally the canvas itself 
was torn, and stretched in nominal 
ways. When I came to the end of 
that road I published a booklet on 
the work and began painting works 
that were more about being a social 
witness to the times I am living 
through.

In my case this meant questioning 
my identity as a European living in 
New Zealand, where Europeans 
had occupied the land by conquest 
and legal trickery more often than 
not.

This led me in 1985 to search out 
images not seen before in painting: 
wood engravings used to illustrate 
articles in newspapers of the last 
century about the wars between 
Europeans and Maori and about the 
meetings between the two peoples 
over hunting for gold, overlaid by 
diggers, axes and other tools, gun 
barrels, wallpaper, parasols: all the 
paraphernalia of occupation and 
settlement.

I have worked with aluminums 
and photographs in installations at 
times. 

Often in non-gallery sites.
The function of art is different 

depending on the culture. In New 
Zealand some art is used to 
reinforce identity in a national sense 
but other streams of art deal with 
contemporary technological living, 
with a super-refined aesthetic 

incorporating a decorative use of 
gold leaf, and experiments in many 
forms of the visual language.

I have done many other things but 
always return to painting.

Contemporary experimental 
music was important to me during 
earlier years; now the music, which 
I listen to in the studio, is largely 
classical.

I don’t allow the market to affect 
my work because I have chosen not 
to attempt to live by art alone. I 
divide the periods rigorously 
between art making and discussing 
its value out in the art world.

I welcome critiques of my work if 
they are serious attempts at 
understanding and contextualizing 
the work. The worst are reviews, 
which parrot the words of the artist 
herself.

The narrative in my works has 
been described above. The concern 
that I haven’t mentioned so far is an 
ongoing exploration of color as the 
predominating element of my art 
language. 

As part of my work I fragment and 
isolate elements in different 
paintings.

Deciding when a painting is 
complete is a purely visual process. 
Everything in the work must hold 
together in a precarious balance: 
something added would wreck it, as 
would something taken away. A 
color or tone modified, an edge 
softened or sharpened. 

Photographic reproductions of my 
work don’t satisfy me to the degree 
the work itself does - yes, the 
physicality of the work is hugely 
important.

I have always looked at the work 
of other artists and have collected at 

least one work a year, for many 
years.

My painting, since I commenced 
on the present series with the 
subject matter of ’Historical 
Memory’, is very traditional. 
Possibly English and United States 
Pop painting are important influ-
ences.

There are moments where I could 
have more profitably made another 
choice in my development. But I 
have never thought of my art as a 
career above all. Decisions have 
been made that allowed me time 
and freedom to explore painting 
ideas.

Certain people, especially senior 
artists who have shown com-
mitment in face of all obstacles, 
have influenced me.

Also certain of my peers with 
whom I’ve worked alongside, and 
above all the belief of one gallery 
dealer in my work for nearly twenty 
years.

Networking seems to be the factor 
that ensures attention. But painting 
requires months hidden away in the 
studio to produce the work. Also 
the artist’s own concerns don’t 
always coincide with the interests of 
curators etc. But it is important to 
be included in commissions and 
major exhibitions. These stimulate 
the artist to be ever more complex 
and ambitious in the work. 

The visual culture presented by the 
mass-media is only that which will 
sell their products: the shocking or 
the easily understood. The inno-
vative visual culture is for the 
audience that wants it. The big 
biennials prove that there is a huge 
international audience for con-
temporary art.

artiSt TALk 

Born Barbara Smythe, Wellington 1941. Lives and works in 
Wellington New Zealand.
edUcation 1982 BA degree Victoria university of Wel-
lington NZ double major: English literature and Italian; 
1973 kokoscha Summer School, Salzburg Austria, First 
Prize in painting; 1971 and 1972 urbino Summmer school 
in lithography urbino Italy; 1967 1971 Private tutor: Prof 
Augusto Cernigoi, Trieste, Italy; 1965 Byam Shaw Art School 
London, part-time one term; 1963 Sir John Cass Art School 
London uk part-time painting; 1962 Auckland Art Gallery; 
1954 1957 Wellington Girls College Wellington NZ.
Selected Solo exhibitionS 1999 Tinakori Gallery 
Wellington NZ; Lesley kreisler Gallery New Plymouth NZ; 
Portfolio Gallery Auckland NZ; 1998 Warwick Brown Gallery 
Auckland NZ; 1995 Nadia Bassanese Studio d’Arte Trieste 
Italy; Galleria L’Officina Anagni Italy; 1992 Diecidue Arte 
Milan Italy; 33 1/3 Gallery Wellington NZ; 1991 Lazelle 

Gallery Auckland NZ; 1990 33 1/3 Gallery Wellington NZ; 
Lazelle Gallery Auckland NZ; 1989 Waikato Museum of 
Art and History, Te Whare Taonga O Waikato, Hamilton 
NZ; Galleria Interno Quattro udine Italy; CSA Gallery 
Christchurch NZ; 1988 Wellington City Gallery Wellington 
NZ; 33 1/3 Gallery Wellington NZ; Nadia Bassanese Studio 
d’Arte Trieste Italy; 1985 Nadia Bassanese Studio d’Arte 
Trieste Italy; Denis Cohn Gallery Auckland NZ; Janne Land 
Gallery Wellington NZ; 1980 Galerie Legard Wellington NZ; 
1978 Galleria Spazio Alternativo Rome Italy; Galleria de` 
Carbonese Bologna Italy; 1976 International Centre for 
Theoretical Physics Trieste Italy; 1975 Commonwealth 
Institute London uk; Galleria Acquario Venice Mestre 
Italy; Galleria Tommaseo Trieste Italy; Galleria Cartesius 
TriesteItaly; Studio Pozzan Vicenza Italy; 1971 Galleria 
Cortevecchia Ferrara Italy; Galleria Piccinnini Bari Italy.
Selected groUp exhibitionS

1999 Conversations, work by selected women artists, 
Fisher Gallery Auckland NZ; 1995  Galleria L’uovo di Struzzo 
Turin Italy; Fiera d’Arte Pordenone Italy; La natura delle 
cose, Villa Brandeis San Giovani al Natisone Italy;  Blitzart, 
Fortress of kluse, Bovec Slovenia; Local Colour, City 
Gallery Wellington NZ; Town & Gown, Collection of Victoria 
university City Gallery Wellington NZ; 1994 Stazioni 
Topolo`/Postaja Toplove, Val di Natisone Italy; Portici 
Inattuali, Sitran d’Alpago, Belluno Italy; Revotella Estate, 
Museo Revoltella Trieste Italy; 1993 Pilot Essay, Studio 
d’Arte Trieste Italy; From Liquid Darkness Artists’ books, 
Dunedin Public Art Gallery Dunedin NZ; 1992 Erewhon, 
Mestna galerija Ljubljana Slovenia; Erewhon, Nadia 
Bassanese Studio d’Arte and Teatro Miela Trieste Italy; 
Perspectives, Te Papa Tongarewa/Museum of New Zealand 
Wellington NZ; 1991 Il Sud del Mondo, Galleria Municipale 
and other venues Marsala Sicily Italy;  
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art addiCtion   sweden
gallerY director Petru russu

art addiction was founded in 1993 to promote the art and the work of 
contemporary artists. 

It pursues its aim mainly by organizing international exhibitions of its mem-
bers work. In the past years, Art Addiction has organized a series of 70 major 
international exhibitions at the Art Addiction Gallery in Stockholm Sweden, 
Palazzo Correr in Venice, Piccola Galleria Correr in Venice and Internet Art 
Museum.                                  

Art Addiction also maintain the Internet Art Museum, a virtual art gallery 
www.artaddiction.se including the works of more than 500 artists from 65 
countries, which is regularly consulted by galleries, exhibition organizers and 
individual buyers. 

Art Addiction is a meeting point for art and artists, a forum that artists can 
exhibit their latest works, a place where all media of artistic expression will 
stimulate the sensitivity of the art lover, penetrating his inner vision. 

In operation for less than eight years, Art Addiction has over 6000 artists 
exposed. The Art Addiction International Art Association AAIAA has more than 
300 artist members.
international exhibitionS organized bY art addiction 1993 -2000 
1993 The 1st Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1994 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 1st Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1994 The 1st Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1994 The 2nd Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1995 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 2nd Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1995 The 2nd Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1995 The 3rd Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1996 The 3rd Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1996 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 3rd Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1996 ”Addictions”, The 1st Int’l Small Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery  Sweden;
1996 Contemporary Italian Art, Art Addiction in Stockholm Sweden;

1996 The 4th Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1996 Hanna Barak Engel, Individual Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1997 ”Femina”, Female Artist’s Art Int’l Small Forms Open Exhibition, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1997 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 4th Int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Galler  Sweden;
1997 ”World of Art”, Art Addiction Int’l Drawing Competition, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1997 ”Most Talented Artist”, Art Addiction 1st International Prize, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden;
1997 Contemporary Italian Art, Art Addiction in Stockholm Sweden;
1997 The 5th Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1997 The 4th Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1998 ”A better World for our Children”, Female Artist’s Art Int’l Exhibition, Art Addiction Sweden;
1998 ”Masks in Venice 1” Annual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1998 The 1st Autumn Annual in Venice, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1998 The 5th Int’l Female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Gallery, Stockholm Sweden;
1998 Elizabeth Anne Maxwell Hill, Individual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1999 The 1st Spring Annual in Venice, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1999 ”Masks in Venice 2” Annual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Piccola Galleria Correr, Venice Italy; 
1999 Edith Suchodrew, Individual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1999 Raymond Hampton, Individual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy
1999 The 2nd Autumn Annual in Venice, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
1999  2000 Franco Verdi, Individual Exhibition, Internet Art Museum;
1999  2001 Alyce Ritti, Individual Exhibition, Internet Art Museum;
2000  2001 Raymond Hampton, Individual Exhibition, Internet Art Museum;
1999  2001 Marta Dimitrescu, Individual Exhibition, Internet Art Museum;
2000 The 2nd Spring Annual in Venice, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
2000 ”Masks in Venice 3” Annual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
2000 The 3rd Autumn Annual in Venice, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy;
2000 The 2nd Small Graphic Art Exhibition in Venice, Art Addiction /Piccola Galleria Correr, Venice Italy;
2000 Bela Czitrom, Individual Exhibition, Art Addiction /Palazzo Correr, Venice Italy
2000 ”ART internet”, Internet Art Museum /www.artaddiction.se;
1994  2000 Internet Art Museum /www.artaddiction.se;
1998  2000 The Art Addiction International Art Association / AAIAA. member exhibition. 

art addiction office in SWeden: mörbylund 19, 9tr se-182 30 danderyd stoCkholm sweden tel /fax +46 8 857264 e-mail info@artaddiCtion.se

art addiction internet art mUSeUm: http://www.artaddiCtion.se

ART ADDICTION
mörbYlUnd 19, 9tr. Se-182 30 danderYd Stockholm SWeden
+ 46.8.857264 in fo @ ar taddic t ion.se w w w.ar taddic t ion.se
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blanka stePanCiC, SloVenia
WE ARE ORCHESTRA 1 
MIXED MEDIA
WE ARE ORCHESTRA 2 
MIXED MEDIA 
ONE MAN BAND 
MIXED MEDIA 
fanio stylianidou, cYprUS
My SISTER ON HER WEDING DAy, 
OIL ON CANVAS
janet winton, canada
yOu, ETCHING
ARE, ETCHING
BOTH, ETCHING
julie olivari, argentina
uNTITLED, COLLAGE 
/ACRyLIC ON CANVAS
TALkING WITH PLATO, COLLAGE 
/ACRyLIC ON CANVAS
NEAR THE FuTuRE, COLLAGE 
/ACRyLIC ON CANVAS
miChiko kakuta, japan 
BLuE CIRCLE -A, GOuACHE 
BLuE CIRCLE -B, GOuACHE 
VISITOR, GOuACHE 
VACANT -B, GOuACHE
mireille Collet, canada 
MARGuERITES, PASTEL
IMAGINATION, PASTEL
moniCa kargulewiCz, 
aUStralia 
GREAT kEPPEL ISLAND, 
SERIGRAPH /BLOCkOuT TECHNIQuE
rhea atha bailey, cYprUS
GALACTIC GARDENS I, SILk
GALACTIC GARDENS II,
OIL ON CANVAS
shong jixin, china
WORk 98-1
WATER BASE PIGMENT
WORk 98-2 
WATER BASE PIGMENT
sook- Cha kim, USa
1997 NATIONAL CHRISTMAS TREE 
SWITCH, ACRyLIC ON CANVAS
PRAy FOR THANkS B, 
OIL ON CANVAS
susana herrero 
kunhardt, pUerto rico
TENSION uRBANA, 
LITHOGRAPHy

WWW.artaddiction.Se

PurPose of the exhibition The exhi-
bition, founded in 1994 by Art Addiction, 
aims to promote female artist ’s art and 
present to the public world wide a survey 
of current creativity in the field of painting 
and graphic. honorary Committee 
of Prizejury Anne de Suède, Marta 
Dimitrescu, Åke Wallen and Petru Russu. 

organizer Art Addiction. Winner of siLVer 
medal Julie Olivari, Argentina. Certificate 
of merit Blanka Stepancic, Slovenia; Fanio 
Stylianidou, Cyprus; Janet Winton, Canada; 
Michiko Kakuta, Japan;  Mireille Collet , 
Canada; Rhea Atha Bailey, Cyprus; Shong 
Jixin, China; Sook-Cha Kim, USA; Susana 
Herrero Kunhardt, Puerto Rico.  

SUSana herrero kUnhardt
tenSion Urbana, lithographY

janet Winton
both, etching

janet Winton
are, etching

blanka Stepancic
one man band, mixed media 

mireille collet
imagination
 paStel

rhea atha baileY
galactic gardenS i, Silk

Sook- cha kim
1997 national chriStmaS tree SWitch
acrYlic on canVaS

jUlie oliVari
Untitled, collage /acrYlic on canVaS

monica kargUleWicz
great keppel iSland, Serigraph 

michiko kakUta
Vacant -b, goUachehniqUe

THE SIXTH 
INTERNATIONAL 
female
artist’s art
ANNuAL
VIRTuAL
EXHIBITION
1999 

internet art museum
the 6th  female artist’s art annual 

virtual exhibition 1999  
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kay eriCkson   usa

pariS gUardian
1997 hand-tinted

photograph ©

kaY erickSon
photographer

i have always been a photog-
rapher since I received my first 
camera at age 7. I have had 
other careers for monetary sup-
port over the years such as: 
school librarian, film lab techni-
cian, and film editor.

Being a photographer implies a 
realistic style just by the nature 
of the media.  I like to add 
another dimension by adding 
transparent oil paints to my pho-
tographs.  I think it’s important 
to teach people how to really 
see.  If I use certain colors 
that would not normally be in 
the subject matter of my photo-
graphs, or manipulate the inten-
sity of the colors, I feel it makes 
people look twice at the piece 
and really see certain details that 
they may have missed at first 
glance.

I think we live in a very tech-
nological and fast paced society.  
People are losing the ability to 
slow down and observe their 
environment.  As an artist, one 
of my goals is to preserve the 
art of noticing details, and 
seeing the aesthetics in everyday 
objects.

As an artist, I feel that I was 
born with these skills and acute 
perceptions.  It’s not a choice of 
doing something other than art 
it’s a part of me.  My husband is 
a jazz musician so music is inte-
gral in our life.  I definitely feel 
that all the art forms are inter-
related.  The pacing, symmetry, 
rhythms and color are all ways 

of communicating through artis-
tic media of any kind.

I like to create works with 
layers of images and colors.  
Works that invite the viewer to 
look into the piece and experi-
ence some of my original visual 
excitement.  Some of my images 
would stand alone complete 
without the addition of color, 
but I always photograph with 
the intent of adding color to 
the final print.  Color adds that 
additional layer that hopefully 
draws the viewer into the piece.

With color, I have found that 
subtle is better.  Sometimes I 
have to fight the urge to keep 
adding color, when the piece 
is complete with just a hint 
of color.  That goes back to 
having the time to experiment 
and allow myself to fail.

Adding color to the original 
photograph can also be done on 
a computer.  I love the hands on 
experience of touching the pho-
tograph and applying the oils.  
That is more satisfying than sit-
ting in front of a computer and 
pressing keys.  Although I do see 
a place for electronic manipula-
tion, I don’t think I would ever 
convert totally to it.

I feel that every piece of art 
that I have ever seen contributes 
to my own personal style.  
Sometimes viewing another art-
ist’s work allows me the freedom 
to change direction and experi-
ment.  There are things I see 
that I love, that really move me, 

and then there are things that do 
nothing for me visually.  I think 
avoiding mundane, emotionless, 
and non-reflective images is my 
goal.  I want the piece to stir 
some emotion in the viewer.  I 
want the spirit of the place or 
object in my works to come 
through.

Seeing other artwork con-
stantly keeps me in touch with 
the mainstream of art.  As I said 
before, art is a solitary experi-
ence.  For me it’s good to keep 
seeing other works and how they 
impact me emotionally.  Having 
exhibitions helps me really see 
my work in a different, public 
context.  I love to see the reac-
tions of the viewer to see what 
they are getting out of the piece.

I have also done images for 
greeting cards and postcards, 
which I feel help develop my 
style in a positive way.  It’s 
a good feeling to have images 
on postcards and greeting cards 
that are mass produced and sent 
all over the world.  I get a lot 
of positive feedback from these 
types of images.

My late photography professor 
at the University of Minnesota, 
Allen Downs, was one of my 
most influential mentors.  He 
always managed to capture a 
feeling or spirit in his photo-
graphs and documentary films.  
I also respect the work of Jan 
Saudek the Czech photographic 
artist.  I recently attended a 
gallery show of his works, and 

was very inspired by his use of 
layers, and color intensity inter-
relating to the subject in the pho-
tograph.  

My work has always been a 
part of me.  I will continue to 
create pieces with or without an 
audience.  I can’t attach myself 
to outside trends and styles.  
What comes from me is my own 
style based on my visual experi-
ences.  

I would like my artwork to be 
a means for people to stop for 
a minute, and to feel and really 
see.

Having accumulated a large 
body of work, it is good to be 
able to expose it to large groups 
of people and to more impor-
tantly, be a part of an exhibition 
uniting with other artists.  It’s 
great to see exhibitions with 
varieties of styles and media.  It 
shows me what else is possible 
to achieve visually.  It’s great to 
have art celebrate events around 
the world.  I hope it shows the 
world how important artists are 
in the whole scheme of things.

I feel that all artwork is valid.  
It’s a subjective arena, and not 
opens to definite rules and 
boundaries.  The purpose of 
art is to teach, explore, explode 
myths, create feelings, and visu-
ally guide the viewer to open up 
his or her thoughts and beliefs.  
That is the joy of art and music.  
We need to break out of our 
old habits and beliefs and always 
know that anything is possible.

artiSt TALk 
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lolita
1999 mixed media
10 x 7 cm /
4 x 2¾ in

I teach gifted children creative 
thinking and arts. I also write 
stories for children about Euro-
pean Old Masters. 

I never cease to learn new 
things, to see important art-
works in the world, to try 
new materials or to explore my 
limits. 

Usually I work on series, there 
should be a narrative; even when 
I paint “a city life” I tell a story. 
I am not always fully aware of 
all the narrative aspects of my 
work, but my basic conception 
derives from a narrative think-
ing. 

If I draw a street I may use 
its design as the main theme in 
some pictures, or faded back-
ground in others. If I design a 
vase it may appear in all my 
paintings from that time on in 
a remote corner of a room, as 
a reflection in a half-opened 
window, or a still life for itself. 

artiSt TALk 

After my painting is dry I touch 
the canvas to really feel the 
painting. I feel fine with high 
quality duplicates as well slides, 
photos, reproductions or com-
puter images. I enjoy the pos-
sibility of digitally changing my 
own works. Creating digital 
works is not the same for me as 
“real” paintings; I must feel it in 
my hands, smell the colors and 
touch the final texture.

My first and most prominent 
master is my father, the painter 
Jacques Heller. Since my child-
hood I had loved to watch him 
drawing and painting, and some-
times I added “colors” to his 
canvas with or without permis-
sion. I am fortunate to be an 
artist who is an artist’s daughter. 
I try to understand art by look-
ing and analyzing masterpieces.

My primarily sketches are a 
matter of night and/or day-
dreaming. Most of the times I 

groUp exhibitionS 1987 Centre culturel francais Beer 
Sheva Israel; 1988  Centre culturel francais & Achva College 
Beer Sheva Israel; 1988, 1989 Del Bello Gallery Toronto 
Canada; 1989 The Israeli Painters’ Association Gallery Tel 
Aviv Israel; 1992 Ecked Gallery Tel Aviv Israel; 1996, 1997 The 
Int’l Female Artist’s Art, Art Addiction Sweden; 1996, 1997 
The Int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Sweden; 
1997 Myths of Israel, Art Addiction Sweden; 1997 The Most 
Talented Artists, Art Addiction Sweden; 1997 The Bible’s 
Artists, The Bible Museum Tel Aviv Israel; 1997 Israel Miniature 
Art Society (IMAS), The Modern Art Gallery Haifa Israel; 1997 
A Better World for Our Children, Femina project, Art Addiction  
Sweden; 1998 Group Exhibition Palazzo Correr Venice Italy; 
1998 1999 The Int’l Exhibition of the Societe des Artistes en 
Miniatures et Arts Precieux, Chateau de Bernicourt France; 
1998 Miniature, Galleri Sulegaarden Assens Denemark; 1998 

Masks in Venice 1, Palazzo Correr Venice Italy; 1998 The 
Bible, Int’l Miniature Art Exhibition, IMAS, The Bible Museum 
Tel Aviv Israel; 1998 The Bible, IMAS, Hebrew union College, 
Society for Jewish Art Jerusalem Israel; 1998 Negev, IMAS, 
Beer Sheba Municipal Library Israel; 1998 Exposition d’art de 
grands salons, Ville de la Madeleine France; 1998 1st Tone 
Int’l Miniature Art Competition, Gallery Tone Bangladesh; 
1999 Love, IMAS, The Israeli Painters’ Association Gallery Tel 
Aviv Israel; 1999 The 1st Spring Annual in Venezia Palazzo 
Correr Venice Italy; 1999 The  Bible, Int’l Miniature Art 
Exhibition, IMAS, Engel Gallery Hutzut Hayotzer Jerusalem 
Israel; 1999 IMAS, The Artist House Jerusalem Israel. 1993 
1994 1996 1997 1998 Mini Print Int’l de Cadaques, Taller 
Galeria Fort Adogi, Girona Spain; 1993 1994 1996 1997 
Wingfield Arts & Music Festiva, Wingfield England; 1993 1996 
Certamen Int’l d’Arquitectura de la Vila de Canet de Mar, 

Canet de Mar Barcelona Spain; 1994 1997 Ateneo, Barcelona 
Spain; 1994 The Art Center Seoul korea; 1997 Pau Casals 
Music Festival, Prades France; 1997 1999 L’Etang d’Art, Bages 
France; 1998  Article 26, Galeria Barcelona Spain.
honorS 1997 Honorary Mention, Most Talented Artist Int’l 
Prize, Art Addiction Sweden; 1997 Cerificate of Merit, The 
1st Myths of Israel, Art Addiction Gallery Sweden; 1998 
Certificate of Merit, Masks in Venice 1, Palazzo Correr Venice 
Italy; 1998 Diploma of Excellence, The 1st Autumn Annual 
in Venice, Palazzo Correr Venice  Italy; 1999 Diploma of 
Excellence, The 1st Spring Annual in Venice, Palazzo Correr 
Venice Italy.
memberShip 1999 2000 Art Addiction Int’l Art Association 
addreSS 10 Lipski st., 62195 Tel Aviv Israel, tel +972 3 
6053383 fax +972 3 5730497 e-mail: ErgaH@excite.com 
Internet: www.artaddiction.se/erga.htm

erga heller   israel

dream my work and create it in 
my dreams. Some days later I 
make a first sketch. It is mostly 
a one-dimensional sketch. When 
the detailed sketch is ready I 
start to paint. Sometimes I write 
down the color plan with key 
numbers. 

Both my parents are pivotal 
to my career. Often I heard 
stories about my father’s Pari-
sian friends Picasso, Sartre and 
others from the 1950’s when 
he lived and created in Paris. 
I remember spending hours on 
looking at my father’s sketch-
book, focusing on sketches by 
Picasso and other artists. Even 
today I keep visiting the French 
sculptor Gerard Koch. and Dan 
(Jean) Kryger, Israeli print 
maker; I became his student at 
the prints workshop of Tel Aviv 
Art Museum. My first break-
through was also due to his sup-
port. 
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brUnhilde and gUnnar
1998 Watercolor

on canVaS
46 x 32 cm,
18 x 12½ in 
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diptYch
1998 oil 
on canVaS 

f e r u s
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pUrpoSe of the exhibition The purpose of Autumn 
Annual in Venice, small forms international exhibition 
is to give the broadest possible picture about small-
scale works, to compare the expressive force and 
role of the various means and techniques in artistic 
communication. honorarY committee of prizejUrY 
Anne de Suède, Marta Dimitrescu, Åke Wallen, Ion 
Bulei and Petru Russu. organizer Art Addiction. 
WinnerS: gold medal Jose Sacal, Mexico SilVer 
medalS Pignarre Guy and Marguerite Müller-Yao, 
Germany. certificate of merit Aliki C. Dobry, USA; 
Angelika Kaufmann, Austria; Chiharu Tsurumi, Japan; 
Cynthia Lund Torroll. USA; Denissa Serban Maschek, 

Germany; Duda Voivo, Germany; Edith Suchodrew, 
Germany; Eduardo Pla, Argentine; Elena Lebaci, Germany; 
Elisabeth Maxwell Hill, Scotland; Fabio Ordigoni, Italy; 
Frances Gerard, France; Iris Xilas Xanalatos, Greece; 
Ivan Batchvarov, Bulgary; Kawabe Isshu, Japan; Kawabe 
Mitsuhiro, Japan; Kumnam Baik, Korea; Lut D’Haene, 
Belgium; Lydia Douer, Israel; Maria Svetieva, Macedonia; 
Marta Minardi, Italy; Massimo Scalinci, Italy; Mireille 
Collet, Canada; Neta Dor, Israel; Odna Brain, Canada; 
Palmi Marzaroli, Switzerland; Slavko Grcko, Croatia; 
Starless Selena Breezetone, Denmark;  Takis Alexiou, 
Greece; Ulla Tarp Danielsen, Denmark; Ursula Knight, 
Canada; Varda Carmeli, Israel; Yuko Hori, Japan. 

THE 2ND
autumn 
annual 
in veniCe
SMALL FORM
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION
DECEMBER 1999 

aliki c. dobrY
• Stern faceS 
draWing

chiharU tSUrUmi 
•  Let it be
Wood cUt

cYnthia lUnd torroll
• Mon ange (a proMiSe) 
draWing /mixed media

deniSSa Serban maSchek 
•  face à face / 
n’écriVez paS
“contre” leS mUrS
mixed media

dUda VoiVo
•  on the road i
oil on parchment 

edUardo pla
•  LaS MiL caraS de Maria
digital moSaic

elena lebaci
afection
oil on Wood

gUY pignarre
•  précon cycLopéen 
acrYlic

iriS xilaS xanalatoS
•  happy SaiLing i
SerigraphY

iSShU kaWabe
•  natSu no uMi no onna
Silk 

iVan batchVaroV
•  inStant i
etching

kUmnam baik
•  Work i
c g 

neta dor
•  untitLed i
etching 

lYdia doUer
•  paySage teL aviv
paStel 

Palazzo Correr   veniCe 
the 2nd  autumn annual in veniCe

Small form international exhibition
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UrSUla knight
•  hit the gLaSS ceiLing
etching
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franceS gerard
• oMbre
ink and collage 

aliki C. dobry USA 
STERN FACES, DRAWING
SuBCONCIOuSNESS, DRAWING
angelika kaufmann AUSTRIA 
CHANGE IN DIRECTION I, RELIEF PRINT
CHANGE IN DIRECTION II, RELIEF PRINT
CHANGE IN DIRECTION III, RELIEF PRINT
Chiharu tsurumi JAPAN 
LET IT BE, WOOD CuT
Cynthia lund torroll USA 
ISABELLA’S FLIGHT, GRAPHITE ON 
ORIGINAL PRINT, MON ANGE (A PROM-
ISE), GRAPHITE ON ORIGINAL PRINT
denissa serban masChek 
GERMANY 
FACE à FACE / N’éCRIVEZ PAS 
“CONTRE” LES MuRS, MIXED MEDIA

duda voivo GERMANY 
ON THE ROAD I, OIL ON PARCHMENT 
ON THE ROAD II, OIL ON PARCHMENT 
ON THE ROAD III, OIL ON PARCHMENT
edith suChodrew GERMANY 
FROM SERIES ”RuSSIAN ARTISTS” I
LITHOGRAPHy AND COMPuTER 
GRAPHIC 
FROM SERIES ”RuSSIAN ARTISTS” II
LITHOGRAPHy AND COMPuTER 
GRAPHIC
eduardo Pla ARGENTINA 
LAS MIL CARAS DE MARIA 
DIGITAL MOSAIC
elena lebaCi GERMANY 
AFECTION, OIL ON WOOD
elizabeth maxwell hill  

SCOTLAND 
SkyDIVER LAMMAS FAIR
ACRyLIC 
ON THE DODGEMS LAMMAS FAIR, 
ACRyLIC 
ROuNDABOuT LAMMAS FAIR, 
ACRyLIC
fabio ordigoni ITALY 
NIDO, INSTALATION / OBJECT
franCes gerard FRANCE 
OMBRE, INk AND COLLAGE 
AuTO PORTRAIT, 
INk ON PAPER AND PHOTO
guy Pignarre FRANCE 
PRéCON CyCLOPéEN, ACRyLIC
iris xilas xanalatos GREECE 
HAPPy SAILING I, SERIGRAPHy 

elizabeth maxWell hill 
•  Skydiver LaMMaS fair
acrYlic on paper 

fabio ordigoni
nido
inStalation / 
object

joSe Sacal
bronze 
•  torzo iii

Varda carmeli  
•  cLoSe to earth cLoSe to heaven i
mixed media 

joSe Sacal
•  eva
bronze 

mireille collet
•  autuMn on the 
jacqUeS cartier’S 
riVer, paStel

mitSUhito kaWabe 
•  the huMan draMa ii
Silk 

takiS alexioU 
•  the SWiMMer
mixed media

maSSimo Scalinci
•  untitLed
object / 
inStalation/
mixed media 

membrandt
•  MeMbrandt
 iS Still bUSY
hand Written 
poSt artWork

odna brain 
•  Mine
bronze

palmi marzaroli 
•  paySage avec Lune i
china ink 

Shong ji-xin 
•  big bird iX
Wood cUt

SlaVko grcko 
•  recycLe traSh i
painted foil, 
acrYlic on canVaS 
and Wood 

Ulla tarp danielSen
•  i Like you
UllagraphY

HAPPy SAILING II, SERIGRAPHy
isshu kawabe JAPAN 
NATSu NO uMI NO ONNA, SILk 
yASuMu ONNA, SILk
ivan batChvarov BuLGARIA 
INSTANT I, ETCHING
INSTANT II, ETCHING
jose saCal MEXICO 
ECCO, BRONZE 
EVA, BRONZE 
CONCIERTO, BRONZE 
AMADA, BRONZE 
TORZO I, BRONZE 
TORZO II, BRONZE
kumnam baik SOUTh KOREA
WORk I, C G 
WORk II, C G

Palazzo Correr   veniCe 
the 2nd  autumn annual in veniCe

Small form international exhibition
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edith SUchodreW 
•  froM SerieS ”ruSSian artiStS” ii, 
lithographY and compUter graphic

angelika kaUfmann
•  change in direction iii
relief print

lUt d’haene 
• ode to My friend ii
mixed media 

margUerite mÜller -Yao 
 •  untitLed i
brUSh painting 

maria SVetieVa
•  dance
Serigraph

edith SUchodreW 
•  froM SerieS ”ruSSian artiStS” i,  
lithographY and compUter graphic 

Selena breezetone 
•  the Wood
acrYlic on canVaS

YUko hori 
•  Mith
draWing

lut d’haene BELGIUM 
ODE TO My FRIEND II, MIXED MEDIA 
ODE TO My FRIEND II, MIXED MEDIA 
ODE TO My FRIEND II, MIXED MEDIA
lydia douer ISRAEL 
PAySAGE TEL AVIV, PASTEL 
PASTEL TIBéRIADE, PASTEL 
COuCHER DE SOLEIL, PASTEL
marguerite mÜller -yao 
GERMANY 
uNTITLED I, BRuSH PAINTING 
uNTITLED II, BRuSH PAINTING
maria svetieva MACEDONIA 
DANCE, SERIGRAPH
marta minardi ITALY 
LA PuTTANA, MIXED MEDIA 
INCERTEZZE SuLLA TERRA, 

COLORED PENCILS
massimo sCalinCi ITALY 
uNTITLED, OBJECT / INSTALATION 
/MIXED MEDIA 
selena breezetone DENMARK 
THE WOOD, ACRyLIC ON CANVAS
membrandt ThE NEThERLANDS 
MEMBRANDT IS STILL BuSy, HAND 
WRITTEN POST ARTWORk
mireille Collet CANADA 
AuTuMN IN VERMONT, PASTEL 
AuTuMN ON THE JACQuES CARTIER’S 
RIVER, PASTEL
mitsuhiro kawabe JAPAN 
THE HuMAN DRAMA I, SILk 
THE HuMAN DRAMA II, SILk
neta dor ISRAEL 

uNTITLED I, ETCHING 
uNTITLED II, ETCHING
odna brain CANADA 
MINE, BRONZE
Palmi marzaroli 
SWITZERLAND 
PAySAGE AVEC LuNE I, CHINA INk 
PAySAGE AVEC LuNE II, CHINA INk
shong ji-xin ChINA 
BIG BIRD IX, WOOD CuT
slavko grCko CROATIA
RECyCLE TRASH I, 
PAINTED FOIL, ACRyLIC ON CANVAS 
AND WOOD 
RECyCLE TRASH II, 
FOIL, ACRyLIC ON PAPER OF NEEDLES 
AND WOOD

takis alexiou GREECE
THE NuDE, MIXED MEDIA 
THE SWIMMER, MIXED MEDIA
ulla tarP danielsen DENMARK 
CAPITAL SOLO, ”yARNGRAPHIC” 
I LIkE yOu, ”uLLAGRAPHy ”
ursula knight CANADA 
TRACE, ETCHING 
HIT THE GLASS CEILING, ETCHING
varda Carmeli ISRAEL 
CLOSE TO EARTH CLOSE TO HEAVEN I 
CLOSE TO EARTH CLOSE TO HEAVEN II 
CLOSE TO EARTH CLOSE TO HEAVEN III
CLOSE TO EARTH CLOSE TO HEAVEN IV
MIXED MEDIA
yuko hori JAPAN 
MITH, DRAWING

the 2nd 
aUtUmn annUal 

in Venice,
international 

Small formS 
exhibition

iS organized bY
art addiCtion 
and hoSted bY

Palazzo Correr 
inSt. iorga 

campo 
Santa foSca

cannaregio 2214
it-30121 Venice 

italY   

Palazzo Correr   veniCe 
the 2nd  autumn annual in veniCe

Small form international exhibition
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 /59 x 20 x 83 in

SmögenS fiSkehAmn i, #6687ee12-1, © chromogenic print 
35,5 x 28 cm /14 x 11 in

AnATOLY BARATYnSkY   iSrael

1962 Born in ufa, russia. 1985 Started painting 
and participated in many exhibitions throughout 
the former uSSr; 1988 graduated from the mag-
nitogorsk pedagogikal institut, art department; 
Became member of the artist union of the former 
uSSr; 1991 arrived in israel. 1992 Became member 
of the israeli branch of the international artists 
association. 1996 the 1st Shalom prize laureate 
Jerusalem israel. his works can be found in 
museum of contemporary russian art in paris 
France. nesterov art museum in ufa, russia.

Solo exhiBition 1988 academy of Sciences. ufa, 
russia; 1990 the ”chelyuskinsky” creative house 
moscow russia; 1991 Safrai gallery, tel aviv israel; 
1992 the artist house Jerusalem israel; 1997 albin 
upp gallery, oslo norway; 1998 Jerusalem interna-
tional Ymca israel; 1999 albin upp gallery, oslo 
norway.

group exhiBition 1988 the central exhibition hall 
moscow russia; 1990 the central artist house 
moscow russia; 1991 auction-exhibition, meridian 
hotel nice France; 1993 international arts and 
crafts Fair Jerusalem israel; 1995 municipal gallery. 
Jerusalem israel; 1997 art addiction int’l gallery 
Stockholm, Sweden; 1998 international art exhibi-
tion palazzo coffer Venice italy; tova osman gal-
lery, tel aviv israel; efrat gallery, tel aviv israel.

addreSS Stern st. #57/3, il-96750 Jerusalem israel, 
tel +972 2 6433786, +972 2 6433786, 
www.antho.net@baratynsky

Sign, 1999 AcRYLic On cAnVAS 120 x 90 cm. / 47¼ x 35½ in

chAVA ePSTein   iSrael

 Born in Jerusalem, israel. She is a graduate artist 
from Bezalel academy of art and design 1970. Shi 
has had about 30 person exhibitions in israel and 
abroad.

Selected one perSon exhiBitionS 1996 Bet 
gabriel, Jordan Valley, israel; 1990 mishkan leo-
manut, museum of art ein-harod, israel; 1993 
1991 1988 Sumiku andu gallery, tokyo Japan; 
1988 north gallery, long-island, uSa; 1986 mad 
museum, mad, israel; 1977 1985 israel museum, 
Jerusalem israel. 

BooKS written and illuStrated BY the artiSt 
a day of mustard and a day of honey (children 
book); to meat pot land (children book); the Jar 
princess (poetry book).

She took part in many group exhibitions in galleries 
and museums in israel and abroad. today she 
works mainly in the following media: etching, 
painting with ink, watercolor, pastel,  acrylic, 
painted stones, ceramic sculptures etc. She com-
bines her works with her own writing: prose, 
poetry and script. 

the artiSt tellS aBout her worKS i try to create 
a whole kingdom of images, legends and dreams 
for my symbolic figures. in my works i reflect 
the process of growth and changes that occur in 

the course of our’ lives from childhood to elders, 
particularly unforgettable moments: the powerful, 
contrasting emotions of happiness and pain; the 
moment of birth - the creation of new life, which 
reminds me of artistic creation. 

addreSS 7\6 polotzky St., gilo Jerusalem 93758 
israel, tel +972 2 6766169  erezc@hotmail.com

The mOOn-ATAROT cARD, ceramic 20 x 25 cm /8¼ x 10 in

JOhn hODgSOn  uSa

John hodgson’s interest in photography started 
in childhood when his hobbyist father, with a 
bathroom darkroom, initiated him into the pro-
duction of photographic images. took photogra-
phy courses at the art institute of chicago and 
expanded his activity by engaging in salon exhibi-
tion work. he achieved a listing in the american 
photography annual ”who’s who” in 1940.

these endeavours were interrupted by world war ii 
as he was called to duty in the naval reserve. 
after the war he continued working as a pho-
tographer, first for the Southern pacific railroad, 
then for local newspapers on the San Francisco 
peninsula and also independently with his own 
studio doing public relations and general purpose 
commercial photography. Because of his love for 
the medium he continued his vocational interest 
by camera club activity and salon exhibition. this 
led to his teaching photography in adult education 
classes at the local junior college.

he completed work for a Bachelor’s degree at the 
university of chicago. teaching the subject of 
mathematics made him aware of the significance 
of number bases, even binary, which led to an 
interest in computers and data processing. it was 
also a field subject to logic rather than emotional 
reactions. equipment from professional days was 
retained and augmented. darkrooms were built 
to facilitate processing and the production of 
images. camera clubs were joined to provide out-
lets and stimulate activity.

consequently he become more actively involved in the 
teaching profession with photography as an extra-
curricular subject. with retirement, the opportunity 
again arose to devote all his time and energies 
to photography. he took additional courses in the 
field at the ucla extension division and since has 
attended various workshops and taken classes at 
palomar Junior college to fine tune skills and tech-
niques, especially to express himself through what 
is termed ‘fine art photography’.

Subsequently he has had accepted a considerable 
body of work at juried art shows. he won Special 
awards, cash awards, and award of excellence, 
honourable mentions, Finalist award, merit award 
and certificate of merit award. other placements 
have been received in various juried exhibitions.

collectionS new York times, musée international 
d’art, montreal, canada. many of his works are in 
private collections. 

addreSS escondido, california 92027 uSa tel +1 760 
746-6105.

hiTOShi hOngO   Japan

Born 1964 akita Japan.
instructor, toyama city institute of glass art.
education 1989 90 tokyo glass art inst. graduate 

course; 1987 89 tokyo glass art inst. undergradu-
ate course; 1983 87 tohoku univ. metal engineer-
ing; 1993 pilchuck glass School, michael Schemer 
pilchuck glass School, lino tagliapietra & dante 
marioni.

career 1994 instructor, toyama city institute of 
glass art; 1991 1993 teaching assistant, toyama 
city institute of glass art; 1990 Staff, glass Studio 
tatosha Japan; 1996 teaching assistant, pilchuck 
glass School.

exhiBitionS 1999 tciga teaching artist exhibition, 
tokyo private Show, toyama; 1998 contemporary 
glass art in Satsuma, Satuma; aomori Sculpture 
competition, aomori; art Space Kawamoto, 
toyama; art gallery in Fuchu, toyama; First inter-
national Biennial of contemporary art, italy tciga 
teaching artist exhibition, toyama ; contemporary 
Japanese glass, Seto; 1997 art Space Kawamoto, 
toyama art gallery in Fuchu, toyama; g.a.S. exhi-
bition in alizona uSa; 1996 contemporary glass 
art in Satsuma, Special prize art Space Kawamoto, 
toyama; art gallery in Fuchu, toyama; ryurei, 
Kariazawa 1995 art gallery in Fuchu, toyama; gal-
lery now, toyama; 1994 tciga teaching artist 
exhibition, itami; 1993 tciga teaching artist exhi-
bition, toyama; 1992 tciga glass works, Kyoto; 
international glass art exhibition, Kanazawa art 
Space Kawamoto, toyama Japan.

addreSS 45 Yasuda, Fuchu-machi neigun toyama 
939- 2751 Japan tel /Fax +81 764 695887, 
hongo@lilac.ocn.ne.jp

a r t i s t s  o f  t o d ay
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Om mA ni PAD me hOung mixed media 21 x 29,7 cm /8 x 12 in

SeRie #2, miLLennium 1998 mixed media 

The WARRiOR paper collage on poSter Board 51 x 40,5 
cm /20 x 16 in

fiRe, fROm The fiVe eLemenTS SeRieS 1999 acrYlic on canVaS 

JOneS LucinDA  uSa

golden age of mankind, when man and nature were 
harmony, and, work and art were one. this was 
essence of culture and goal toward which man-
kind should strive. my work somewhat reflects of 
ancient precedents by illustrates human relation 
co-existence with the life of nature on earth. art 
of natural gravitated in the city which ancient 
art likelihood were created. the art under natural 
roof that only through knowledge and apprecia-
tion of beauty. that would advance the evolution 
of humanity and lead to a future as peaceful, har-
monious, and rich in culture as the ancient art.

awardS 1998 certificate of merit, masks in Venice 
1st int’l annual exhibition in Venice, palazo correr, 
Venice italy; 1998 diploma of excellence, the 1st 
autumn annual in Venice, palazo correr, Venice 
italy. 

Since 1999 member of art addiction international art 
association aaiaa. 

repreSented 1998 1999 2000 art addiction internet 
art museum. 

addreSS 900 w. mas’s #301, peoria illinois 61615 
uSa tel +1 309 676 9302.

JOYce BARBARA  netherlandS antilleS

exhibitions 1995 the 2nd Female artist’s art annual, 
art addiction Stockholm Sweden; 1996 gallery 86, 
curacao; ”antillean art” embassy, Venezuela; 3rd 
Biennial, Santo domingo; 1997 prizewinner, artist 
magazine uSa; 1998 the1st international exhibi-

ROch POLi SeRge  France

roch poli,s higher education was gained in the Fine 
art School of montpellier France, painting section. 
in his creative vision he presents ‘the man’ and 
supports him in his most secret paths. the wish to 
express himself and to share his peace message 
around man, cause to meet him in many artistic 
manifestations in the world, sign what ‘the man’ is 
more than ever the epicenter of topicality. he dedi-
cate his life to drawing since any years, recluded 
somewhere into the pyrenees in roussillon. the 
South Korea called to his drawer’s talent for the 
24th Seoul olympiad official Sports and arts post-
cards.

happeningS, exhiBitionS, mail art Belgium, Brazil, 
cuba, germany, France, hungary, italy, Japan, 
Korea, poland, portugal, romania, Spain, Sweden, 
tunisia, uSa, ex-Yugoslavia.

collectionS international Fine art center, Seoul Soth 
corea; museo de arte contemporaneo ibiza Spain; 
archives Salon de tokio Japan; museo de arte con-
temporaneo internacional Salvador-Bahia; etajima 
national youth houses hiroshima Japan; musée du 
petit Format de papier couvin Belgium; contempo-
rary collection of the Fiatal muveszek Klubja Buda-
pest hungary; archives Biennale de cabo-Frio; uni-
versity gallery research institute of contemporary 
arts Kunsan; collection Franklin Furnace new York 
uSa; museo nacional palacio de Bellas artes 
habana cuba; Biblioteca comunale Ballao calgari .

addreSS 2, rue des pechers F-66140 canet-Village 

tion ”masks in Venice”, art addiction, palazzo 
corre Venice italy; nanette Beardon gallery, St. 
maarten, netherlands antilles; ”women’s iden-
tity”, Bonaire, netherlands antilles; willard’s of 
Saba, Saba, netherlands antilles. 1999 the 2nd 
int’l exhibition ”masks in Venice”, art addiction, 
palazzo correr Venice italy.

retroSpectiVe ”artist of the month”, Breadfruit gal-
lery Saba, netherlands antilles.

collectorS in canada, england, uSa, and Belgium;
internet repreSented peter’s art gallery, Slovenia 

http//www.barbarajoyce.com; 1998 1999 2000 
internet art museum http://www.artaddiction.se/
barbara.htm

addreSS p.o.Box 14, Saba, netherlands antilles, the 
carabbean tel + 599 4 63209 Fax +1 599 4 63200 

mAhmOODiAn fARiBA   iran

Born 28 06 1969, rafsanjan, iran.
education master’s degree in architecture, Shahid 

Beheshty university, tehran, iran 1996
exhiBitionS 1999 the 6th exhibition of contempo-

rary potters of iran; 1999 exhibition of pottery; 
1997 exhibition of fabric collage; 1996 exhibition 
of ceramic containers; 1995 exhibition of fabric 
collage & ceramic containers; 1995 exhibition of 
fabric collage & ceramic containers; 2000 exhibi-
tion of fabric collage will be held in Kish. 

worKing experience 1999 interior design & super-
vision of the head of Kish Free Zone organization 
conference room; 1999 interior design & supervi-
sion of Venous residential complex in Kish; 1999 
interior design & supervision of Kish pavilion; 1995 
1996 designer of computer advertisement; 1989 
assistant interior designer of industrial exhibition, 
tehran int’l trade Fair; 1990 assistant designer of 
urarto engineering consultant; 1989 1990 assis-
tant designer of hafkan engineering consultant.

addreSS no. 3, 33rd ave., Kia St., Shahrara St., 
tehran, iran, tel +98 21 825 3165. 

DReAm FaBric collage 11 x 20,5 cm /4¼ x 7¾ in

France.

eDnA TOPeR   iSrael

Born in israel. Studied art at the ”avni” institute in 
tel aviv and college for art teachers at ramat 
hasharon. planned and designed projects for the 
ministry of education. 

indiVidual exhiBitionS 1992 gallery tel aviv, Joffo; 
1983 gallery tel aviv; 1984 rarnat gan museum; 
1988 gallery 2000, tel aviv; 1989 municipal 
museum, Bad hersfeld, germany. 1990 the Kib-
butz gallery, tel aviv; 1992 tzavta gallery, tel aviv; 
1993 culture house, afulah; 1996 d. S. danon gal-
lery, tel aviv; 1997 Van leer institute, Jerusalem.

Selected group exhiBitionS 1981 artists in tel 
aviv; 1987 artists in petach tikva; 1988 Yad leb-
anim museum, petach tikva; 1989 artists of the 
Sharon, culture house, Kfar Sova; 1989 the Kib-
butz gallery, petach tikva; 1990 accad gallery, 
tel aviv; 1991 the artist’s association, alharisi-
pavillion, tel aviv; 1992 the municipal museum, 
ashkelon; 1993 the 1st int’l exhibition of minia-
tures art Sweden; 1994 pictures from the Bible, 
the Bible museum, tel aviv; 1994 the 1st int’l 
exhibition of graphic art, Sweden; 1995 the 1st 
int’l exhibition of Female artist’s art, Sweden; 
1996 teachers as artists, Binyanei-haumah, Jersu-
alem; 1997 exhibition of miniatures. ahha hushi 
house, haifa; 1998 the 2nd int’l exhibition of 
Female artist’s art, Sweden; int’l art exhibition 
of miniatures, the Bible museum, tel aviv; exhibi-
tion of colored miniatures, alon house, givataim; 
exhibition of artists from petach tikva, israel, in 
Koblenz, germany; the 1st int’l exhibition ”masks 
in Venice, palazzo correr italy.

memBerShip association for miniatures in israel; 
association of painters and Sculptors in israel; 
aaiaa .

addreSS Yavniely st, #10, herzeliya 46387 israel tel 
+972 9 9589553 Fax +972 9 9568840.
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The nuDe mixed media 101 x 93 cm /39¾ x 36½ in

AgRAnOV DVORA    iSrael

1934 Born in afghanistan.1937 emigrated to israel. 
1992 Studied painting with the painter edna 
topper; 1999 learned history of arts. 1994 
member of the petah tikva artists Fellowship; 
1995 member of the national painters and Sculp-
tors association tel aviv israel; 1994 won an award 
at the int’l annual exhibition of the Female artist’s 
art, art addiction, Sweden; 1997 member at the 
israeli miniatures Fellowship; 1998 won an award 
at the 1st masks in Venice, int’l exhibition 
art addiction, palazzo correr Venice italy; 1999 
member of the international painters association. 

perSonal exhiBitionS 1994 heart meditations, 
Foyer gallery, petah tikva; 1995 From pain to hap-
piness, rabin medical center lobby; 1996 abra-
ham Shapira house, petah tikva; 1997 From red 
to black and what comes in between, the national 
painters association halls, tel aviv; 1999 Fantasy, 
Yad lchanim house, tel aviv israel.

group exhiBitionS 1993 the 1st annual int’l exhibi-
tion of miniatures art, art addiction Sweden; 1994 
the holocaust, Foyer gallery Sharet hall, petah-
tikva israel; 1994 the 2nd annual int’l exhibition of 
miniatures art, art addiction Sweden; 1994 the 1st 
annual int’l exhibition of graphic art, art addiction 
Sweden; 1994 the 2nd annual int’l exhibition of 
miniatures art, art addiction Sweden 1994 Bible 
museum, tel-aviv; 1995 moetzet hapoalim, Bat-
Yam, israel; 1996 the Femina project, art addic-
tion Sweden; 1996 the holocaust, Foyer hall, 
petah-tikva; Jerusalem, Foyer gallery, Sharet hail, 
petah-tikva; 1997 the holocaust, Foyer hall, 
petah-tikva; 1997 the Bible in art by israeli artists, 
the Bible house museum, tel-aviv; 1997 the 
Bible and art, petah-tikva artists, the Bible house 
museum, tel-aviv; 1997 landscape, library’s gal-
lery, givataim israel; 1998 miniatures exhibition, 
the new gallery, abba hushi house, haifa israel; 
1998 miniatures exhibition, Beer-Shevaa israel; 
1998 miniatures exhibition, Beit alon, givaataim 
israel; 1998 exhibition in Koblenz, germany; 1998 
the international peace exhibition, paris, France; 
1998 the 1st int’l exhibition ”masks in Venice”, art 
addiction, palazzo correr Venice, italy. 1999 the 
1st Spring annual in Venice, art addiction, palazzo 
correr Venice, italy. 1999 the 2nd int’l exhibition 
”masks in Venice”, art addiction, palazzo correr 
Venice, italy.

address dvora agranov, 6 degel roven, petach tikva 
49 402 israel, tel +972 3 9215161

DiPTYch 1998 OiL On cAnVAS 

addiction in Stockholm in 1996, diploma of excel-
lence in 1999 at the palazzo correr in Venice and 
in 1997 the america Biographical institute included 
him in the five thousand personalities of the 
world for his contribution in education and human 
rights. his name is mentioned in: Saur allgemeines 
Künstler lexikon (1992), the dictionary of greek 
artists melissa (1997) and the international art 
diary milan italy. 

he has written numerous articles, studies and books 
with an artistic, architectural, pedagogical and 
social content, translated into six languages so far.

addreSS Salaminos str. 39, gr-15343 ag. paraskevi 
athens greece tel /Fax +3 1 6011904.

ALexiOu TAkiS    greece

was born in 1942 and grew up in alexandria of egypt. 
he studied architecture in germany at the tech-
nische universität dresden (1964). in his postgrad-
uate studies in the field of conceptive psychology 
he completed a pioneering dissertation linking 
architecture to psychology (1968). he has given 
lectures at numerous european universities and 
was v. professor at the hochschule für gestaltung 
offenbach /m. in germany (1971-1973). 

he has held many private and group art exhibitions in 
greece and abroad. 

Since 1993 he has been active in the field of music 
composition presenting: under one’s Breath / the 
Song of the Birds / Voices without a Face / red 
wind, which circulate all over the world. apart 
from various recognitions in architecture, he was 
awarded First diploma and at the international art 

a r t i s t s  o f  t o d ay

fAmigLiA fLOReALe, 1983 mixed media  47 x 63 cm / 18½ x 25 in

DARWin’S uniVeRSe, n, 1988 diptYch, Fumage and latex 
houSepaint on canVaS 137 x 56 cm / 54 x 22 each

BAneRJee   uSa

american, born in calcutta 1939. lives in new York.
education 1988 ed.d.; 1981 ed.m.; 1980 m.a., 

columbia university; 1976 new York university 
with h.w. Janson; 1967 1970 ecole des Beaux 
arts, 2 French govt. Scholar, graduate Study, paris 
France; 1967 1969 atelier 17, French govt. Scholar, 
paris France;  1965 1967 college of art, india govt. 
nat. Scholar, graduate Study, new delhi india; 
19551960 dFa with 1st class honors: the indian 
college of art, calcutta. innovator of new medium 
and technique ”faumage”.

Selected indiVidual exhiBition 1968 1969 galerie 
du haut pavé, paris France; 1969 cite’ international 
de l’universite de paris Framce; 1976 Bertha 
urdang gallery new York uSa; 1978 1979 columbia 
university new York uSa; 1986 new School, par-
sons School of design new York uSa; 1990 art 
heritage gallery, new delhi india; 1990 chitrakoot 
art gallery, calcutta india; 1991 Bertha urdang gal-
lery new York uSa; 1993 chemould gallery, cal-
cutta india; 1994 1999 cite international des arts 
paris France; etc.

Selected group exhiBition 1969 galerie Konrad 
richter, Frankfurt & wisebaclen, germany; 1971 
1972 1978 1982 1983 Brooklyn museum uSa; 1974 

gimple & witzenhoffer gallery, new York uSa; 
1975 martha Jackson gallery, new York uSa; 1976 
aldrich museum of contemporary art, ridgefield, 
ct uSa; 1979 hofstra university li, nY uSa; 1988 
Berkshire museum, pittsfield, ma uSa; Betty par-
sons gallery, new York uSa, etc.

addreSS loft #2 c, 106 ridge Street, new York nY 
uSa tel + 1 212 12288247.

DeLLA SAVinA eTTORe   italY

painter, graphic and Sculptor. he boasts 35 years 
of artistically cultural and intellectual activity 
at social purposes made in the european com-
munity and overseas countries. aesthetic cultural 
searcher of experimental and design art, he per-
forms a picture of abstract geometrical surrealist, 
type full of esoteric, social and liberal concepts. 
he is known as an artist who thinks that is to say 
an intellectual who applies psychology to his tech-
niques and succeeds in expressing; in his elabo-
rations the magic sensations that encourage the 
human feelings working on the psychological and 
perceptive mechanisms of different subjectivities 
of the infinite ”the i”.

addreSS della Savina ettore, via rosta 8, int, 4, 
it-10143 torino italy, tel /Fax +39 11 7768857

gAZZeRA ROmAnO   italY

in 1929 gazzera was invited at palazzo delle espo-
sizioni in rome and in 1931 and 19135 he took part 
in the First and the Second Quadriennale d’arte 
nazionale in Borne and attended many others dis-
plays of the promotrice delle Belle arti in tourin; 
in 1941 his one-man show in milan was such a 
success that he gained performances all over the 
nation. this display caused such a stir that gave 
rise to the ”gazzera’s case” against the official 
painting: his success went on thanks to the qual-
ity of his painting that followed the great italian 
tradition with his very topical language, showing 
a series of fairy-tales, portraits and precious ”still-
life”, in particular his famous ”plucked chickens”.

Since 1950 he left the so-called ”emulsion paint” and 
made sole use of ”oil resinous and mixed paint”, 
getting a thinner, more shining and brighter stuff.

that’s the way the famous ”gigantic flowers” sprang 
up, a brand new invention in history of art. 
gazzera is said to be the founder of the neo-floral 
paint.

his stay in tuscany, during the war, throws into con-
fusion gazzera and his classical view of nature.

”during an air-raid warning in Valdinievole, while i 
was squeezing as a caterpillar in the grass, a 
purple wild carnation standing just few centime-
ters from my nose seamed to me enormous, 
gigantic, and people, running away in the distance, 
became as short as insects...”

”if i survive, - he said - i’ll paint flowers as big as trees 
and i’ll call them ”gigantic flowers” and i’ll shorten 
mankind to the size of insects.”
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POnOmARYOV ALexAnDR eVgenieVic   ruSSia
 

1957 born in dniepropetrovsk, russia; 1973 finished 
art school in oryol, russia; 1979 finished college 
of naval engineers in odessa russia.

collectionS State tretyakov gallery, moscow 
russia; rF ministry of culture, moscow russia; 
incombank moscow russia; centre of contem-
porary art moscow russia; museum of Fine 
art, oryol russia; artistic culture centre Kiev, 
ukraine; collection of the grand duchess of 
luxemburg; national museum Singapore; Founda-
tion F.r. weisman, los angeles uSa; Jüdisches 
museum ruheinsburg, germany; Zimmerli art 
museum, rutgers university, new Brunswick uSa; 
universitat Juan i, castellon de la plana, Spain; 
private collection in russia, germany, Spain, italy, 
luxemburg, Singapore, uSa, poland, denmark, 
Switzerland, France.

Selected exhiBitionS 1990 hermitage gallery, 
center of contemporary art moscow; 1991 ost 
and Vest gallery, copenhagen, denmark; galeria 
espai 29, castellon de la palma, Spain; 1993 gale-
ria 6 de Febrero, Valencia, Spain; 1996 resurrect-
ing Ships; State tretyakov gallery, moscow russia; 
Kino gallery, moscow russia; 1998 art project and 
installation in russian pavilion expo 98 lisbon, 
portugal.

recently i have been giving particular attention to 
the artistic issues contacted with the boundaries 
between active environments (e.g. the ocean and 
dry land). correspondingly, i have been undertak-
ing actions, including the painting of shipwrecks, 
a procedure that, as it were, reanimates these 
derelicts by imbuing them with a new, cultural sig-
nificance. a recent recipient of my artistic actions 
was a real naval submarine that i painted, thereby 

PRieSTneR miLeS STeVe    great Britain

1954.05.01 born in altrincham, manchester.
Studies 1972-1974 manchester polytechnic, manches-

ter. 1978 / 1979 Beaux arts, paris France.
the creative work is devoted to oil on canvas, poly 

filla cement on wood, drawing, give rock texture, 
painting, paints on the back of Billboard posters, 
large works in drip style, etc. purchases of art-
works are in the museum and in private ownership 
collection in Belgium, germany, Sweden, and uSa, 
great Britain.

Selected group exhibitions Since 1979 participated 
in national and international group exhibitions: 
Sweden, italy, Spain, great Britain, uSa etc. 1998 
Flash art museum, italy; 1997 ii Salo international 
d’artistes, Barcelona Spain; 1998 the 1st autumn 
annual in Venice, palazzo correr, Venice italy; 1999 
the 1st Spring annual in Venice, palazzo correr, 
Venice italy. 

honors diploma of excellence, the 1st autumn 
annual in Venice, palazzo correr, Venice italy 
1998. 

member of associations 1999 aaiaa art addiction 
international art association

publications 1999 2000 new art international (new 
York) who’s who in art, the 28th edition.

represented 1999 2000 art addiction internet art 
museum www.artaddiction.se/aaiaa_priest.htm

addreSS 17 Stamford park rd., altrincham, man-
chester wa15 9eh great Britain tel +44 161 
9290293.

kim SOOk chA   uSa

originally from choong-Joo in central Korea, where 
she began painting at age 5, Sook-cha Kim 
became a registered nurse and midwife in Seoul. 
while studying anatomy and autopsy at the 
Seoul national university School of medicine, she 
earned a Bpa and a mFa. in oil painting (with 
emphasis in anatomy for art) from the horig-ik 
university School of art.

after immigrating to the u.S.a. in 1973, Sook-cha Kim 
continued her study of oil painting at the corcoran 
School of art. She also added to her experience 
by copying masterpieces at the Smithsonian art 
galleries.

Sook-cha Kim was awarded the gold medal-art 
addiction international prize (1997) at the most tal-
ented artiste competition in Stockholm, Sweden. 
She is currently an artist in the new art interna-
tional 1997 edited by Book art press.

page 26:
ThROugh, 1998 acrYlic on canVaS 20 x 16 cm. / 8 x 6¼ in.

later on, in gazzera’s pictorial production the ”gigan-
tic flowers” turned into ”flying flowers”: enormous 
corollas hanging in the blue sky. they take into 
consideration a new dimension of space, becom-
ing cosmic flowers and throwing present taste for 
future.

afterwards, they metaphysically take sometimes-
human appearances. their body is human, but 
there is a flower instead of their head. it’s the 
course of the ”talking flowers” where flowers 
live a dimension of human sensitivity, rejoice and 
suffer as human beings they represent do. in par-
allel to neo-floral current, in gazzera’s work you 
can point out other periods: the ”fruits in the 
open”, the enigmatic ”military dummies”, the ”big 
medals” laying on unreal places, the ”epoch cars”, 
”my côte d’azur” e in his last romantic period 
”lovers, clouds and brooms”.

addreSS piazza Vittorio Veneto, no. 16 bis, it-10123 
torino italy tel +39 011 8122443.

huiTZiLOTZLi Sin POPOcATePeTL, acrYlic on canVaS 80 x 80 cm 
/ 31½ x 31½ in

RecReO 5 A
SAn migueL ALLenDe

37700 gTO.
mexicOTeL /fAx 415 23130

fRieDeBeRg PeDReO   mexico

the work of pedro Friedeberg includes architecture, 
painting, sculpture, furniture and set design. 
although his formal background is in architecture 
and the applied arts, Friedeberg has often deliber-
ately pushed the limits of functionalism.

pedro Friedeberg was born in Florence, italy in 1936 
to german-Jewish parents who left germany to 
escape the war. three years after his birth, he 
moved with his mother to mexico.

Friedeberg’s work is product of highly conscious, if 
not self-conscious, thought. when asked about 
being a surrealist he replied, ”my work is maybe 
more decorative. the surrealists were more into 
profound dreaming, into the absurdity of things. 
But, i think my work is also criticizing the absurdity 
of things.”

what is yet to be discovered or perhaps rediscovered 
in relation to Friedeberg’s art is the unabashed 
desire and self-fulfillment that comes from the 
experience of being in the presence of gorgeous 
objects. his negation of analytical theory, mono-
theism and politics gives his work poignancy 
today. in a world where everything is highly politi-
cized and moralized, down to the type of deter-
gent we use, Friedeberg reminds us that real life 
should sometimes, if not at all times, be some-
thing more than real. moreover, that life should 
surpass the tedious morality of our day. Friede-
berg allows us to transcend our own existence 
through the experience of the potentially stunning 
everyday.

addreSS:

LORenZO ALBeRTO   uruguaY

lorenzo Sacne albeto José, artista plastico, uru-
guano, ascendencia espaniola, nacido en monte-
video 1942. cursos: Fac. arquitectura, escuola 
nacional de Bellas artes, uruguay; national acad-
emy of Fine arts, new York. disenador estampado 
textil industrial. realizó más de 130 exposiciones 
collectives y 30 individuales en uruguay, españa, 
israel, estades unites, argentina, Brazil, cuba, etc. 
reside asociation de plasticos /aSpu) y dirige 
espacio radical cultural. recore principales cen-
tros culturales del mundo: norte america, russia, 
Bulgaria, grecia, turquia, israel, africa, Seychelles, 
india, nepal, thailandia, china, Japon, caribe, 
centro y Sud america. inclinado al realismo, 
Surrealismo, e hiperrealismo, su pintura destaca 
paisajes urbanos, tema sociales (marginados, 
caichos, carnaval) en óleos sobra tela, fibra v/o 
collage. premiado varias veces eb´n uruguay y 
eeuu. Sue cuadros forman parte de museos y col-
ecciones privadas de uruguay, argentina, Brasil, 
Venezuela, italia, cuba, espana, eeuu, peru, israel, 
alemania, etc

Studio wilson Ferreira aldunate 1295 ap. 801, mon-
tevideo 11100 uruguay, tel +1 59 82 9004661

OBJecT-AcT, nORTheRn TRAce Of LeOnARDO, 1997 mixed 
media, painted naVal SuBmarine, the arctic ocean

diminishing its military function while increasing 
its artistic resonance. as an associate of the crew 
i submerged several times in the craft (that was in 
the arctic ocean).

Furthermore, i am also concerned with the prep-
aration end implementation of installations that 
explore the interconnections of concrete artistic 
objects, including underwater apparatuses that 
may have no utilitarian meaning (e.g. in the lisbon 
pavilion 1998).

addreSS pokrovskij blvd. #18/15 st 2 ap 29 a, 
moscow russia, tel +7 95 9172669, fax +7 95 
9172669



BASTAni mOJDeh
Born on 1964. graduate in various handicrafts from 

a state institute. works on make up, tattoo works 
and other artistic activities. “I loved painting when 
I was a child and my hobby was drawing pictures 
with color pencils on the walls. In my young age I 
spent many hours on making up with color pencils 
the peoples’ faces and also became the base of 
motivations for make up. Later on I gained a great 
deal of skill in this profession at such extent that 
I could actually conceal the face scars with using 
make up techniques, moreover I have a good expe-
rience in cosmetic works including dying different 
hair; by using special techniques and fantasy pro-
cesses I can change the geometric forms of the 

eSmAeiLLOu BiTA

Born in 1971. graduated in painting from visual arts 
college; Ba in painting, alzahra university tehran; 
presently student of the ma courses in painting at 
the Said university tehran

Bita experienced different styles along with various 
instruments and methods. to express personal 
ideas and feelings she use imaginary and abstract 
terms, gray colored tonalities also the white and 
black contrasts on large painting canvas.

art reSearch scientific researches and paintings 
on the ancient myths of iran, india, africa and 
others islamic religion; the conception of christi-
anity and the ancient greek; the subject of cre-
ation of woman in the ancient myths. 

exhiBitionS 1994-1995 four private exhibitions; 1994 
individual exhibitions at Jamshidieh gallery in 
Jjamshidieh park tehran iran; 1995 the 2nd art 
exhibition of the iranian Students works held at 
the museum of contemporary arts, tehran iran 
(awarded with an appreciation tablet).

addreSS #272, 11th floor, 8th entrance. Block B2, 
ekbatan apartament housing, 13948 tehran iran, 
tel +98 21 4646580, +98 21 4640521

unTiTLeD 1999 OiL On cAnVAS 18 x 80 cm / 7 x 31½ in

ARiAn SORRAYA
Born on 1952 in tehran. 
art university in tehran, graduate in painting 1975, .
work experience: 20th years in design, graphic, paint-

ing and interior design in tehran. For the last four 
years working in own private art gallery.

addreSS 26 Kazmist., pasdaran av., tehran iran, tel 
/fax +98 21 2541776

BASTAni fiROuZeh

Born in 1968 in iran. Visual artist, actress and poet.
“When I was a child I was strongly interested in paint-

ing and singing.  On 1994, I succeeded to discover 
my artistic talents particularly in the field of acting 
besides of that I worked on painting and other 
handicrafts.

I have had some activities in connection with acting 
and began my work from playing in the street the-
ater, after which I started working in the theater 
halls under supervision of the famous Iranian direc-
tors Rokneddin Khosravi and Kamelleddin Shafiei.

I have also worked in radio drama in which I suc-
ceeded to gain some achievements.

At present time I play the role of mother in a drama 
entitled ”who is the mother?” by Hans Christian 
Anderson”.

addreSS abouzar alley, near gas Station, tehran ave. 
#296, 31589 Karaj iran, tel +98 261 220853
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s p e C i a l  p r o m o t i o n

nATuRe 1999 watercolor 50 x 35 cm / 19½ x 13¾ in

face as well as the shape of the eyebrow and lips 
by using Tattoo techniques. I began my work with 
bride make up when I was almost 13 years old. 
My activities at present time consist of make up 
and beautifying the peoples’ faces. I also have 
some other artistic activities such as dressmaking, 
designing and arranging table in official and high-
class parties”.

addreSS mirdamad st., nassa st. #38 ap 2, 19667 
tehran iran, tel +98 21 2046363,+98 21 2225587, 
fax +98 21 2058292
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mAhmOuDJ ROxAnA

Born august 21, 1972 in tehran iran.
education: diploma of technical School; Fine art uni-

versity in okrain iran
worK experienceS four years in the schools and 

some years as private teacher; working in art gal-
lery (tehran municipality urban development);

as art teacher; management of gallery and its rel-
evant proof.

indiVidual and group exhiBitionS 1993 paintings, 
group exhibitions moscow russia  (cash award); 
1994 paintings, group exhibitions Kiev ukraine; 
1995 individual exhibitions Barg gallery tehran 
iran; 1996 ”100 works by 100 iranian artist” group 
exhibitions golestan gallery tehran iran; 1997 
the 6th painting art Biennial, contemporary arts 
museum tehran iran (a work printed in catalogue); 
1997 the 1st exhibition of iranian contemporary 

WAiTing fOR..., mixed media 80 x 60 cm /31½ x 23½ in

khOSROWJeRDi hOSSein

Born on 1958 tehran iran. graduated of Fine art 
School-tehran and of Fine art Faculty-tehran iran. 
Founder Board member of iran painting commit-
tee

international reFeree the 3rd caricature Biennial 
tehran; the 1st painting Biennial tehran; the 1st 
graphic Biennial of iran international Festival of 
child & adolescent movie (movie section) isfahan; 
the international caricature Festival about addic-
tion; the 3rd throughout Festival of incarnation 
arts Shiraz urmieh tehran iran; the 1st painting 
Biennial tehran iran; the 6th international Fair 
movie Festival for film poster designing; the 5th 
assembly of art & culture of holy defense tehran 
iran.

participated in 57 group expositions and two indi-
vidual exhibition. 

Selected group expoSition the universal decade 
of woman copenhagen denmark; the interna-
tional exposition of peace moscow russia /honor 
diploma, the group exhibition Baku uzbekistan; 
the group exhibition of islamabad pakistan; the 
group exhibition of h. Khosrowjerdi of iranian 
painter women, the group exhibition in Shenche-
fco Kiev ukraine, two group exhibition in iran 
house paris France; the international triennial of 
new delhi india.

emploYmentS Secretary of the 1st Biennial of car-
icature and the protecting woman & children 
exposition for Bosnia-herzegovina. director & 
designer of the 1st olympic of islamic countries 
women.

designer of Fair theater international Festival and of 
Soureh Video & movie international Festival. 

designer of more than 37 logos of estimated cultural 
centers & assemblies: hamshahry newspaper; the 
islamic republic of iran logo; martyrdom of islamic 
revolution Victory logo; azad islamic university 
logo; the 5th tV channel logo. elected painter for 
accompanying eight iranian painters to make the 
fresco of hafezie parlour Shiraz. actually sculptur-

DOOR kmOckeR, acrYlic on canVaS 120 x 80 cm / 72¼ x 31½ in

khOSROWJeRDi SAhAR   iran

Born on 1982; graduated the graphic section from 
Fine art School tehran iran. a present activity 
includes poetry, writing and painting. participated 
in Fine art Student group exhibitions in tehran. 
teaching for primary school children. in present 
she preparing works for the first individual exposi-
tion ”portraits”.

addreSS unit 2 3rd floor, tower 3, duma residential 
complex, duma alley, guita st., golestan st., 
Jordan ave., 19666 tehran iran, tel +98 21  204 
1622, +98 21 8865861, fax +98 21 8718401 
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g

hOJABR eBRAhimi ShOLeh   iran

currently expert evaluator of sculptural designs; 
Beautification organization of city of tehran;

inspector of the iranian Sculptures association; over 
20 years of experience in arts.

group exhiBition neel art gallery iran 1998; exhibi-
tion in support of tehran’s mayor iran 1997; the 

ing one of the most important national statues of 
iran: hafez

addreSS unit 2 3rd floor, tower 3, duma residential 
complex, duma alley, guita st., golestan st., 
Jordan ave., 19666 tehran iran, tel +98 21  204 
1622, +98 21 8865861, fax +98 21 8718401 

fAkhimi hOSSein

54, abhar city iran. twelve years art schooling; 
selected as a guest student at San Fernando 
art university in Spain; graduated as art teacher; 
painting, drawing, and handicrafts; making stat-
ues and symbols for iran anthropology museum 
and advisory for the art; designer for clothes 
and badges for air force army; several works for 
Kamalalmolk academy; the author of the several 
monuments and statues in tehran; expert for art 
incarnation; designer and writer of the art book 
for schools; co-founders of science and industry 
research organization. entitled membership of 
sculptors association of iran.

addreSS #52 Shahrak ershad 2nd St., 14647 Kooye 
pause Farhangian shaikh - Fazlollah Bld. tehran 
iran tel +98 21 8258092, fax +98 21 8250054

hADAVAnD SuSAn

Born January 8th 1971 in tehran
education: high School graduation in experimental 

Science
Starting art activities and art learning after high 

school graduation. learning painting art earnestly 
at specialty level as of 1991 under the art masters 
and attending the one-year course of designing 
and painting through completing the course and 
getting certificate with excellent grade.

as of 1996 engaging in professional job in the field of 
repair of ancient iranian miniature works of Safa-
vid and Qajar eras including repair of coverlets, 
penholders, mirror frames, and illumination works.

art activities record: attending the Second, third, 
and Fourth Biennial exhibitions of iranian minia-
ture, the Second and third iranian women artists 
exhibition, and a few group miniature exhibitions.

addreSS #25, Shah-mohammadi alley 10th Farvardin 
St., pirouzi ave., tehran 17659 iran tel +743 44 95

unTiTLeD, mixed media 29 x 24 cm / 11½ x 9½ in

1st Sculpture triennial exhibition, contemporary 
museum of arts tehran iran 1994; Barg art gallery 
1992; Sanati museum of arts Kerman iran 1982; 
ornamental arts college tehran iran 1977; orna-
mental arts college tehran iran 1976.

Solo exhiBition Barg art gallery iran 1998
awardS won first prize in Figurative section and 

received the golden image award, and five
golden coins in the 1st Sculpture triennial exhibition 

tehran iran
inStallationS Statue of mother and child in Vali-asr 

recreational complex tehran iran 1996; Statue of 
mother in gol-mohammodi park tehran iran 1995; 
Statue of amir Kabir in lsfahan iran 1995.

addreSS #12-1 daman afshar st., Vally ast st., 
19697 tehran iran, tel +98 21 8880482,fax +98 21 
8785332, mortazavi-zidi@yahoo.com
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mOhARRAmi PeeLehROuD 
ABDOLLAh 

Born in tehran in 1967.
education high school diploma.
worKing experience Started the artistic activity in 

1982. acquired full mastery in iranian miniature 
and gilding. won the first prize in three teachers’ 
painting contests. 

participated in several painting biennials, 
participated in several miniature exhibitions;
participated in several youth’s festivals in Semnan, 

iran. 
also participated in the collective exhibition of ira-

nian handicrafts held in greece.
published different kinds of posters and miniature 

books. 
addreSS flat 1 #166, alley 8, st. South Villa, 15986 

tehran iran, tel +98 21 8801659

The gReAT POeT, inK on paper 72 x 30 cm /28¼ x 12 in

RAhmAniAn fARZAneh

Born 1968 in abadan iran.
education: Ba degree in painting. 
painting and drawing teacher at Sureh university 
participated in several collective and individual exhi-

bition. designed stage decorations for theater and 
music festivals.

addreSS nejatoalahy st., second alley #14 flat 3, 
South Villa st., tehran iran, tel +98 21 881644

PAinTing On cOPPeR 

ShAJARi nASRin 

Born in 10 06 1965 garmsar iran. Ba in graphic 
design from tehran university. more than15 years 
in different fields of art. Several group exhibitions 
in well-known galleries from iran. 

addreSS  Shariati st., 41 hedye ave., 15468 tehran 
iran, tel + 98 2858008, +98 2274294
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ShAmSOL kOTABY AnAhiTA

Born 1974 in iran. She attended the art school and 
graduated the painting section (Ba).

participated in several annual and biennale exhibi-
tions in iran

Shi has gained recognition by researching the origin 
of tattooing in iran and in the world. 

paternal family have been miniaturists, the father 
was one of the good gliders of iran.

addreSS #4 mohsen noroozy alley, Vally asr.str.,  
taleghany st., Shahriar iran, tel +98 264223461, fax 
+98 31214142
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g
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TABAnfAR ShAhin (PARSA)

after graduating from the Faculty of Fine arts at 
tehran university, ms. tabanfar went to the unites 
States and studied painting, art history and textile 
design at new York university, new School for 
Social research, pratt institute and Fashion insti-
tute of technology. Studied watercolor at Vin-
cennes university in paris, France. Before return-
ing to iran, she worked as the art designer for the 
matisse art institute for several years.

exhibitions: golestan art gallery 1992;
international exhibition of Flowers and plants 1993; 

niavaran cultural institute 1994;
golestan art gallery 1994; Biennial ceramic exhibi-

tion of contemporary artists, museum of contem-
porary art 1995; golestan art gallery, group exhi-
bition 1995; charity sale to benefit invalid children, 
Barg art gallery, 1995; Sarve art gallery, 1 charity 
sale to benefit children’s rights 1997; golestan art 

W
A

TeRfA
LL 1999 o

il o
n
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a

n
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S 150 x 150 c
m

 /59 x 59 in

TimAJi mOgADDAm mOJgAn 

addreSS #21 2nd. Floor Simarg st., after Seyed 
Khandan Bridge, Shariati st., 15418 tehran iran, tel 
+98 21 2859411
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 /43¼
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 in

ZARAfShAn nASRin

was born in 1959. She graduated from the arttehran 
university, painting section 1993. also learned 
ceramic works. 

worKS and inVolVementS She teaches designation 
at Shahed university; work as the deputy manager 
for industrial designation group at free university; 
manager of painting and sculpture department in 
iran; researches and published on related subjects 
to art and the role of musical instruments in ira-
nian paintings; art fairs and exhibitions in iran and 
Sweden.

addreSS Khosravi Kouche #157, 61957 ahwaz iran, 
tel +98 611229476

cLAY POTTeRY 1999  

designing, Barg gallery tehran iran; 1998 the 5th 
exhibition of women paintings ( Sense manifest), 
contemporary art museum (a work printed in cat-
alogue); 1998 paintings, group exhibitions Kama-
lolmolk museum tehran iran; 1998 the 2nd exhibi-
tion of iranian contemporary designing, Barg gal-
lery tehran iran; 1998 group exhibition of tehran 
municipality women, tehran municipality dist. 1 
gallery (appreciation letter); 1999 individual exhi-
bitions private gallery tehran iran; 1999 the 
2nd exhibition of iranian contemporary designing, 
Barg gallery tehran iran; 1999 the 2nd Biennial 
exhibition of designing, contemporary arts 
museum tehran iran. 

addreSS no.64, 9th Boustan, pasdaran St. tehran 
16667 iran, tel 2546753,2560487, mobile 091 
12157383

gallery 1997;
photography exhibition 1998, aria gallery in tehran 

1999.
aside from painting, ms. tabanfar’s current interests 

lie in wood sculpture and ceramics. 
addreSS Kuye elahiye, mahroo st., magnolia lane, 

golnaz tower, 1915919115 tehran iran, tel +98 
21 2058626, fax +98 21 8052233, 
cfparsa@yahoo.com
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eScuLTuRA
1998 AcYiLic AnD 
OiL On cAnVAS
60 x 40 cm
23½ x 15¾ in

F o r  i n f o r m a t i o n  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t
emiLiA cATTAn, 255 AmSTeRDAm ST. mexicO D.f. 06100 mexicO

T e L  + 5 2  5  2 5 1 5 1 9 3

s p e C i a l  p r o m o t i o n

TAJBAkSh niuShA   iran 

Born in tehran 1984. She loved painting, since her 
child-hood. now she is 15 years old and studding 
in the second grade of painting in the art high 
school. 

addreSS golestan st. Shahrak ghoods #1008 block 
c2, 14658 tehran iran, tel +98 21 8096930

unTiTLeD 1999 drawing 19 x 21 cm /7½ x 8¼ in
mAhmOODiAn fARiBA   iran

Born 28 06 1969, rafsanjan, iran.
education master’s degree in architecture, Shahid 

Beheshty university, tehran, iran 1996
exhiBitionS 1999 the 6th exhibition of contempo-

rary potters of iran; 1999 exhibition of pottery; 
1997 exhibition of fabric collage; 1996 exhibition 
of ceramic containers; 1995 exhibition of fabric 
collage & ceramic containers; 1995 exhibition of 
fabric collage & ceramic containers; 2000 exhibi-

DReAm FaBric collage 11 x 20,5 cm /4¼ x 7¾ in

tion of fabric collage will be held in Kish. 
worKing experience 1999 interior design & super-

vision of the head of Kish Free Zone organization 
conference room; 1999 interior design & supervi-
sion of Venous residential complex in Kish; 1999 
interior design & supervision of Kish pavilion; 1995 
1996 designer of computer advertisement; 1989 
assistant interior designer of industrial exhibition, 
tehran int’l trade Fair; 1990 assistant designer of 
urarto engineering consultant; 1989 1990 assis-
tant designer of hafkan engineering consultant.

addreSS no. 3, 33rd ave., Kia St., Shahrara St., 
tehran, iran, tel +98 21 825 3165. 
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Agranov Dvora, 6 degel roven, 
il-49402 petach-tikva israel

Alele and Shmook, 15 Banyan house, 
Studios lithos rd., london great Britain

Alexiou Takis, 39 Salaminos st., 
gr-15343 ag. paraskevi athens 
greece, tel /fax +3 1 6011904

Alfano Angel, 44 merritt ave., east-
chester nY 10709, uSa

Alvikas Vidas, a.d. #29, lt-4050 trakai 
lithuania

Ambrosio Paolo, via creusa #16, 
it-10133 torino italy, tel +39 11 
3821905, fax, +39 11 6612486, 
p.ambrosio@agora.stm.it, 
www.geocities.com/soho/café/7925

Arian Sorraya, 26 Kazmist., pasdaran 
av., tehran iran, tel /fax +98 21 
2541776

Arias-misson Alain , west end 
avenue #180, new York nY 
10023,uSa, tel +1 212 5017234, 
alan.a.misson@compuserve.com

Arpana caur, academy of Fine art, 
476 Srifort institutional area, new 
delhi 110049 india, tel +91 6 
496289, fax +91 6 6496542

Baas geert, nesserdijk #406, 3063ne 
rotterdam holland, tel /fax +31 1 
81463298

Baas geert, nesserdijk #406, 3063 ne 
rotterdam holland

Banerjee, 106 ridge st., new York nY 
10007, uSa, tel +1 212 22888247

Baratynsky Anatoly, Stern st. #57/3, 
il-96750 Jerusalem israel, tel +972 
2 6433786, +972 2 6433786, 
www.antho.net@baratynsky

Bastani firouzeh, abouzar alley, near 
gas station, tehran ave. #296, 
31589 Karaj iran, tel +98 261 220853

Bastani mojdeh, mirdamad st., nassa 
st. #38 ap 2, 19667 tehran iran, tel 
+98 21 2046363,+98 21 2225587, 
fax +98 21 2058292

Batchvarov ivan, dunav str. #18, 
Bg-1000 Sofia Bulgaria

Bauer Betsy, 66 two trails rd., Santa 
Fe nm 87505, uSa, tel +1 505 
9860890, fax +1 505 9840082, 
betbauer@aol.com

Benglis Lynda, 222 Bowery st., new 
York nY 10012,uSa, tel +1 212 
2267979, fax +1 212 2264316

Ben-itzak Liana, 20 dania st., hod 
hacarmel haifa,il-34980 israel,  tel 
+972 04 8253480

Besson Bernard f.e., 50 rue leon 
Frot, Fr-75011 paris France, tel +33 
1 43482661, bfeb@hotmail.com

Bonnal Daniel, residence de Bers, 
Fr-Vielle aure France, tel +33 5 
62395256, d.bonnal@sudfr.com

Boumans Bart, middenweg #43, 
1098ac amsterdam holland, tel 
/fax +31 20 6920624

Boyer Pat, 306 laurel lane, haverford 
pa-19041, uSa, tel +1 610 6420315

Brunner felix, p.o.Box 1307, ch-8038 
Zürich Switzerland, tel +41 1 
4816871, fpbrunner@swissouline.ch

Bucher franz, Kantonsstrasse #3, 
ch-6048 horw luzern Switzerland

Burrus claire, 32 rue de lappe, 
Fr-75011 paris France, tel /fax +33 
1 43553476 

carsten nash, tibirkebro #2B, 
dK-3220 tisvildeleje denmark, tel 
+45 4 8704025

cerrato elda, av. caseros #562 dep. 
10, ar-1152 Buenos aires argen-
tina, tel /fax +54 1 43078681

chabreuil eugenie, 5 rue Barrault, 
Fr-75013, paris France, tel +33 1 
45882647

chang Sang-eui, dongak-ku, Sangdo 
4 dorg, 211-16 Yak-soo mansion 
c-702, 156-034 Seoul South Korea, 

tel /fax + 82 2 8230821
cho Y.J., 74 grand st., new York nY 

10013, uSa, tel /fax +1 212 3349049
chondros and katsiani, Konst 

melenikou #34, gr-54635 thessa-
loniki greece, tel +30 31 208969, 
allipoli@magnet.gr www.magnet.gr 
/views/allipoli/world.htm

cobucci Jemma Patrizia, guarar 
#150/142, 01425 Sao paulo Brasil, 
tel +55 11 8871796, +55 11 
8858992, fax +55 11 8871796, 
mcj.cookie@originet.com.br

coppens miek, herengracht #7, 4924 
Bg drimmelen hlland, tel /fax + 31 
162 686240

corlatan Vasile, avram iancu #4, 
ro-2180 Sinaia prahova romania, 
tel + 40 44 314980

covelli carmine, 3435 cesar chavez 
#214, San Francisco ca94110, uSa

czitrom Béla, laitainen #2c11, 
Fi-20900 turku Finland

Dastan Zahra nasrin, toussave azadi 
st. #2, 13418 tehran iran, tel +98 21 
6004580

Davila ivan, p.o.Box 189, malvern Vic. 
3144 australia, tel +61 3 95095943, 
fax +61 3 95095405

De Bary etienne, 21 rue du pdt. 
wilson, Fr-94250 gentilly France, 
tel /fax +33 1 46635265, edebary 
@iname.com, multimania.com/bary

De Luca Pino, via F. Sivori #1, it-1636 
genova italy, tel +39 10 217810

Della Savina ettore, via rosta #8 int 
4, it-10143 torino italy, tel /fax +38 
11 7768857

Devens Dré, postbus #2915, 6201 
na maastricht holland, tel +31 43 
3219807 fax +31 43 3258890

Diez gil Pedro, Bolivia #1 ap.2a, 
eS-08018 Barcelona Spain, tel +34 
93 3096807, televenta.com/art

Diminic Josip, K. Kranjca #31, 52220 
labin hrvatska croatia, tel +385 52 
851175, +385 52 856088

Dimitrescu marta, mörbylund 19, 9tr, 
Se-182 30 danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden tel /fax +46 8 857264 info@

artaddiction.se www.artaddiction.se
Doeleman hannah, wed st. #4, 

3512Jh utrecht holland, tel +31 30 
2312614 wdoelema@casema.net

Domenech Antonio, peu de  creu 
#6-14a, eS-46001 Valencia Spain, tel 
+34 963924057

epstein chava, 7/6 polotzky st., gilo 
Jerusalem 93758 israel, tel +972 2 
6766169, erezc@hotmail.com

erickson kay, p.o.Box 5088,Santa 
monica ca 90409-5088, uSa, tel 
/fax +1 800 6355185

esmaellou Bita, #272-11th floor, 8th 
entrance block B2, ekbatan aparta-
ment housing, 13948 tehran iran, 
tel +98 21 4646580, +98 21 4640521

eversley frederick, 29 mercer st., 
new York nY 10013, uSa, tel +1 
212 4314222, fax +1 212 4313120, 
fredever@bigfoot.com

faknimi hossein, 52 Shahrak ershad 
2nd.st. Farhanyanshaikh Fazlollah 
blvd., 14647 tehran iran, tel +98 21 
8258092, fax +98 21 8250054

flipse David h. J., polanen str. #2B, 
3062Kc rotterdam holland

flynn John k., 471 5th ave., park 
Slope, Brooklyn nY 11215, uSa, tel 
/fax +1 718 3698934

frankovic maja S., trg Zabica #2, 
rijeka croatia, geocities.com/soho/
coffeehouse/9974

frasnedi Alfonso, centotrecento 
#31a, it-40126 Bologna italy, tel /fax 
+39 5 6233877

fridjonsson helgi Thorgils, reka-
grandi #8, iS-107 reykjavik iceland, 

tel +354 551 8797, fax +354 551 
0202, hema@isholf.is

friedeberg Pedro, recreo #48, 
mx-37700 Sn. miguel allende 
mexico, tel +52 415 20885, fax +52 
415 23191

fülöp Tibor, Fleming #6, gr-14569 
anixi attiki greece

garcin Olivier, 5 bis rue Villermont, 
Fr-06000 nice France, tel +33 4  
93802114, fax +33 4 93925976

gayvoronsky Ludmila, 26 church st., 
newport nh 03773, uSa, tel +1 603 
8639919

gazzera clarisa, pzza Vittorio Veneto 
#16 bis, it-10123 torino italy, tel +39 
11 8122443, www.whoswho.art.ch, 
www.sermadiras.com.di.unito.it/
~gazzera

gliszczynski krzysztof, marsz. Focha 
st. #29 i, pl-80156 gdansk poland, 
tel  +48 58 306.2914

greenaway Paul, 39 rundle st. Kent 
town, adelaide 5067 australia, tel 
+61 8 83626354, fax +61 8 
83620890, gag@camtech.net.au, 
www. adelaide.net.au/~gag/

gudnason kristian Jon, nonnufelli 
#1, iS-111reykjavik iceland, tel /fax 
+3545575240

gunji Yoko, 2 avenue des orangers, 
Fr-06000 nice France, tel /fax +33 
4 93868420, fgunji@mail.dotcom.fr  

hadavand Susan, #25 Shah-moham-
madi alley, 10th Farvardin st., pir-
ouzi ave., 17659 tehran iran, tel +98 
7434495

harrison michael, 2/27 View rd, mt 
eden, auckland 1003 new Zealand, 
tel +64 9 6231445

hausdottir Valgerdur, njörvasund 
#32, 104 reykjavik iceland, tel +354 
588 7576, fax +354 872 1472, 
hauksd@ismennt.is, www.mhi.is/
~hauksd

heller erga, lipsky st. #10, il-62195 
tel aviv israel, tel + 972 3 6053383, 
fax + 972 3 5730497, 
sheffer@eng.tau.ac.il

henneman Jeroen, Vossiusstraat #27, 
1071ag amsterdam holland, tel +31 
20 6769383, fax + 31 20 6759173

highstein Jene, 525 w. 36th. st. 3a, 
new York nY 10018, uSa, tel +1 
212 5942479, fax +1 212 5942482, 
j.highstein@worldnet.att.net

hill elizabeth Anne, 50 north Street, 
St. andrews Fife KY 16 9 aQ Scot-
land, tel +334 477208

hinman charles, 231 Bowery st., new 
York nY 10002, uSa, tel +1 212 
2541276, fax +1 212 3581368

hirakawa Shigeko, 181 avenue Jean 
Jaurès, Fr-92290 chatenay-malabry 
France, tel +33 1 41139730, fax +33 
1 41137496, hirakawa@worldnet.fr, 
services.wordnet.net/hirakawa

hjort Larissa, 36 luke st., abbots Ford 
Victoria 3067 australia

hjort noela, p.o.Box 6, clarendon 
5157, australia

hoenraet Luc, e. Bockstaellan #100, 
Be-1020 Brussels Belgium, tel /fax 
+32 2 4283260

hogson John, 1811 e. grand ave. 
unit 99, escondido ca 92027, uSa, 
tel +1 760 7466105, 
johnhodgson@procligy.net

hojabr ebrahimi Sholeh, #12-1 
daman afshar st., Vallyast st., 
19697 tehran iran, tel +98 21 
8880482,fax +98 21 8785332, mor-
tazavi-zidi@yahoo.com

hongo hitoshi, Yasuda #45, 
Fuchu-machi neigun toyama 
9392751 Japan, tel /fax +81 764 
695887,hongo@nsknet.or.jp

howardena Pindell, 1793 riverside 

drive 1h,  new York nY 10034, 
uSa, tel +1 212 2423900, fax +1 516 
6327261

hrycek Jan krzysztof, wladyslawa 
Krola #47/43, pl-94039 lodz poland, 
tel +48 6 864397

hugger Jason, 3030 n. 7th st. #1007, 
phoenix aZ 85014,uSa, tel +1 602 
2637560

hunter Alexis, 13 hillier house, 46 
camden Square, london nw19xa 
great Britain, tel /fax +44 171 
4855803

hurkmans Rini, punterspad aB’ de 
maas’, 1001KB amsterdam holland, 
tel /fax +31 20 6426559, 
henr@xs4all.nl

ivanov Alexander, l. Karelov st. 
#11,Bg-5502 lovech Bulgaria, tel 
+359 68 40964

Jaccard christian, 40 rue pascal, 
Fr-75013 paris France, tel /fax +33 
1 43361873

Jakober Ben Vu Yannick, St. ursula 
st. #205, 06 Valleta malta, fax 
+356 236984, 
jakobervu@kemmunet.net.mt, 
www.kemmunet.net.mt/jakobervu

Jaksic Lenka-kaksie, novembar st. 
#29 d4 ii 42, 38220 Kos. mitrovica 
Serbia, tel +381 23 739

Janssen Servie, dobbelmannweg. #5, 
6531 Kt nijmegen holland, tel /fax 
+31 24 3541534

Jasim haky, tellusgatan #34, Se-41519 
göteborg Sweden, tel +46 31 
466803, mlg229z@tninet.se

Jayce Sallgum, 289 alexander 
st.,#821, V6a4h6 Vancouver Bc 
canada

Jergusova-Vidarena, nam.1 maja 9, 
SK-81106 Bratislava Slovakia

Johanson Patricia, 179 nickmush rd., 
Buskirk nY 12028, uSa, tel /fax +1 
518 7534795

John Leslie, Blueberry hill,6318 Zeno 
circle st., port charlotte Fl 33981, 
uSa, tel +1 941 4741194

Jones Lucinda, 900 w moss #307, 
peoria il 61606, uSa, tel +1 309 
6769302

Joyce Barbara, p.o. Box 14, Saba 
netherlands antilles the caribbean, 
tel +599 4 63209, fax +599 4 63200, 
www.barbarajoyce.com

kamiyama Akira, 133 makigahara 
asahi-ku,Jp-2410836 Yokohama 
Kanagawa Japan, tel +81 45 
3642602, fax +81 45 3642645, 
kami@linkclub.or.jp

keerend Avo, Bornhohe #30, ee-11911 
tallinn estonia, formosa@online.ee

kern Pascal, 167 blvd. Sérurier, 
Fr-75019 paris France, tel /fax +33 
1 42 456639

khosrowjerdi hossein, unit 2 3rd 
floor, tower 3, duma residential 
complex duma alley, guita st., 
golestan st., Jordan ave., 19666 
tehran iran, tel +98 21  2041622, 
+98 21 8865861, fax +98 21 8718401 

khosrowjerdi Sahar, unit 2 3rd floor, 
tower 3, duma residential complex, 
duma alley, guita st., golestan st., 
Jordan ave., 19666 tehran iran, tel 
+98 21 2041622, +98 21 8865861, 
fax +98 21 8718401

kim Sook cha, 6540 Braddoch rd., 
alexandria Va 22312, uSa, tel + 1 
703 3545715

knibestól Leiv, Knibestól, no-4480 
Kvinesdal norway, tel +47 38 
354713

knut mieczyslaw, naleczowska 
#62/55, pl-02922 warszawa poland

Lebedev Rostislav, Jan rainis blvd. 
#16-2-196, ru-123459 moscow 
russia, tel +7 95 9498403
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Lejeune Pierre marie, le hallier - 

clery, Fr-27700 les andelys France, 
tel +33 2 32543071, fax +33 2 
32540677

Leymarie chantal, 21 rue des ailan-
tes, Fr-94100 Saint -maur France, 
tel +33 1 42838958

Lieberman Tania, tchapaevskiy per. 
#5-371, ru-125252 moscow russia, 
tel +7 95 1577956 

Lorenzo Alberto, wilson Ferreira 
aldunate #1295/8, 11100 montevi-
deo uruguay, tel +59 82 9004661

Lund Torroll cynthia, 3030 South 
greenlawn terrace, new Berlin 
wi53151, uSa, tel +1 262 7898426, 
+1 414 2214540, fax +1 414 
2214541, cynthia.torroll@ 
wepco.com

Lundberg Birgitta, 147 promenade 
des anglais, Fr-06200 nice France, 
tel +33 4 93867955

maeght Yoyo, 42 rue du Bac, 
Fr-75007 paris France, tel +33 1 
45484515, fax +33 1 42222283

maggi Ruggero, corso Sempione #67, 
it-20149 milano italy, tel /fax +39 2 
66805939

magno Liz, 4601 aspen dr., walnut-
port pa 18088, uSa, tel /fax +1 610 
7610721, zioameric@aol.com

mahmoodian fariba, #3 33rd ave., Kia 
st., Shahrara st., 14449 tehran iran, 
tel +98 21 8253165

mahmoudi Roxana, 64 Bosian 9 st. 
pasdaran, 16667 tehran iran, tel 
+98 21 2560487

mann frank, 212 east 34 st. #3e, new 
York nY 10016, uSa, tel +1 212 
6899003

margulis martha, 7 Valley  ridge rd., 
harrison nY 10528, uSa, tel +1 
914 9676447, fax +1 914 9216882, 
netherz@bestweb.net

marzaroli Palmi, cime de l’est #a25, 
ch-1854 leysin Switzerland, tel +41 
24 4942951

matsumoto Junko, 1-7-19 nagaodai, 
takarazuka hyogo 660-0807 Japan, 
junkom@skyblue.ocn.ne.jp, 
www.133.1.160.127/junko

matthieu Laurette, 82 rue rebeval, 
Fr-75019 paris France, tel +33 1 
48030675, fax +33 6 61741627, 
apparitions@iname.com, 
www.laurette.com

mazek Slawomir, Blonskigo #5, 
pl-20734 lublin poland, tel +48 81 
5275704

mcclain Robert, 2818 Kirby st., 
houston tx 77098, uSa, tel + 1 
7135209988, fax + 1 7135209955, 
rmcclain@robertmcclain.co, 
www.robertmcclain.com

mcintyre Arthur, 18 malvern ave., 
croydon n.S.w. 2132 australia, tel 
+61 2 7453987

merola mario, Somerville #216, 
h3l1a3 montreal canada, tel +1 514 
3816338

mesch maria, via paruta #38, it-20127, 
milano italy, tel + 39 335 681667, fax 
+39 2 2567755, maria97@rete039.it

methapisit Suwan, pinkloa - nakhon-
chaisri rd. #59/230, thaweewattana 
Bangkok 10170 thailand, tel +66 
662 4483715 

mora Raul, Bosque de alferez #82, 
mx-52783 mexico mexico, tel +52 
5 5897782, 
raul.mora@intranet.com.mx

moukhin igor, Festivalnaja #13-3-282, 
ru-125565 moscow russia, tel +7 
95 4579540

mäki Teemu, tallberginkatu #1F 12, 
Fi-00180 helsinki Finland, tel +358 
40 5061792, fax +358 9 6944187, 
teemu.maki@av.arkki.fi., www. 

kolumbus.fi/studiomezzo/maki.htm
nakamura keiichi, 1-18-7-402 Kami-

ochiai, Jp-1610034 Shinjuku-ku 
tokyo Japan, tel +81 3 599968138, 
honmaru@rental.co.jp

nawar Ahmed, 54 dimashk st., cairo 
egypt, tel /fax +20 2 3488279

navarro cristina, c/.Jesus y maria 
#22, Se-46008 Valencia Spain, tel 
+34 96 3821591

O’Shea hannah, 98 highlever rd., top, 
ladbrokegrove london w10 6nJ 
great Britain, h.o-shea@uclan.uk 

Okulick John, 604 hampton drive, 
Venice ca 90291, uSa, tel +1 
310 3926949, fax +1 310 3923092, 
okulick@aol.com

Olivari Julie, carlos calvo #447-13h, 
Buenos aires ar-1102 argentina, tel 
/fax  +54 1 3611848

Olivier O. Olivier, Square delambre 
#6, Fr-75014 paris France, tel /fax + 
33 1 43354787 

Omann hans Peter, gothersgade 
#143/2, dK-1123 copenhagen den-
mark, tel +45 33 152470, fax +45 33 
152370, omann@post4.tele.dk

Ordrupgaard, Vilvordevej 110, 
dK-2920 charlottenlund copenha-
gen denmark

Ozory georg, Kreuznacher str. #5, 
de-70372 Stuttgart germany, tel 
/fax +49 711 556019

Pagnes Andrea, via San polo #559, 
it-30125 Venice italy, tel /fax +39 41 
5222272 mobil +39 033 85724374

Parashkevova irena, mihailov rou-
meng, petkshkov str. #28, Bg-7002 
rousse Bulgaria

Patella Luca maria, via panisperna 
#66, it-00184 roma italy, tel +39 6 
4814387,+39 6 48904573

Peelehroud moharrami Abdollah, 
flat 1 #166, alley 8, st. South 
Villa, 15986 tehran iran, tel +98 21 
8801659

Peeters Sef, St. martenstr. #19, 
4813gd Breda holland, tel /fax +31 
76 5204372, sefpeet@concepts.nl, 
xs4all.nl/~akinci

Peraza Avila Sergio, cerro Blanco 
#14, col. pedregal de San Francisco, 
coyoacan, mx-04320 mexico 
mexico, tel /fax +52 55 542344, 
minotaures@yahoo.com

Perman Bo, Saltskog gård, Se-15147 
Södertälje Sweden 

Pfeiffer Walter, Selnaustr. #44, 
ch-8001 Zürich Switzerland, tel +41 
1 2118031

Pla eduardo, J. m. gutierrez st.#3967, 
ar-1425 Buenos aires argentina, 
tel +54 11 48018453, 
epla@eduardopla.com, 
www.eduardopla.com.ar

Podorean-ekström Ligia, lotsgatan 
#7, Se-11636 Stockholm Sweden, tel 
+46 8 6438128

Ponomarev Alexandr, pokrovskij blvd. 
#18/15 st 2 ap 29 a, moscow 
russia, tel +7 95 9172669, fax +7 95 
9172669

Pop-negresteanu Vasile, plantelor 
#2-10, ro-70308 Bucharest roma-
nia, tel +40 1 6508604, + 40 1 
3204792, fax +40 1 2105871

Porfidia Alessadra, via Banco di S. 
Spirito #50, it-00186 rome italy, tel 
+39 6 85352870, fax +39 6 8682250, 
aleporfidia@hotmail.com

Poujan Jawad, p.o.Box 13145-1859, 
tehran iran, tel +98 21 6495256

Poynder macha, 77 n.d. des champs, 
Fr-75006 paris France, tel /fax 
+33 1 43264763, 
machapoynder@hotmail.com

Preede nydia, Box 344, eatontow nJ 
07724, uSa

Priestner Stephen, 17 Stamford park 
rd., altrincham manchester wa15 
9eh great Britain, tel +44 161 
9290293

Pyro franz Wilhelm, mozartstr. #29, 
de-50674 Köln germany, tel +49 221 
212557

Quero José hernandez, reina cristina 
#24-7-p5, eS-28014 madrid Spain, 
tel +34 91 4330826

Rahmanian koshkaky farzaneh, 
nejatoalahy st., second alley #14 
flat 3, South Villa st., tehran iran, tel 
+98 21 881644

Ramos mel, 5941 oceanview dr., oak-
land ca-94618, uSa

Robinson ken, 31 Francourt st., 
meadowbank, auckland 1005 new 
Zealand 

Roch Poli Serge, rue des pechers #2, 
Fr-66140 canet-Village France

Rochet marie-hélène, 25 rue philippe 
Vincent, Fr- 17000 la rochelle 
France, tel +33 5 46009480

Rogge cornelius, Voorstondense-
straat #7, 6964cc hall holland, tel 
+31 3 652868

Romero Rachael, 43 Broadview rd., 
woodstock nY 12498, uSa, tel 
+1 91 46796433, 
rachaelromero@usa.net

Rupoli francesco, 54 cheetnut grove, 
Balham london Sw12 8JJ great Brit-
ain, tel +44 181 6750941

Ruskokivi Sisko Linnea, oksasenkatu 
#6a39, Fi-00100 helsinki Finland, 
tel +358 9 445224

Russ maloletneva nadia, p.o.Box 
44921 , Freeport Bahamas, tel +1 
242 3733847, www.artnet.com/
radia.html

Russu André, mörbylund 19, 9tr, 
Se-182 30 danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden tel /fax +46 8 857264 info@

artaddiction.se www.artaddiction.se
Russu Petru, mörbylund 19, 9tr, 

Se-182 30 danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden tel /fax +46 8 857264 info@

artaddiction.se www.artaddiction.se
Sacal Jose, Fco. i. madero #55, 

mx-06000 mexico mexico, tel +52 
5 512047,fax + 52 5 5401722, 
studio@josesacal.com, 
www.josesacal.com

Schumann Sarah, Fritschstr.#29, 
de-10585 Berlin germany, tel +49 
30 3417233

Schwarz martin, p.o.Box 159, 
ch-8402 winterthur Switzerland, 
tel +41 2422608, fax +41 2422635, 
eigenartverlag@smile.ch, 
www.eigenartverlag.ch

Schwarz Robert, 14 rue de clos, 
Fr-75020 paris France

Shajari nasrin (mandara), Shariati 
st., 41 hedye ave., 15468 tehran 
iran, tel + 98 2858008, +98 2274294

Shamsol kotaby Anahita, #4 mohsen 
noroozy alley, Vally asr.str.,  talegh-
any st., Shahriar iran, tel +98 
264223461, fax +98 31214142

Shimada gian, rua miracema, Br- 
224030 niteroi Sta. rosa, rio de 
Janeiro Brasil, tel +55 21 7192204, 
fax +55 21 6211776, 
gianshimada@hotmail.com, 
gianshimadacyahoo.com

Shohini Debgupta, 5116 S. delaware 
st. #c-310, englewood co 80110, 
uSa, tel +1 303 7303753, 
sdebgupta@hotmail.com 

Shuji haruno, oaza-asagi #1023-6, 
onga-machi onga-gun Fukuoka 
811-4312 Japan, tel /fax +81 93 
293997

Slezovic mehmed, metohiska st., 
#11,36300 novi pazar Serbia, tel 
+381 20 313225

Smith John noel, Klixstr.#3, de-10823 
Berlin germany

Spacal Lojze Luigi, p.zza Venezia, tri-
este italy, tel +39 40 304668

Stanko-Bojanov Stanislav, mesta st. 
#20, Bg-2500 Kustendil Bulgaria

Stein, 450 Broome st., new York nY 
10013, uSa, fax +1 212 4317530 
dotdotdot@uclan.ac erols.com

Stephenson ian, elm park gardens 
#49, london Sw10 9pa  great Britain

Strathdee Barbara, 35 mana st., 
Vogeltown wellington new Zealand, 
tel /fax + 64 4 9346210, 
b.strath@paradise.net.nz

Suchodrew edith, oppenhoffallee 
#63, de-52066 aachen germany, tel 
+49 241 54779

Su-Tao, 386 avenue georges henri, 
Be-1200 Brussels Belgium, tel +32 2 
7346532, fax + 32 2 7346532, yutzi-
sin@hotmail.com

Suwankusolsong Titapol, 118/2 
pornswang-nivesna thepharak rd., 
Bangplee-Yai, Bangplee, 10540 
Smutprakan thailand, tel +66 2 
3855253 

Szirmay marté, 693 richardson rd., 
mt. roskill auckland 4 new Zea-
land, tel +64 9 6255042, 
ms.marte@xtra.co.nz

Szydlowski henryk, 9 Bombard st., 
ardross 6153 perth australia, tel 
/fax +61  8 93648350

Tabanfar Shahin (Parsa), Kuye ela-
hiye, mahroo st., magnolia lane, 
golnaz tower, 1915919115 tehran 
iran, tel +98 21 2058626, fax +98 21 
8052233, cfparsa@yahoo.com

Tajbaksh niusha, golestan st. Shah-
rak ghoods #1008 block c2, 14658 
tehran iran, tel +98 21 8096930

Tchonkanov Stoyan, pl. narodno 
Sabranie #9, Bg-1000 Sofia Bulgaria, 
tel +359 48937529, 
tchouki@hotmail.com

Thaothong Preecha, Suan dusit art 
gallery, rajabhat institute Suan 
dusit, ratchasim rd. dusin, 10300 
Bangkok thailand

Thelma mathias, 90 greene st., new 
York nY 10012,uSa, tel +1 212 
9660710

Timaji mogaddam mojgan, #21 2nd. 
Floor Simarg st., after Seyed Khan-
dan Bridge, Shariati st., 15418 
tehran iran, tel +98 21 2859411

Topper edna, Yavniely st. #10, her-
zeliya il-46387 israel, tel +972 9 
9589553, fax +972 9 9568840

Trobisch heike, cheruskerstr. #7, 
de-10829 Berlin germany, tel /fax 
+49 30 78712506

Tschaikner Peter Paul, iglerstrasse 
#40, at-6080 iglS innsbruck aus-
tria, tel /fax +43 512 378283, 
oneworld@tirol.com

uematsu keiji, 1-10-9 hanjo, 
Jp-5620044 minoh Japan, tel /fax 
+81 727 226033

Varney edwin, Box 3655, V6B 3Y8 
Vancouver canada, tel /fax +1 604 
2668289, evarney@mars.ark.com

Verdi franco, piazza Simoni #10, 
it-37122 Verona italy, tel +39 45 
591468

Viceng francis, St. antoni #22, 
eS-08338 Barcelona Spain, tel +34 
93 8487097, verancis@readysoft.sp

Yamamoto keigo, 24-10 oomura-cho, 
Fukui 919-0316 Japan, tel +81 776 
417000, fax +81 776 417001, 
keigo@nn.iij4u.or.jp

Zanatta Andrea, via Berna #36, mar-
tellago Venice italy

Zarafshan nasrin, Khosravi Kouche 
#157, 61957 ahwaz iran, tel +98 
611229476
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Alli Poli, Konst. melenikou #34, 
gr-54635 thessaloniki greece, tel 
+30 31 208969, fax +30 31 324713, 
allipoli@magnet.gr 
www.magnet.gr/ views/allipoli

Art Beatus, Flat F-g 18/F Yan’s tower, 
25-27 wong chuk hang rd., aber-
deen hong Kong, china

Brian gross fine Art, 49 geary st. 
#509, San Francisco ca 94108, 
uSa, tel +1 415 7881050, fax +1 
415 7881059, bgfa@pacbell.net, 
www.artnet.com/briangros.html

Brighton museum & Art gallery, 
church st., Brighton, e. Sussex Bn1 
i4e great Britain, tel +44 1273 
290900, fax +44 1273 292871

camhi Rebecca, Sophokleous #23, 
gr-10552 athens greece, tel /fax 
+30 1 3210448, 
camhigallery@hotmail.com

cline fine Art gallery, 526 canyon 
rd., Santa Fe nm 87501, uSa, 
tel +1 505 9825328, fax +1 505 
9824762, clineart@aol.com, 
www.collectorsguide.com/cline

Dany keller galerie, Buttermelcher-
str. #11, de-80469 munich ger-
many, tel +49 89 226132, fax +49 89 
295508

Darren knight gallery, 840 elizabeth 
st., waterloo 2017 Sydney austra-
lia, tel +61 2 96995353, fax +61 2 
96995254

De Schone kunsten, Zocherstraat 
#1-d, 2011dg haarlem holland, tel 
+31 23 5258073, fax +31 23 
5254958

Dvir gallery, nahum st. #11, tel 
aviv il-63503 israel, tel +972 3 
6043003, fax +972 3 5444893, dvir-
g@inter.nel.il

edificio Balmori, orizaba 
#101-101,col. roma, mexico 
d.F.06700 mexico, tel +52 5115150

fotogalleriet, Kogensgt. #9, no-0153 
oslo norway, tel +47 22 424924, fax 
+47 22 424209, fff@sn.no

galeria h2O, Verdi  #152, eS-08012 
Barcelona Spain, tel /fax +34 93 
415801, jgrvizmillet@coac.es

galeria magari, c/ horacio #20, 
eS-08022 Barcelona Spain, tel /fax 
+34 93 4188810

galerie Andreas Bastian, elsässer-
strasse #32, de-81667 munich ger-
many, tel +49 89 481590, fax +49 
89 4471494,bastianart@t-online.de, 
www.artspace.de

galerie Annette de keyser, generaal 
Belliardstraat #19, Be-2000 antwer-
pen Belgium, tel +32 3 2319056

galerie Arnoux, 27 rue guénégaud, 
Fr-75006 paris France, tel +33 1 
46330466, fax +33 1 46332540, 
arnoux@parissimo.com, 
www.parissimo.com/pages/ 
arnoux.htm

galerie Barbara Weiss, postdamer 
st. #93, de-10785 Berlin germany, 
tel +49 30 2624284, fax +49 30 
2651652

galerie Bellint, 28 bis blvd. Sébasto-
pol, Fr-75004 paris France, tel +33 
1 42780191, fax +33 1 42760069, 
fagniez@easynet.fr, www.ad-
arts.com/bellint

galerie clara maria Sels, poststr. 
#3, de-40213 düsseldorf germany, 
tel +49  211 328020, fax +49 211 
328026, cmsels@mail.isis.de

galerie de cité internationale des 
Arts, 18 rue de l’hotel de Ville, 
Fr-75004 paris France, tel +33 1 
4278717

galerie j. friedrich, Kronprinzenstr. 
#98, de-44135 dortmund germany, 
tel +49 231 7212176, fax +49 231 
7212178, galeriefriederich@t-
online.de

galerie klaus Braun, cristophstrasse 
#40-42, de-70180 Stuttgart ger-
many, tel +49 711 6405989, fax +49 
711 6074236, braungal@aol.com 

galerie könig & Lettner, wipplinger-
str. #29, at-1010 Vienna austria, tel 
+43 1 5335201, fax +43 1 5320792

galerie Langenberg, Korte prinsengr. 
#44, 1013 gt amsterdam holland, 
tel /fax +31 20 6236337

galerie Lydie Rekow, 20 rue des 
alpes, Fr-26400 crest France, tel 
+33 4 75254633, 
lydie.r@wanadoo.fr

galerie maeght, 42 rue du Bac, 
Fr-75007 paris France, tel +33 1 
45484515, fax +33 1 42222283

galerie mille neuf cent Deux mille, 
8 rue Bonaparte, Fr-75006 paris 
France, tel +33  1 43258420, fax 
+33 1 46347452, 
1900-2000@orbital.fr,   
www.orbital.fr /1900-2000

galerie Peter kilchmann, limmat-
strasse #270, ch-8005 Zürich Swit-
zerland, tel +41 1 440393, fax +41 1 
4403932, kilchmann@access.ch

galerie Polaris-Bernard utudijan, 8 
rue Saint claude, Fr-75003 paris 
France, tel +33 1 42722127, fax +33 
1 42760629, polaris@easynet.fr

galerie Praz-Delavallade, 28 rue 
louise weiss, Fr-75013 paris 
France, tel /fax +33 1 45862010, 
prazdela@club-internet.fr

galerie Ramakers, toussaintkade 
#70, 2513 cl den haag holland

galerie Remmert und Barth, mue-
hlenstrasse #1, de-40213 düssel-
dorf germany, tel +49 211 327436, 
fax +49 211 322259

galerie S. & h. de Buck, Zuidstation-
straat #25B, Be-9000 gent Belgium, 
tel /fax +32 9 2251081

galerie Sfeir-Semler, admiralitätstr. 
#71, de-20459 hamburg germany, 
tel +49 40 37519940, fax +49 40 
37519637, sfeirart@adl.com

galerie ulrich fiedler, lindenstr. #19, 
de-50674 cologne germany, tel +49 
221 9230800, fax +48 211 24961, 
galerie-fiedler@netcologne

galerie Walcheturm, walkestr. #6, 
ch-8035 Zürich Switzerland, tel +41 
1 2521096, fax +41 1 2521097, 
walcheturm@acces.ch

galerie Von Loeper eppendorfer, 
landstr. #44, de-20249 hamburg 
germany, tel +49 40 453292, fax 
+49 40 442996, 
vonloeper@galerie.de, 
www.galerie.de /von-loep

galerie Voss, Südstr. #9, de-40213 
düsseldorf germany, tel +49 211 
134982, fax +49 211 133400, 
vossgallery@-online.de, 
www.galerienetz.de /voss

galleri christian Larsen, Karlavägen 
#15, Se-11431 Stockholm Sweden, 
tel +46 8 6110031

galleri Susanne Ottesen, dK-1123 
copenhagen K denmark, tel +54 33 
155244, fax +45 33 155944

gallery B.A.i., 575 Broadway, new 
York nY 10012, uSa, tel +1 212 
9415588, fax +1 212 9410223

gary nader fine Art, 3306/3310 
ponce de leon blvd., coral gables 
Fl 33134, uSa, tel +1 305 4420256, 
fax +1 305 4439285, 
ganader@aol.com, 
www.garynader.com

greenaway Art gallery, 39 rundle 
st., Kent town Sa 5067 adelaide 
australia, tel +61 8 83 626354, fax 
+61 8 83620890

hamis galerie, 19 rue houdon, 
Fr-75018 paris France, tel +33 1 
42622429

hans knoll, esterhazygasse #29, 

at-1060 Vienna austria, tel +43 
1 5875052, fax +43 1 5875966, 
knoll@t0.or.at, www.kunstnet.at/
knoll

hans Theunissen Art company, aal-
sterweg #301, 5044rg eindhoven 
holland, tel +31 40 2128271, fax 
+31 40 2129379, artcmpy@xs4all.nl

il milione, via maroncelli #7, milano 
italy, tel +39 2 653747, fax +39 2 
653872

issert catherine, Fr-06570 Saint - 
paul France, tel +33 4 93329692, 
fax +33 4 93327813,  
www.stpaul.com /issert

Jill Yakas, Spartis st. #16, gr-14563 
Kifissia athens greece, tel  /faxl 
+30 8012773

Johannesburg Art gallery, p.o.Box 
23561, Jowbert park #2044, 
Johannesburg South africa, tel +27 
11 7253130/80/81, fax +27 11 
7206000, jburger@mj.org.za

kamloops Art gallery, 101-465 Vic-
toria st., Kamloops,  British colum-
bia V2c 2a9 canada, tel +1 250 
8283543, fax +1 250 8280662, 
kamloopsartgallery@kag.bc.ca, 
www.galleries.bc.ca/kamloops

kanevsky Art gallery, 25 north main 
st., Kent ct, p.o.Box 953, cheshire 
ct 06410, uSa, tel + 1 203 5279688

kerlin gallery, anne’s lane, South 
anne st., dublin 2 ireland, 
gallery@kerlin.ie, www.kerlin.ie

kohji Ogura gallery, Jetty east 1-7 
minatomachi, minatoku nagoya 
Jp-455-0033 Japan, tel +81 52 
6545106, fax +81 52 6545107, 
mocakog@spice.or.jp

L. A. galerie-lothar albrecht, domstr. 
#6/2, de-60311 Frankfurt germany, 
tel +49 69 288687, fax +49 69 
280912

Lock Wilma, Schmiedgasse #15, 
ch-9000 St. gallen Switzerland, 
tel +41 71 2226252, fax +41 71 
2226224

manawatu Art gallery, 398 main 
st., private Bag 11-055, palmerston 
north, tel /fax +64 6 3588849, 
mail@mag.org.nz, www.mag.org.nz

meyer karlheinz, ernststr. #88, 
de-76131 Karlsruhe germany, tel 
+49 721 612111, fax +49 721 
616578, khmeyer@t-online.de

moravian gallery in Brno, husova 
#18, 66226 Brno czech republic, 
tel +420 5 42215753, fax +420 
5 42215758, m-gal@bm.cesnet.c2, 
www.moravska-galerie.cz

moving Space gallery, Baaigemstraat 
#253, Be-9890 gavere Belgium

nedra matteucci galleries, 1075 
paseo de peralta, Santafe nm 
87501, uSa, tel +1 505 9824631, fax 
+1 505 9840199

Patricia correia gallery, 2525 mich-
igan ave., Bergamot Station l.a. 
#e2, Santa monica ca 90404, uSa, 
tel +1 310 2641760, fax +1 310 
2641762, coreia@earthlink.net, 
www.coreiagallery.com

Safrai fine Art, 19 King david st., 
Jerusalem il-94101 israel, tel +972 
2 6254885, fax +972 2 6240387, 
safrai@netvision.net.il, 
www.israelartguide.co.il /safrai

Sarah Briggs, haywards gallery, Bel-
vedere rd., london Se1 8xx great 
Britain, sbriggs@hayward.org.uk

State gallery of fine Arts, Saborna 
#14a, Bg-4025 plovdiv Bulgaria, tel 
+359 32 263790

Städtische galerie, marstallstrasse 
#55, de-73033 göppingen ger-
many, tel +49 7161 650777/775, 
fax +49 7161 27672, stadtgalerie-
gp@fto.de, www.goeppingen.de/
galerie/index.htm

Taller galeria fort, apartat correus 
#9319, Se-08080 Barcelona Spain

The gallery West, 1-3-3 ginza nishi 
bldg., chuo-ku tokyo Jp-104 Japan

The Pagus gallery, 619 west washing-
ton st., norristown pa 19401, uSa, 
tel +1 610 2928565

The Suan Dusit Art gallery, rajabhat 
institute Suan dusit, 
Bangkok,thailand

The Yoseido gallery, 5-5-15 ginza, 
chuo-ku, tokio Jp-104, Japan, tel 
+81 3 35711312, fax +81 3 
35712471, yoseido@bb.mbn.or jp

Thea fischer-Reinhardt, Fasanenstr. 
#29, de-10719 Berlin germany, tel 
+49 30 8824057

Thielsen galleries inc., 1038 ade-
laide st. north, london ontario 
n5Y 2m9 canada, tel +1 519 
4347681, fax +1 519 4348814, 
www.thielsengalleries.com

Thomas erben gallery, 476 Broome 
st., new York nY 10013, uSa, tel +1 
212 9665283, fax +1 212 9410752, 
www.thomaserben.com

ubu gallery, 16 east 78 th st., new 
York nY 10021, uSa,  tel +1 212 
7944444, fax +1 212 7944289

Vera munro galerie, heilwingstrasse 
#64, de-20249 hamburg germany, 
tel +49 40 484552, fax +49 40 
472550

Yu-i, modern Art gallery, 386 avenue 
georges henri, Be-1200 Brussels 
Belgium, tel +32 2 7346532, fax +32 
2 6494156

Andreeva ekaterina, institutsky pr. 
#4-65, ru-194018 St. petersburg 
russia, tel +7 812 3522624, fax +7 
812 3144153, plis@mail.freelines.ru

kreuzzinger milan, Seifertova #36, 
13000 prague czech republic, tel 
+420 2 90006961

Spinelli claudia, Josefstr. #45, 
ch-8005 Zürich Switzerland, tel 
+41 1 2521096, fax +41 1 2521057, 
walchetum@access.ch

Stallings Tyler, 307 cliff drive, laguna 
Beach ca 92651, uSa, tel +1 949 
4946531, 
tstallings@lagunaartmuseum.org

ulpiano Rosa, palleter #21-11a, 
eS-46008 Valencia Spain, tel /fax 
+9 6 3852544

C r i t i C s

assoCiations

AAiAA-Art Addiction international 
Art Association, mörbylund 19, 
9tr, Se-182 30 danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden, tel /fax +46 8 857264 
info@artaddiction.se, 
www.artaddiction.se 

Association for Visual Arts AVA, 35 
church st., 8001 cape town South 
africa. tel +27 21 4247436, fax +27 
21 4232637, avaart@iafrica.com, 
www.ava.co.za

Remy Petre, gremmendorferweg. 
#32, de-48167 münster germany

i n s t i t U t i o n s

center for emerging Art, 800 west 
avenue #737, miami Beach 
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Brighton museum & Art gallery, 
church st., Brighton, e. Sussex Bn1 
i4e great Britain, tel +44 1273 
290900, fax +44 1273 292871

Denver Art museum, 100w. 14th ave. 
pky, denver co 80204, uSa, tel +1 
303 6407567, fax +1 303 6407711, 
tstandring@denverartmuseum.org

hara museum ARc, 2944 Shi-
bukawashi gunmaken 377-0027 
Japan, tel +81 279 246585, fax +81 
279 240449, haraarc@mail.ne.jp, 
www.haramuseum.or.jp

hong kong museum of Art, 10 Salis-
bury rd., tsimshatsu hong Kong 
china, tel +852 27342167, fax +852 
27237666, piu@mail.uc.gov.hk, 
www.usd.gov.hk/hkma

J.f. Willumsens museum, dK-3600 
Frederikssund denmark

Janco-dada museum, p.o.Box 29, ein 
- hod artist Village, d.n. hof hacar-
mel il-30890 israel, tel +972 4 
9842350, fax +972 4 9843152

malmö konsthall, St. Johannesg. #7, 
malmö Sweden, tel +46 40 341293, 
fax +46 40 301507, 
info@konsthall.malmo.se, 
www.konsthall.malmo.se

miami Art museum-Suzy Truyie, 101 
west Flagler st., miami Fl 33130, 
uSa, tel +1 305 3751796, fax +1 305 
375725

mobile museum of Art, 4850 
museum dr., p.o.Box 8426, mobile 
al 36689-0426, uSa, tel +1 334 
3432667, fax +1 334 3432680, 
jbs@mobilemuseumofart.com, 
www.mobilemuseumofart.com

musée d’art contemporain Lyon, 
81 cité internationale, quai charles 
de gaulle, Fr-69463 lyon France, 
tel +33 4 72691717, fax +33 4 
72691700, stella@lyon.asi.fr

museo Vostell malpartida, el 
lavadero, ctra.de los Barruecos, 
eS-10910 malpartida de caceres 
Spain, tel +34 927 276492

museum her Domein, Kapittelstraat 
#9, 6131er Sittard holland, tel+ 31 
45 13460, fax +31 45 29111

Reykjvik Art museum, Flokagata, 

C o l l e C t o r s
Adams candace, p.o.Box 429, castle 

rock co 80104-0429 uSa
Allen Rick, 1313 7th ave., Santa cruz 

ca 95062-2718 uSa
Anzalone frank, anzalone & Fischer, 

7912 Bonhomme ave. ste. 200, 
Saint louis mo 63105-3512 uSa

Baldassarre Angelo, via principe 
amedeo #144, it-70122 italy

Barefield michael, 616 w 4th st., 
waynesboro ga 30830-1515 uSa

Bargiotti maria, via g. petroni #38, 
it-40126 Bologna italy

Barnes michael, 935 w main st., 
Festus mo 63028-1723 uSa

Batley norman, 6702 5th ave nw., 
Seatle wa 98117-5013 uSa

Bausch Studio, 414 e 26th aVe., Spo-
kane wa 99203-2425 uSa

Beck katie, 390 gunston hall cir, 
alpharetta ga 30201-7505 uSa

Behm Robert, 817 w 29th st., Scotts-
bluff ne 69361-4427 uSa

Belpedio Anna, 1310 118th ave. nw., 
coon rapids mn 55448-2078 uSa

Bjorklund gary nils, 1945 avenida 
monte Vis, San dimas ca 
91773-4101 uSa

Blair Patricia, 2970 n lake Shore dr., 
chicago il 60657-5644 uSa

Blossom J e, 3179 Sudbury rd., cam-
eron park ca 95682-8218 uSa

Blum Joyce, 721 4th ave. se., hamp-
ton ca 50441-2634-uSa

Boyle k, 1237 golf View dr., 
woodridge il 60517-7703 uSa

Browne Berkeley, 449 willson rd., 
danville Vt 05828-9623 uSa

Buckalew geffery, 604 e Kingston 
ave., charlotte nc 28203-5120 uSa

Bullock Benbow, 12  Sandy Beach rd., 
Vallejo ca 94590-8122 uSa

Bumpass Ron, 2241 green acres rd., 
Fayetteville ar 72703-2833 uSa

Bush Roxana, 5072 harvey grant rd., 
orange park Fl 32073-7851 uSa

Butler g h, p.o.Box 220, Fish creek wi 
54212-0220 uSa

cadnum michael, 555 pierce st. apt. 
143, albany ca 94706-1005 uSa

callahan Sheila, 1970 w diversey 
pKwY,chicago il 60614-1014 uSa

carbine Stephen and Judith, 212 
grove st., rutland Vt 05701-2907 
uSa

carter Patricia, 3137 S mclure st., 
indianapolis in 46221-2210 uSa

catania matthew, 44 graphic blvd., 
Sparta nJ 07871-3509 uSa

chong nilda, apoo 6-423 eldorado, 
panama panama

christian chris, 811 penn ave. ne., 
atlanta ga 30308-1524 uSa

churak Jim, 7457 central cir, tampa 
Fl 33637uSa

cooper heath A, Qintar international, 
47 Barnes st. side, providence ri 
02906-1501 uSa

coudray Llaume, 19 rue de Bour-
gogne Fr 75007 paris France

courtney Don Paul, 30 aisland dr., 
San rafael ca 94901 uSa

cwik Larry, p.o.Box 5912, portland or 
97228-5912 uSa

Daddazio, 31 cornelia st., new York 
nY 10014-4129 uSa

Dao katherine, 4568 Joseph Speciale 
dr., San Jose ca 95136-2711 uSa

Daykin J.m., 9 lowder house, wap-
ping lane, london e1 9rJ great 
Britain, tel +44 171 2650164

Delafuente Alex, 127 greyrock pl., 
Stamford ct 06901-3100 uSa

Delos Santos myrna, 21116 marbella 
ave., carson ca 90745-1338 uSa

a r t  d e a l e r s
Duff ken, 3618 22nd. St. loft #4, San 

Francisco ca 94114-3347 uSa 
Arnhold Werner, 1 rue des genets, 

98000 monte carlo monaco
Art Dealers Association of America, 

575 madison ave., new York nY 
10022 uSa

Association des galeries d’art con-
temporain, 372 Ste. catherine st. 
west #521, montreal h3B 1a2 
canada

Baraz Yahsi, Kurtulus caddesi #191, 
Kurtulus istambul tr-80240 turkey

Berthoud Anne, 4a Stanley crescent, 
london w11 2nB great Britain

cardozo christopher,2601 irving ave. 
South, minneapolis mn 55408 uSa

carpenter Laura, Kelly James, 531 
e. palace ave., Santa Fe nm 
87501,uSa

cobra fine Art, 2916 Victoria court, 
napa ca 94558, uSa

Deats margaret, 719 leverkuhn, suite 
102, houston tx 77007, uSa

Drennon cynthia fine Arts 
Resources, 223 n. guadalupe suite 
309, Santa Fe nm 87501 uSa

Duret catherine, 11 rue de con-
tamines, ch-1206 geneva Switzer-
land

ebers Lonti, 110 Bloor st. west #1208, 
toronto m5S 2w7 canada

freeman Peter, 25 cranberry st., 
Brooklyn nY 11201 uSa

grunwald fela, 180 wychwood ave., 
toronto m6c2t3 canada 

haim chanin Dominique, 625 Broad-
way #11B, new York nY 10012 uSa

kline fred and company, 1000 hill-
crest dr., Santa Fe nm 87501 uSa

kolczynska Paulina, 400 w 40th st., 
new York nY 10018 uSa

La Boulbenne xavier, 504 west 22 
st., new York nY 10011, uSa, tel +1 
212 4624111, fax +1 212 6457656, 
xlab@hotmail.com

L m fine Art, 16 east 71 st., new York 
nY 10021 uSa

martino massimo, Fine arts and proj-
ects, via praella #15, ch-6850 men-
drisio Switzerland

mitchell Brown fine Art inc., 8 
tetilla rd., Santa Fe nm 8705 uSa

moeller Achim fine Art, 167 east 
73rd st., new York nY 10021 uSa

Private Art Dealers Ass., p.o.Box 
872, lenox hill Sta., new York nY 
uSa

Professional Art Dealers Ass., 80 
Spadina ave. #307, toronto m5V 
2J3 canada

Scharf fine Art, 211 east 70th st., 
new York nY 10021 uSa

Schellman, 50 greene st., new York 
nY10013 uSa

Tamerin Barbara J. fine Arts, 120 
east 81st st., new York nY 10028 
uSa

Thompson m. Buck, 640 camino  
lejo, Santa Fe nm 87505,uSa

Fl-33139, uSa, tel +1 305 5382803, 
www.alaskanstar.com/cea

fondazione il Pellicano, piazzale 
cristo re, it-61020 trasanni di 
urbino italy, tel +39 722 32020240, 
fax +39 722 4140

fundacion Yannick and Ben Jakober, 
Sa Basa Blanka, eS-07400 alcudia 
mallorca Spain, fax +34 97 897163, 
fuybjako@arrakis.es, 
www.arrakis.es /~fuybjako

institut international d’Arts Plastiques, 
310 glenridge road, Key Biscayne 
Fl33149, uSa, tel +1 305 3650661, 
fax +1 305 3659448

Le consortium, centre d’art contem-
porain, 37 rue de longvic, Fr-21000 
dijon France

Präsidialdepartement der Stadt Zürich, 
Stadthausquai #17, ch-8022 Zürich 
Switzerland, tel +41 1 2163111, fax 
+41 1 2121404

Sasitharan T., armenian st. #45, 
179936 Singapore Singapore, tel 
+65 33 77535, fax +6533 72729, 
sasi@substration.org, 
www.substation.org

Stiftung für eisenplastic, Sammlung 
dr. hans Koenig, Zollikerstrasse 
#86, ch-8702 Zollikon Zürich Swit-
zerland, tel +41 1 3913710, fax +41 
1 3922397

iS-105 reykjavik iceland, tel +354 
5526131, fax +354 5626191, 
listasafn@reykjavik.is, 
www.reykjavik.is /listasafn

Rooseum, p.o. Box 4097, Se-20312 
malmö Sweden, tel +46 40 121716, 
fax +46 40 304561

Sarjah Art museum, p.o. Box 19989, 
Sharjah united arab emirates

The Speed Art museum, 2035 South 
third st., louisville KY 40208, uSa, 
tel +1 502 6342700, fax +1 502 
6362899, info@speedmuseum.org, 
www.speedmuseum.org

Dersh Jerome, p.o.Box 1488, 
mohnton pa 19540-9609 uSa

Dobrusin Alfred, 332 western ave., 
lynn ma 0104-3016

Dolmatch Stephen, 100 hudson st., 
new York nY 10013-2809 uSa

Dougherty Rebecca, 718 n hancoch 
ave., colorado Spri co 80903-2841 
uSa

edwards Bernard, edwards art, 5816 
Bellmah ave. ne, albuquerque nm 
87110-5814 uSa

eunjung Jo, 3714 parsons blvd apt 7h, 
Flushing nY 11354-5821 uSa

evans Austin, p.o.Box 1300, cumber-
land md 21501-1300 uSa

farland Osborne m c, Jan’s hands, 
4092 wintersweet dr., decatur ga 
30034-5233 uSa

feringa Bart, 2778 w lincoln ave., 
anaheim ca 92801-6333 uSa

fikes harold, 219 Knollridge  cir se, 
huntsville al35801-1961 uSa

fikes harold, 219 Knollridge cir se., 
huntsville al 35801-1961 uSa

fleming keith, 107 cedar st., morgan-
ton nc 28655-4311 uSa

florence gregory,1627 lincoln ave., 
richmond ca 94801-2470 uSa

fogel Daniel, 6634 darlington rd., 
pittsburgh pa 15217-1820 uSa

fokken kyle, 3625 park ave., minnea 
polis mn 5507-2532 uSa

french chris, 101 Seminary st., Berea 
oh 44017-1956 uSa

french John Pree, p.o.Box 888, Sand-
stone mn 55072-0888 uSa

gaj Paul, 42 cherry tree cir., howell nJ 
07731-1527 uSa

gallo Thomas, 370 Jay st. rm. 407 ce, 
Brooklyn nY 11201-3814 uSa

george David, 8905 twin Falls dr., 
Sacramento ca 95826-2136 uSa

gerrman Dimitry, 2916 taney rd., Bal-
timore md 21209-4006 uSa

gilworth everet, 207 w main st., 
weatherford oK 73096-4838 uSa

goessler freddie, rr4 Box 1500 
588035, Beaumont tx 77705 uSa

gold Linda, 1830 n Buffalo dr. 
#S-2008, las Vegas nV 89128-2779 
uSa

gomez, 824 e grand ave. apt. 2, el 
Segundo ca 90245-4135 uSa

good Dale, 1635 e 93rd St., cleve-
land oh 44106-1508 uSa

gornspe Arturo, 1567 27th ave., San 
Francisco ca 94122-3227 uSa

greenfield Louise, 1360 n Sandburg 
ter. #2310, chicago il 60610-2043 
uSa

gunther edgar, 17 rue St. gilles, 
Fr-75003 paris France

gutierez gregory, 563 Kiley rd., chula 
Vista ca 91910-7525 uSa

gutierrez gregory, 563 Kiley rd., 
chula Vista ca 91910-7525 uSa

haarz William, 110 Stephens rd., 
grosse pointe mi 48236-3625 uSa

hafftka michael, 32 tiffany pl., Brook-
lyn nY 11231-2904 uSa

hafner Dianna, 2908 linden ave., 
Slayton mn 56172-1412 uSa

harris Rosalee, 936 S 2nd st., phila-
delphia pa 19147-4203 uSa

hazan isaak, 200 e 90th st apt 27 e, 
new York nY 10128-3528 uSa

heisler Victoria, 7009 garden walk, 
columbia md 21044-4902 uSa

helgesen Jack, norlandsgatan #6, no 
0483 oslo norway

hernandez h A, p.o.Box 5158, Slidell 
la 70469-5158 uSa

hild Oliver, 4349 n wolcott ave., chi-
cago il 60613-1039 uSa

hoch Judge Rand, 2555 S atlantic 
ave.#1904, daytona Beach Fl 
32118-5538 uSa

houngblood hilde, 403 aruba ct., 
Satellite Bea Fl 32937-3809 uSa
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householter monte, 302 w Burton 
ave, eureka il 62040-4742 uSa

howard karol, 4309 Bragg pl, plano 
tx 75024-5441 uSa

hughes Abe, p.o.Box 10602, chicago 
il 60610-0602 uSa

hutter nancy, 7314 esfera st., carls-
bad ca 92009-7820 uSa

Jacobson Jerry, 2240 S Kachina dr., 
tempe aZ 85282-2809 uSa

Jimenez eddie, p.o.Box 112 n 14067, 
Joliet il 60434-0112 uSa

Jones elena, 1016 caloosa dr., Sara-
sota Fl 34234-8322 uSa 

kagermeyer Jordan, p.o.Box 92,lake 
crystal mn 56055-0092 uSa

kanders Jeanne, 2 Shepard pl., mor-
ristown nJ 07960-6978 uSa

kane Daniel, 461Kennedy ave., grand 
Junction co 81501-7556 uSa

kaplan Jed, 6280 nw 42nd way, Boca 
raton Fl 33496-4035 uSa

kar Peter, 4220 Burlington ave., Saint 
petersburg Fl33713-822 uSa

katznelson David, 22221 Bowmont 
dr., Beverly hills ca 90210 uSa

kerr Pamela, 1545 warbler way, 
Sunnyvale ca 94087-5024 uSa

keystone Taitran, p.o.Box 50 campus 
Box 1044, la plume pa 18440-0200 
uSa

kooney Tanaka Robinson, p.o.Box 
124684, San diego ca 92112-4684 
uSa

kosach Sharon, 814 17th st. apt d, 
Sacramento ca 95814-2024 uSa

kralik george, 239 e 79th st, new 
York nY 11211-5106 uSa

kuhl christopher, p.o.Box 2465, 
decatur ga 30031-2465,uSa

Le Jeune mark, prins albertlei #6, 
Be-2950 Kapellen Belgium 

Leaf Wray, 425 e 52nd st., new York 
nY 10022-6444 uSa

Leider Rich, 3653 phillips ave., Berkley 
mi 48072-3424 uSa

Levy Stephanie, 84 rpyal oaKS pl., 
Jackson tn 38305-4109uSa

Liang Suzanne, 971 40th st., Brooklyn 
nY 11219-1036 uSa

Lieder Rick, 3653 phillips ave., Berke-
ley mi 48072-3424 uSa

Lien Jason, 2 Johnny mercer blvd. 
#913, Savanah ga31410-3319 uSa

Lobacz. 724 airview dr., palmyra wi 
53156-9204 uSa

mac connel Rob, 37 ethel ave., mill 
Valley ca 94941-2787 uSa

maccaro James, 15461 22nd ave., 
whitestone nY 11357-3706 uSa

malloy William, p.o.Box 171, new 
York nY 10016-0001 uSa

markey micheline, 23727 e cliff dr 
apt 5, Santa cruz ca 95062-5503 
uSa

marks Betty, 176 e 77th st. apt 9F, 
new York nY 10021-1911 uSa

martz george, 2813 w    17th st. apt. 
J, new York 10001-1198 usa

master eric, 6839 lockwood ave, 
Skokie il 60077-3422 uSa

mazure michele, amandsberglaan 
#34, Be-8400 oostende, Belgium

mcBride Sam, 1316 lucille ave., 
Venice ca 90291-4021 uSa

mcconnell  Rob, 37 ethel ave, mill 
Valley ca 94941-2787 uSa

mcQueen Lisa, 11126 huston st. apt. 
7, north hollywo ca 91601-4433 
uSa

meis emery, 301 w toth st., hays KS 
67601-3843 uSa

menasche 6715 102nd st., Forest hills 
nY 11375-2453 uSa

moore Arthur, 9 newman ave ste n, 
rumford ri 02916-1939 uSa

moss michael, 20540a Shadyside 
way, germantown md 20874-2832 
uSa

muller michael, 1202 ½ nw lake 31, 

lawton oK 73501 uSa
muller Pierre, 18 rue de montchapet, 

Fr-81000 dison France
myers Beatrice, rr 10 p.o.Box 456, 

poplar Bluff mo 63901-9231 uSa
neagle David, 5231 S J st., tacoma 

wa 98408-3642 uSa
neuman k P, p.o.Box 1866, manhattan 

KS 66505-022 uSa
northup Rita, ritter international, 

1424 whitney st. apt. 101, honolulu 
hi 96822-4867 uSa

novak k, 7727 Fisher dr., Falls church 
Va 22043-1233 uSa

O’neal michael, 4700 grand ave., des 
moines ia 50312-2099 uSa

Oberlander Sam, 38 weston taylors 
ln., orleans ma 02653-4500 uSa

Olfus hampton, 2009 powhatan rd., 
hyattsville md 20782-2736 uSa

Orlov Darlene, apt 4c25 Sutton pl S, 
new York nY 10022-2467 uSa

Orr Leonard, 409 n montana st., Ken-
newick wa 99336-8102 uSa

Pagano chris, 2910 n commonwelth 
ave #10, chicago il 60657-6260 
uSa

Palmer Smith glenn, 20 w 20th st. 
Ste 300, new York nY 10011-4213 
uSa

Parett mike, dakota art center, 2139 
newcastle ave., cardiff ca 
92007-1824 uSa

Parker Sabrina, 299 pearl st #36, new 
York nY 10038-1847 uSa

Perea Robel, design consultant 
group, Ste 1120, 999 ponce de 
leon blvd., coral gables Fl 
33134-3047 uSa

Persitz Zachary, p.o.Box 10, Stillwater 
mn 55082-0010 uSa

Petraschuk Roman, 24107 loretta 
ave., warren mi 48091-1732 uSa

Pine  gail, 1259 calle cerrito, Santa 
Barbara ca 93101-4906 uSa

Porcaro Joan, 1622 w 13th st., Brook-
lyn nY 11223-1019 uSa

Pride La Von, 2807 S michigan ave., 
chicago il 60616-3229 uSa

Puzzuoli gina, 5600 maccorkle ave 
se., charleston wV 25304-2343

Quin James, 930 willow st. apt 6F, 
lebanon pa 17046-4935 uSa

Rabun Sara Jane, 106 grady st., 
thomson ga 30824-1931 uSa

Rainsford Virginia, p.o.Box 1293, 
Souheastern pa 19399-1293 uSa

Ramirez, 543 dallas dr., thousand 
oaks ca 91360-5931 uSa

Russ and nancy Jacobsohn, rr 2 
p.o.Box 280, Sparta tn 38583- 9541 
uSa

Ryan christopher, 4606 colonel 
fenwick pl., upper harlbor md 
20772-5943 uSa

Ryand kurt Robert, 5037 Solhemsvik, 
gyldenprisun 27, Bergen norway

Sabet B k, 3535 main Station dr., mar-
ietta ga 30060-6052 uSa

Safadi-Psyllos gina, 4026 171st st., 
Flushing nY 18014-1829 uSa

Salamon eva, 17351 47th ave., Flush-
ing nY 11358-3804 uSa

Sammartino cox Betsy, 280 park 
ave., new York nY 10017-1288 uSa

Sandi ippolito, 1376 Broadway, San 
Francisco ca 94109-2612 uSa

Sandig henry, 1339 e San miguel ave., 
phoenix aZ 85014-2326 uSa

Sapp Quinn, 1287a glenwood ave. se 
#150, atlanta ga 30316-1912 uSa

Schmera Jeanne-nicole, 18 Sasqua 
rd., norwalk ct 06855-2825 uSa

Scott Deidre 59 Bruckner blvd., Bronx 
nY 10454-4434 uSa

Seba Tony, 418 Valejo st., San Fran-
cisco ca 94133-4113 uSa

Shaw matthew, 517 richards st., 
geneva il95829-6025, uSa

Shay Laurence, 1901 avenue n, 

Brooklyn nY 11230-7720,uSa
Shelley Danielle, 4 highgate rd., 

Kensington ca 94707-1141 uSa
Shenfield Robert, 27935 windsor, 

mission Viejo ca 92692-3056 uSa
Smith Brad, p.o.Box 1093, cochise aZ 

85606-1093 uSa
Smith T e, Smith art and design, 

18310 rd, #16, chappell ne 
69129-6813 uSa

Smithers mary Lou, 3416 Barlyn ln., 
Bloomfield hi mi 48302-1402 uSa

Smithers mary, 3416 Barlyn ln, 
Bloomfield hi mi 48302-11402 uSa

Sneeder Rhonda, craven co Schools, 
1207 highland ave., new Bern nc 
28562-5831

Staver Janice, larkspur mt Studio, 
5778 highway 30w, the dalles or 
97058-9528 uSa

Steele elaine, 210 e 3rd st., new York 
nY 10009-7437 uSa

Stefanoni franco, via Seminario #35, 
it-23900 lecco italy

Stritzel k e, 112 Bleecher st., Jersey 
city nJ 07307-3406 uSa

Stubina Rod, 4 ne 1st st., gainesville 
Fl 32601-5341 uSa

Syl kelly, 405 w grand ave., escon-
dido ca 92025-2607 uSa

Tatman Tm, 4284 orchield ln., cincin-
nati oh 45236-3127 uSa

Taube John, 34 Zinnia dr., covington 
la 70433-9112 uSa

Tawfik Joseph, 1585 State rt. 23 apt 
14, Butler nJ 07405-1306 uSa

Tereba carol, construction produc-
tions, union city ca 94587 uSa

Terry martin, 2281 wilbur rd. sw., 
albuquerque nm 87105-3698 uSa

Thorne Jason, everhart museum, 
1319 ash st., Scranton pa 
18510-1367 uSa

Tiney Tammie, 1851 union ave se, 
minerva mn 44657-8914 uSa

Tirala Lothar, müllerstr. #13a, 6020 
innsbruck  austria 

Trillo gerardo, p.o.Box 3325, So padre 
is tx 78597-3325 uSa

Trubac Will, p.o.Box 2073, auburn wa 
98071-2073 uSa

Trusler cher, 335 lee ave., clarksburg 
wn 26301-3741

Tschudin Sandra, 830 S palmway, 
lake worth Fl 33460-5034 uSa

Tucker Lloyd, rr1 Box 1957, woodville 
tx 75979-9713 uSa

Turner Aaaron, p.o.Box 106, remsen 
nY 13438-0106 uSa

Tususian Richard, p.o.Box 1000, 
white deer pa 17887-1000 uSa

uSa
Wahgeese Anal, 8241 256th st., glen 

oaks nY 11004-1417 uSa
Van meter Zaron, p.o.B ox 21313, 

columbus  oh 43221-0313 uSa
Varvel Robert, 211 e delaware pl 

#1608, chicago il 60611-1745 uSa
Weinrebe Lee, 303 S 11th st. #500, 

philadelphia pa 19107-6033 uSa
Weisman christy, 131 Bal cross dr., 

Bal harbour Fl 32720-4928 uSa
West ken, 140 aspen dr., danville KY 

40422-2201 uSa
Whitcombe Alex, Venezia Fine arts, 

moshup trl, aquinnah ma 02535 
uSa

Vincenzo Paolo, p.o.Box 114 white 
plains nY 10605-0114 uSa

Vinion Ron, 2838 w addison st. apt 
1r, chicago il 60618-4619 uSa

Vinton Susan, 2208 grand ave., gran-
ite city il 62040-4742 uSa

Wittekind Don, dame Juliana inc., 
1261 grandview ave., columbus oh 
43212-3457 uSa

Wojcik Lisa, 2223 w wilson ave. unit 
B, chicago il 60625-2107 uSa

Vollmar ed, 7625 e camelback rd. #B 
113, Scottsdale aZ 85251-2128 uSa

Vosquez uranga Ricardo p.o.Box 
17423, el paso tx 79917-7423 uSa

Wroblewski nancy, 1930 e park pl., 
milwaukee wi 53211-3662 uSa

Vujasinovic milos, p.o.Box 18561, 
philadelphia pa 19129-0561 uSa

xu Yan-Zhou, 2221 houma blvd. apt 
216, metairie la 70001-1307 uSa

Yoshiyuki Sako, 320 carmel ave apt 8 
marina ca 93933-3263 uSa

Zillioux marcus, 3941 w huntington 
dr., phoenix aZ 85041-4122 uSa

Zona e, 53 meadows dr., lake worth 
Fl 33462-4925 uSa

a r t  f a i r s
Arco, parque Ferial Juan carlos i, 

eS-28067 madrid Spain
Art Brrussels, 17th contemporary art 

Fairs,, expo heysel  Belgium
Art chicago, navy pier, 230 west 

huron st. suite 3a, chicago il 60610 
uSa

Art cologne, messe &ausstellungs 
gmbh, Box 210760, de-
50532cologne germany

Art fair Basel, messeplatz #1, p.o.Box 
4021 Basel Switzerland

Art frankfurt-messe Frankfurt, 
ludwig erhard anlage 1, de-60327 
Frankfurt germany

Art international new York, 7500 
old oak blvd., cleveland oh 44130 
uSa

Art miami, 1775 collins ave., miami 
Beach Fl uSa

Art Palm Beach, 3725 Se ocean blvd., 
suite 201, Sewall’s points Fl 34996 
uSa

Art, the london contemporary art 
Business design center, 52 upper 
st., london great Britain

Arte & Sur, ifagra aptdo de correos 
#958, eS-18080 granada Spain

Arte BA, Viamonte #1485, ar-1055 
Buenos aires argentina

Arte fiera Bologna, via della Fiera 
#20, it-40128 Bologne italy

Arteroma, Studio 5, via Belisario #8, 
it-00187 roma italy

Artissima, lingotto Fiere, via nizza 
#294, turin italy

Artistbook international, 46 rue de 
Sévigne, Fr-75003 France

Australian contemporary Art fair 
AcAf, p.o.Box 1251, north Fitzroy, 
Vic 3068 australia 

estampa, Joaquin maria lopez #23, 
eS-28015 madrid Spain

european Art forum, messe Berlin, 
messedamm #22, de-14055 Berlin 
germany

fiac, espace eiffel Branly, quai Branly, 
62 rue miromesnil, Fr-75008 paris 
France

fiart, Feria internacional de arte, 
calle 70 10-21. Bogota colombia

fiart, Feria internacional de arte-
santa, Fondo cubano de bienes 
cult., calle San ignacio esq. a 
muralla, habana Vieja, havana 
cuba

foire d’Art Actuel, palais Vi, parc des 
expositions, Be-1020 Brussels Bel-
gium

interarte, apdo. correos #476, 
eS-4680 Valencia Spain

international istambul Biennale, 
istiklal caddese, 146 luvr apt., 
Beyoglu,tr-80070 istambul turkey

kunst Rai, rai congrescentrum, 
amsterdam holland

kunst, ABB factory, Zurich-oerlikon 
Switzerland

Lineart gent, international congres-
centrum, Be-9000 gent Belgium
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miart, Quartiere Fiera, milano, via 
Brera #6, it-20121 milano italy

moscow international Art fair, prt. 
marksa d. 7 hotel moskva 
komm.406, ru-103012 moscow 
russia

napoli Arte contemporanea, ente 
autonomo mostra d’oltremare, 
p-le tecchio 52, it-80125 Fuori-
grotta italy

nicAf,tokyo tower Bowling center 
1Fl., 4-4-13 Shibakoen, minato-ku, 
105-0011,tokyo Japan

Riparte, via orti di trastevere #1, 
it-00153 roma italy

Saga, espace eiffel Branly, quai Branly, 
paris France

San francisco international Art 
exopsition, thomas Blackman 
associates inc., 230 west huron , 
chicago il60610, uSa

SiS Salone internationale della Scul-
tura, Viale galileo #133, it- 54036 
marina di carrara italy

Stockholm Art fair, Sollentuna 
mässan, malmvägen #2, Stockholm 
Sweden

The Armony Show, a project of 
the First gramercy international, 
69th regiment armory, 68 lexing-
ton ave., new York nY uSa

Tresors, the international Fine art and 
antiques Fair for asia, Bradbury   
Singapore

Zagreb Art fair, Zagrebacki Velesa-
jam, av. dubrovnik#2, 10000 Zagreb 
croatia

a r t i s t s  i n d e x
a de lans (de Vichy), France
aai -association of artists in ireland
aalders Steven, holland
aalto Setälä, Finland
aalto Setälä mika, Finland
aalto timo, Finland
aarts Ko, holland
aav, France
abad Sol marcela, argentina
abad Victor, Spain
abakanowicz magdalena, poland
abalakova natalja, russia
aballí ignasi, Spain
abaroa eduardo, mexico
abat tremps Jordi, Spain
abate alberto, italy
abbadessa maria, italy
abbe nozal, Spain
abbot posy, italy
abbott Jon, uSa
abbozzo edgardo, italy
abdel mohsen abdel wahab, egipt
abdell douglas, Spain
abdul Sobahan, Bangladesh
abend harry, Venezuela
aberastury gabriela, argentina
aberhart laurence, new Zealand
abershaus eugen, israel
abeyta ray, uSa
abilio, portugal
abish cecile, uSa
abraham lucki, israel
abramischvili gia, russia
abramovic marina, holland
abrams Joyce, uSa
abramsen per, holland
abreu dionísio Souto, portugal
accardi carla, italy
acciari Sabrina, italy
accorsi oscar, italy
acerboni roberta, italy
aceves navarro gilbert, mexico
acha Jorge luis, argentina
achando Susana, portugal
achterholt udo, germany
acosta gutiérrez luis, mexico
acquarone elena Victoria, argentina

acquaticci Sandro, italy
adabi loreen, colombia
adalsteinsdottr Sólveig, iceland
adam Fabiola, paraguay
adam rex, uSa
adami claudio, italy
adami giorgio gaetano, italy
adami Valerio, monaco
adami Valerio, italy
adams dennis, uSa
adams Kim, canada
adams lisa, uSa
adams mac, uSa
addas ahmad, Barhain
adela, Spain
adelantado olga, Spain
adereth Yael, israel
adilon georges, France
ado, France
adolphe Jonathan, uSa
adrian martin, germany
adrian pic, Spain
adrian x robert, austria
adriani alessandro, italy
adrover laura Valeria, argentina
adrover Sara lopez, argentina
adzak roy, France
aeberhard rené, Switzerland
aeberli matthias, Switzerland
aeppli eva, France
africano nicolas, uSa
afuhs eva, austria
aga-rossi laura, italy
agam Yaacov, France
ageli-Florou elpida, greece
agranov dvora, israel
agros, mexico
agroskin Semeon, russia
aguero cecilia, argentina
aguerre gustavo, Sweden
aguiar maria José, portugal
aguiar marina, South africa
aguilar castañeda luis, mexico
aguilar José roberto, Brazil
aguilar Sergi, Spain
aguirre Juan antonio, Spain
aguirre pilar, italy
agústsson hordur, iceland
agut pep, Spain
ahmad nakhjavani, iran
ahn pil-yeun, South Korea
ahn Sung-keum, South Korea
ai xuan, china
aida makoto, Japan
aidan, russia
aiha martti, Finland
aila antila, Finland
aillaud gilles, France
airò mario, italy
aitken doug, uSa
aitor, Venezuela
aitor, italy
aivaliotis Sharon Firth, great Britain
aiznberg Valerij, russia
ajò anna, italy
akasegawa genpei, Japan
akermann Janusz, poland
akiko, uSa
akita Satoshi, Japan
akkerman Ben, holland
akkerman philip, holland
akopy arthur, France
akyavas erol, turkey
akyildiz mevlut, turkey
al Fadhil, Switzerland
alaa eddin ahmad, italy
alabau cristina, Spain
alan and Janet Shepard, uSa
alan rabinowitz, uSa
alan Steele, uSa
alari carlo, italy
albacete alfonso, Spain
albanese giovanni, italy
albanese marisa, italy
albano giacomo, italy
albelda raga, Spain
alberghini pacini marina,italy
alberici Stefano, France
alberola Jean michel, France
albert Jean max, France

albert Jurij, russia
albertin Jean-claude, Switzerland
albertini marco, italy
albertossymcha daniel
ciudad de Florencio Varela, argentina
albinet Jean paul, France
alborno Fabrizio, italy
albrecht gretchen, new Zealand
alcain alfredo, Spain
aldoubi Zvi, israel
aldrovandi alessandro, italy
alebic Josip, croatia
alechinsky pierre, France
alecos Fassianos, France
aleem maria, egipt
alejnikov gleb, russia
aleksandar rasulic, norway
aleksiun Jan, poland
alemanno patrizia, italy
alessandroni Sabrina, italy
alex Belozersky, uSa
alexander John, uSa
alexander Shelagh, canada
alexandroni dafna, israel
alexandrov alek, Bulgaria
alexandrov  Vladimir (VaVa), russia
alexeev alexandre, russia
alexeev nikita, russia
alexey antonov, uSa
alexia hadjistephanou, cyprus
alexiou takis, greece
alfano angel, uSa
alfaro andreu, Spain
alfieri Stefano, italy
alghadrar a. Jabbar, Bahrein
alima rita, israel
alithinos dimitris, greece
alkara ovadia, israel
alkor Bilge, turkey
all artists, Japan
allain gerald, France
allaire anne deborah, great Britain
allard dominique, France
allegri alberto, italy
allegri nottari luigi, italy
allen Florence, uSa
allen richard, great Britain
allen roberta, uSa
allen Sheena clare, great Britain
alleyn edmund, canada
allon max, israel
alloucherie Jocelyne, canada
allsop douglas, great Britain
almeida david de, portugal
almeida helena, portugal
almeida manuela, portugal
almeida rosa, portugal
alocco marcel, France
aloe carlo, Switzerland
aloi giuseppe aloiym, italy
alonso alvaro, Spain
alonso Bonifacio, Spain
alonso Fernán, Spain
alonso-Fernandez luis, Spain
alpert Bill, uSa
alquin, France
altan Ösdemir, turkey
altes ernest, Spain
alvarez caccamo Berta, Spain
alvarez edgar, colombia
alvarez Flaco domingo, Venezuela
Àlvarez nazaré, portugal
alvaro, italy
alves Justino, portugal
alviani getulio, italy
alviani lino, italy
alvikas Vidas, lithuania
alzamora alfonso, Spain
amadei roberto, italy
amadio andrea, italy
amadio marina, italy
amado carlos, portugal
amado inês, great Britain
amadori carlo, italy
amadori gabriele, italy
amando, Spain
amaral antonio henrique, Brazil
amaral Zulmira, Brazil
amat Frederic, Spain
amato maria agata, italy

amato mariolina, italy
amato nuccia, italy
ambadas, norway
ambassador graphics & wildlife gal-

lery / Bob chapman, uSa
ambro morosi, italy
ambrosini aldo, italy
ambrosino Ferdinando, italy
ambrosio paolo, italy
amburn dale, uSa
amer aliamer halla, egipt, uSa
ametista arnaldi rosa, italy
amft robert, uSa
amill carles, Spain
amirsoleimani minou, italy
amisano guidetti Bibiana, italy
amnon israeli, israel
amoday Judith, israel
amodeo antonio, italy
amor Vera (Vama), germany
amorós rosa, Spain
amoroso nicolás, mexico
ampe m.B.a.dominique, holland
ampudia eugenio,  Spain
amrei Fechner, germany
amy weber, uSa
anahory Sara, great Britain
anastasi william, uSa
anastasiades aristides, cyprus
anastasova marianzela, Bulgaria
anastassov Sasho, Bulgaria
anatole, Belgium
ancarani marco, italy
anchise, picchi, italy
andaluz eduardo, Spain
andeev roberto, Bulgaria
andelkovic dejan, Serbia
anderle Jiri, czech republic
andersen henrik B, denmark
andersen marita, norway
andersen mogens, denmark
anderson craig, uSa 
anderson Kjell, Sweden
anderson laurie, uSa
anderson randall, canada
anderson Stanley, Japan
andersson Barbro, Sweden
andersson maya, France
andi rusu, uSa
andino héctor rubén, argentina
andlovic marko, Slovenia
andonyadis Yannis, France
andre carl, uSa
andreas tony & isik andreas, holland
andreev dana, holland
andrésson gunnar, iceland
andreu margarita, Spain
andrew hepworth, great Britain
andrianou efi, cyprus
andriesse Jan, holland
andriessen cees, holland
andrikò marie-Josée, France
andronico Filippo, italy
angela Beurath, germany
angelica domenico, Switzerland
angelucci Zeffi, italy
angermann peter, germany
angie Snyder, uSa
anguelakis michael, greece
anguiano raul, mexico
anisa romero, uSa
anisics Kristina, holland
anita hühn, germany
anita lermet, germany
aniwar, china
anke de Vries, germany
anleo xoan, Spain
ann marie Bordner, uSa
ann-Kristin Fleischhauer, germany
anna Von Bassen, germany
annamari mikkola, uSa
anne Stahl, ireland
annette Kunow, germany
annilie hillmer, germany
anschutz Justin, South africa
anselmo giovanni, italy
ansoldi marina, italy
ant wuorinen anna-Kaisa, Finland
antanasijevic lidija, great Britain
antezzo matthew, uSa
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rita Sapira
piata amzei, nr. 10-22, apt 4, Bucuresti romania

APPLAuSe, 1996 BronZe 16 x 7 x 9 cm. / 6¼ x 2¾ x 3½ in.

g r e e n a W ay 
ART  gallery
adelaide auStralia
changing exhibitions of australian contemporary art

Artists represented include: 

member of the australian 
commercial galleries association.
art Fairs: australian art Fair arco madrid

39 RunDLe STReeT, kenT TOWn SA 5067 ADeLAiDe AuSTRALiA

tel +61 8 8362 6354 fax +61 8 8362 0890  e-mail: gag@camtech.net.au
website http://www.adelaide. net.au/~gagl

Juan Davila
Rosalie gascoigne
Aldo iacobelli
Annette Bezor
Peter Atkins
Paul hoban
Suzanne Treister

Adele Rowl And
photogR Aph ARtis t

lorna roBertSon
p.o.Box 32 KinSale, co. corK ireland
tel +353 21 778 355 fax +353 21 778 365

dominiCan College
50 AcAciA AVe, SAn RAfAeL , cA 94901-2236 uSA
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tHe 2nd spring
annUal in veniCe
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PALAZZO cORReR
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galerie 
annette de Keyser   

gen. BelliardStraat 19 
B-2000 antwerpen  Belgium

tel/fax +32 3 231 9056  
Btw Be 450.807.993  hra 299.828

opening September 1993

exhiBiTiOnS
1993 
narcisse tordoir
maurizio  Colantuoni 
1994 
oliviero rainaldi
danny devos 
manfredu schu
wouter deruytter
Jean-marie Bijtebier
Berend strik
1995 
arjanne Vander spek
Jan Carlier
eddy de vos
nils erik gjerdevic
peter rodgiers
Jean-marie Bijtebier
1996 
guy Van Bossche
Frank mandersloot
eddy de vos
wouter deruytter
danny devos
1997 
guy Van Bossche
Shelaghi Keeley
Jean-marie Bijtebier
Bjarne melgaard
Vincent geyskens
1998 
wouter deruytter
oliviero rainaldi
Five Years together
guy Van Bossche
Vincent geyskens 
1999 
Bettina Bach
ralph groenen
an exhibition of drawing
wouter deruytter
guy Van Bossche

27 January - 25 march 
franCesCo rUsso

30 march - 13 may 
danny devos

18 may - 1 July 
nils eriK gjerdeviK

September - October 
gUy van BossCHe

november - December
Bettina BaCH

KoHji ogUra gallery 
DiRecTOR KoHji ogUra
JettY eaSt 1-7 minatomachi 
minatoKu nagoYa pc 455-0033 
japan
tel +81 52 654-5106 
Fax +81 52 654 5107 
mocaKog@Spice.or.Jp

hiSTORY having opened a gal-
lery in 1986, we moved to the 
present address and opened 
the museum of contemporary 
art, nagoya and Kohji ogura 
gallery in 1995.
our wide variety of exhibits 
are contemporary art paintings, 
drawings, sculptures, photo-
graphs, etc. 
major recent exhibitions include: 
Fiona rae, tomio Seike, in 1999 
respectively, Kazuo okazaki, 
toeko tatsuno, Simon patterson 
in 1998 respectively, Jason 
martin in 1997. 
mark Francis and Simon 
patterson are two of those who 
are slated for our future one-
man shows.

galerie maegHt   
42, Rue Du BAc

f-75007 PARiS fRAnce
tel +33 1 454845 15  fax 42222283

n e t a  d o r
13 april 2000 – 10may 2000

galerie d’art Zero
c/canvis nous 1, 

e-08003 Barcelona  Spain

25  march - 16 april

B o  p e r m a n
drawings and paintings

SoltSKog gård
Se-151 47 SÖdertÄlJe Sweden

W e B s i t e s

galleria comunale d’arte moderna 
Bologna italy

www.galleriadartemoderna.bo.it

e x H i B i t i o n sg a l l e r y

Frans ouwerkerk, Kunstschilder, 
hoolddorf holland

www.kunstkontakt.nl/fransouwerkerk

art addicrion international gallery 
Stockholm Sweden

www.artaddiction.se

malmö Konsthall Sweden
www.konsthall.malmo.se

galerie monika Beck germany
www.mathbeck.de

s a m  f r a n C i s
p a i n t i n g s  1 9 4 7  -  1 9 9 0

29 January - 1may 2000
malmÖ KonSthall Sweden

e x H i B i t i o n
C o m p e t i t i o n

Small forms 20 x 20 cm / 7½ x 7½ in 

The 2nd Spring Annual in Venice
20 april - 30 april
deadline 12 april

masks in Venice 3
22 may - 31 may
deadline 15 May

The 3rd Autumn Annual in Venice
6 october - 16 october
deadline 27 september

The 2nd Small graphic Art in 
Venice

7 november - 17 november
deadline 25 october
 
piccola galleria correr /palazzo correr 

a Santa Fosca, cannaregio 2214 
Venezia italy

o p p o r t U n i t i e s

if you Have something Worth 
showing the international 
art Community Contact 
World of art now!

letter: woa, mörbylund 19, 9tr 
Se-182 30 danderyd Stockholm 
Sweden 

For advertising rate or further infor-
mation, contact world of art at 
tel  +46 8 85 72 64 fax +46 8 85 72 64
e-mail: info@artaddiction.se 

press release light, italy
www.undo.net

amdpress artnews, Spain 
www.artnewsdigital.com

galería edurne, Spain
www.w3art.es
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infORmATiOn ABOuT 
Classified
all classified advertisements are 

accepted and are at the discre-
tion of the publisher. classified 
rate are uS$ 1,5 per word, with 
a $50 minimum. no advance 
proofs or sample copies are 
given. payment must accom-
pany classified order. Send the 
classified order, payment and 
copy to:

World of Art
mörbylund 19, 9tr
Se-182 30 Danderyd
Stockholm
Sweden 
Tel 46 8 85 72 64 
fax +46 8 85 72 64
e-mail: info@artaddiction.se 
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Ken roBinson   neW Zealand

The Work I am doing at the moment is 
a long continuum of work done earlier. 
All my work is in a continual process. 
Each exhibition evolves out of the previous 
exhibition taking some of those earlier works 
to another level so any change for me is a 
gradual change not a sudden one.

I am a purely abstract artist who tries to 
minimize external representation.

For the artist to develop in the viewer a 
more sensual understanding of the work 
and therefore possibly they will read those 
configurations back into the real world.

In my youth I was very involved in sports 
-played senior soccer, represented my city in 
Swimming, Football, Diving, Gymnastics. 
At the moment I play classical and Flamenco 
guitar but to be realistic I dont’t have 
the talent or the drive to become a profes-
sional.

In an indirect way music does relate to 
my work as I said I play guitar and the 
piano. I have had a concert played where the 
composer composed five musical composi-
tions in responses to five of my paintings.

I fortunately haven’t had any really bad 
reviews. Anything negative mentioned I’ve 
found do have a slight element of truth, 
which you have to consider.

Generally I can say the work finishes 
when I feel that the painting is starting to 
explore aspects that have gone beyond what 
I intended and should be the subject of a 
new painting. All work has to allow those 
important accidents to happen which gives 
the work that sense of unexpectedness that 

one cannot think, but you have to decide 
however, at what point those accidents 
are beginning to go beyond the nature of 
enhancing the original work.

For me the act of painting and the deci-
sions made when in front of the work while 
the process is going on, are all part of the 
work. The process of all these decisions in a 
sense are the story of the painting and take 
on that narrative of a work rather than any 
story line as in more figurative work. 

All artists are aware of other artists and 
their work and in a lot of cases the way other 
artists have solved their problems you can 
use too. So one is aware of previous work 
done by other artists.

When one is young there is a natural sense 
of wanting to be what one could call avant 
guarde - wanting to be part of the scene so 
to speak. But as all artists are aware being 
avant guarde is a little like following fashion 
it is fairly fickle and one grows out of it. 
However as trends come and go not only 
in the new work produced by the different 
artists but by the buying public you become 
less worried by these and simply get on 
with your own development and this in 
some ways makes you beyond fashion and 
therefore slightly isolated. 

In a recent article written on my work, a 
critic called the gestures controlled spontane-
ity, which in a sense describes this type of 
activity well. I like the contact with the 
surface in the same way a sculptor is in 
contact with their materials as it also allows 
for a certain amount of unplannedness in the 

work allowing accidents to happen rather 
than just to pre plan every thing.

When I returned after a long time over-
seas, to New Zealand I came back at a time 
when N.Z. was like Australia looking for 
a national identity. Like all new cultures 
trying to find its own identity without the 
influences of the older cultures of Europe 
or America in some ways concocts its idea 
of nationalism. This particularly happened 
in the arts and people like myself who had 
over the years because we had lived in 
different countries adapted lots of those 
other cultures into our work. We didn’t use 
clique symbols and any those devises that 
were intended to identify with New Zealand 
so weren’t included in exhibitions that 
were thought of as New Zealand reflecting 
the South pacific. This has now settled 
down and some of those artists are not so 
prominent now so my work is being looked 
at as just ”art” to be good or bad as it should 
be. That self conscious nationalism so 
prevalent, in terms of being more represented 
in National galleries might have suffered 
in the same way as the feminist movement 
did in its heyday allowing a lot of less 
adequate artist to be bought than should 
have been.

Personally, it would be nice to have your 
work put up and be promoted by someone 
so that the public could see your efforts 
over a number of years and you having 
the satisfaction of it being seen and being 
respected. But, however, should that not 
happen it wouldn’t worry me too much.

TumBLing
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On PAPeR
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